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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent world events have brought into sharp focus the need for

America to balance the emphases in her education between Western

and Afro Asian cultures. Among the Afro-Asian cultures, the cul-

ture of China has particularly drawn the attention.of the educators.

American leaders recognize the practical necessity and intellectual

value of studying the experience of one-fourth of mankind who have

tried to live together wisely and peaceably for three thousand years.

It is further recognized that the Chinese language is a door to the

minds of all eastern Asian peoples because the writing system used

for Chinese has been the basis for the written languages of 90 million

Japanese and 30 million Koreans, and has exerted decisive influence

on many of the languages of Southeast Asia. Consequently, Chinese is

listed among the six critical languages to be given top priority

in the foreign language development program under the National De-

fense Education Act of l958*

Yet, with all its significance recognized, the teaching of Chinese

in the United States has been greatly hindered by the lack of suitalas

instructional. material. The paucity of secondary-level material in

Chinese is particularly acute. In order to meet a widely felt need,

the U. S. Office of Education under the National Defense Education

Act, Title VI, awarded a contract to San Francisco State College to

1.1111~=1~11711IIIINNIIII104~.111

See Position Statement of the Advisory Committee on Chinese
Language Instruction in California Public Schools, California
Schools, VIII, No. 9 (September, 1962), 311.
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develop the level of instructional materials in Mandarin

..
suitable for secondary school students. The staff of. this

,

project began work. in September 1961 and have completed '

a preliminary draft ready for pilot-testing and revision during

the 1962-63 academic year.
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II. BASIC GUIF)FLINFS IN THE" DEVELOPMENT OF THESE MATERIALS

Every instructional material is a tool to the instructor.

It is necessary for the instructor to know how and for what pur-

pose the tool has been developed and shaped before he can proceed

to use it effectively. The following paragraphs will outline

way briefly the precise principles of organization and the pur-

poses of this set of materials, As it will become clear pre-

sently, the principles observed here are in reality points of

common sense shared by all experienced teachers of foreign lane.

guages when they try to think through the problem of language

teaching and learning. Wherever they may disagree, it is usually

because they react to a certain aspect of the task in isolation

and out of the force of their habit of learning the written lan-

guage of their mother tongue, which is drastically different from

what goes into the learning of a second language.

The first point of departure for our work in organizing these

materials is an assumption, well supported by nearly every foreign

language teacher, that a second language can be truly mastered

if the process of learning is organized in an effective way. By

mastery we mean that the student can command the language, both

orally and in writing, as well as does a native speaker with a

comparable life experience. With such mastery the student does

not confuse or compound his native language concepts with those

of the second language but rather his language behavior in the

second language conforms to the concepts it that language,

naturally and automatically. This, we are 1.,w3itive can be achieved.
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In order to help achieve the above-mentioned goal, we have

given due recognition to the various theories and experiments in

the psychology of learning. Without, attempting here to review any

of these widely discussed 'Illeories we believe that all language

teachers agree on the need to cultivate first a certain amount of

basic, subconscious, muscular reflexes upon which conscious, high-

ly reflective Irork in any language can be built. We agree on

this principle in spite of the possibly wide discrepancies in our

opinions regarding the difference between man with his faculty

and intelligence and animals of the forest. We agree on this

principle because we know that no language can communicate fully,

or even adequately for very practical purposes, if its meaning

through its sounds or written symbols does not leap immediately

to the senses and the mind of the listener-reader. Consequently

we have structured drills to establish the most basic sound and

syntax patterns in the student's second language habit. The

patterns, derived from the natural speech of the native speakers

but not prescribed by any one authority -- a grammarian or lo-

gician .- are the basic grammar of the language« The student

is to absorb the grammar understood in these terms. His mere

knowledge of the patterns as rules and his mere ability, to re-

cite the rules serves very little purpose.

We can never over-emphasize the difference between learning

one's mother tongue and a second language. Much of the difficulty

in foreign language teaching stems from this confusion. To be-.

gin with, both the teacher and the student at the secondary level

have already acquired a deeply entrenched habit of learning their
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native language which to them, is but the written language. If

they have never truly mastered a second language, or even if they

have learned one but had never paused to analyse their ex-

perience to identify what part of it had been_ really effective

in helping them to acquire the mastery, they are only too prone

to regard language learning as to begin with memorization of

vocabulary lists and grammatical rules. But these things only

helped them in learning how to write correctly or to analyse

what they already know h'w to speak. They usually overlook the

fact that tInir facility in the language came from a successful

absorption of the basic paradigms in their language habit end

concept and that vocabulary lists and grammar books only supple-

mented at certain times their effort of continuous practice in

that language,

These are the few fundamental principles behind the or-

ganization of our materials. According to these principles we

shall suggest to the user of the materials: (1) Stressing the

sound and syntax patterns and postponing the introduction of the

written --mbols are to enable the student to concentrate on one

job at a time and the most basic one first lest he fails to make

appreciable progress and lose his incentive. (2) Basic grammar

consists of pattern analyses which must be used sparingly only

to enable the studeht to perceive and psychologically accept a

certain pattern of speech thereby to absorb it more readily.

14e know that there are students who insist on finding some log-

icality in the basic structure of a language which has no com-

parable logic with that of their mother tongue. (3) No direct
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word-by-word translation is to be used at any time because most

of the basic and idiomatic expressions cannot be translated out

of the context and any effort to explain a word out of context

will, at the beginning stage of leerning, only confuse the student

and waste the already too limited amount of class time. The

student is likely, again cut of his habit of learning his native

language, to demand such digressive explanations which the teacher

must try to resist without disappointing the inquirer. (4) Tn

using the drills the ultimate goal is always the student's ab-

sorption of the patterns as living and useful paradigms which

they can apply, through analogy to comparable situations by

using extended admissible vocabulary items. In other words the

end of the drills is free conversation within the vocabulary

sr

-` limit by using the learned patterns freely and correctly.

These suggestions and others converging on them will be,
t-' repeatedly offered to the teacher. The repetition is intended

because often under the pressure of a schedule a teacher doer;

quite the contrary to what he believes to be correct and a con-

stant reminder may contribute to his doing what he really wishes

to do in his class. These points constitute the basis for the

guidelines adopted by the Chinese Mandarin Teaching Materials

Development Project staff at San Francisco State College:*

L1 The principle recognizing that language is primarily

a series of sounds habitually arranged according to certain

This is a condensation of several relatively detailed
working papers which the Mandarin Project staff prepared
for their own use in developing the materldsis
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conventions to convey meaning underlies the audiolingual approach

to language learning. The methods encompassed by this approach

have been demonstrated to be effective in foreign language in-

struction, Chinese being no exception.

2. By audiolingual instruction it is not meant that the

student is to learn the speaking skill only but thrA he is to

acquire a fundamental command of the foreign language without

which his progress in learning the language will be difficult

and slow. If the student learns to comprehend auditorily, speak,

read, and write, in this order, he can learn all four skills better

and faster.

3. In order to help the student to acquire a foreign

linguistic habit, his learning process must involve constant

practice and review of any unit of material introduced to him.

The material presented in the first unit must reappear con-

stantly in subsequent units until vocabulary and grammatical

structure have been absorbed by the student and become his se-

cond nature.

4, Proficient reading;, not painful decoding, of a printed

page in a foreign language is a different skill - though ul-

timately closely related to them - from auditory comprehension

and speech. The effort to acquire the reading ability can best

begin after the student has already audiolingually mastered the

most basic sentence patterns. Otherwise the student would have to

learn too many things at once at the very beginning with the re-

sult that he learns nothing well.
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III. .ORGANIZATION OF THE MATERIALS

The materials are planned according to the Chinese curriculum

adopted by the Advisory Committee on Chinese Language Instruction

in California Public Schools.* They constitute the first level

of a four-year sequence, or, principally, are for the students

beginning their study of Chinese in the ninth grade.

There are fifteen units planned for two semesterst instruc-

tion, based on sixteen weeks per semester with five periods of

instruction per week, each period lasting fifty minutes including

language laboratory activities.** While the quantity of materials

has been measured carefully and the entire course can be finished

by most classes, it is strongly urged that each teacher should

guage the speed of learning of his class and not to be bound

mechanically by the pattern of two weeks per unit. The important

thing is for the students to learn well.

Each unit consists of the following parts: 1. a brief En-

glish explanation of the situation, 2. a cue sheet drawings

to aid dialogue practice, 3. dialogue, 4. summary of the con-

tents of the unit, 5. the sound, 6. vocabulary, 7. structural

patterns, 8. notes, 9. drills, (fluency drills, repetition drill,

substitution drill, replacement drill, response drill, directed

conversation), 10. dialogue expansion, 11. narration, 12. rhymes,

13. progress evaluation.

* California Schools, XXXIII (September 1962), 347-352

** If the class is scheduled differently, it will be necessary
to make certain adjustments in the rate of progression.
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Since any printed symbol tends to interfere with the stu-

dent's concentration on imitating the sounds correctly and mem-

orizing the dialogue aurally, the first four parts are to be

issued to the student only after he has completely memorized

the dialogue. Meanwhile, the teacher can issue the blank cue

sheet (with drawings only) to the students at the very beginning

when he explains the situation. Parts 5-13 are for the teacher.

The structures and functions of these parts are as follows:

A. Explanation of situation

Complete understanding of the situation is essential.

In this brief description, the meaning of important vocabulary

items is already apparent. The teacher needs to explain

only about this much before proceeding to present the dia-

logue.

B. The Cue sheet

The drawings suggest the situation and help the student

recall the dialogue. The student may them for review

at home; the teacher may reproduce them on blackboard for

exercise in class.

C. Dialogue

This is the core of each unit and has to be memorized.
_.

In structuring the dialogues, we have adhered to the

following principles:

1. The situations must be selected from the student's

real life cxpetionoo, stprting from the most immediate

gradually moving toward the less immediate, i.e.,
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school, family, community, nation, world.

2. The topics must suit the interest of the American high

school student and his Chinese counterpart.

3. The contents must have practical application and flex-

ibility.

4. The sentences chosen must follow a progression, in in-

troducing sentence patterns from the most common and

simple structures to the more complex. The length of

each sentence should not exceed if possible fourteen

syllables at this level of learning.

50 Naturalness and liveliness are essential but sometimes

this criterion conflicts with the desirability of re-

peating sentence patterns and vocabulary items. When-

ever these two desiderata come into conflict the se-

cond prevails. Unnatural speech, however, is never

allowed to enter the dialogues.

6. In selecting vocabulary items, distribution and repetition

of sounds are also considered. Thus, the student learns

the sound system completely and well within the first

several units.

7. Chinese cultural elements are introduced wherever there

is an opportunity in the dialogues.

It remains to be noted that we have adopted the most commonly

used Mandarin and avoided speech features which are peculiar to

Peking but not necessarily so beyond the limits of that city.

The English translation of the dialogue is a free rendition and
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is provided as a cross - checking device to insure complete under-

standing when the student reviews at home after the unit has been

learned. The teacher should refrain from explaining the meaning

of individual words out of conversational context. Most students

are too ready to piece together individual foreign words according

to English sentence patterns; giving them dictionary meanings of

the individual words will only encourage than to do so and cause

confusion. Furthermore, too many basic expressions in one lan-

guage cannot be adequately explained in another language without

elaborate discourses. For example, he literal meaning of

"Goodbye" presents a grave problem to a teacher whose source

language contains no such concept as the western God.

It has been observed that the student is often curious about

the different meaning of a word when it appears in a different

context. When this occurs, it would be helpful for the teacher

to point out this phenomenon and contrast the two uses of the

same word. But he should not go beyond the meanings already

introduced and he should not permit the language class to de-

generate into a lexical study of isolated terms. Often the

student misidentifies near homonymes or true homonyms as one

word. For instance, the words dzai (be at, on, in, etc.) and

erAi (again) are easily mistaken by a beginning student as one

word. The teacher should contrast and clarify them by giving

a few examples: WO dzai jya li (I am at home); Ching n1 dzai

shw6 (Please say it again). A short drill in these contrasting

pairs will suffice, and will serve the purpose much better than

ten minutes of explanation in English.
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D. Summary

The summary brings together in a nutshell all the

points to be learned in the unit. It serves as a reminder

to the teacher of the objectives of the unit and in re-

viewing it he will know what points need reinforcing and

further drill. It also serves as a check list for the stu-

dent to review before going on to the next unit.

E. The sounds

A brief analysis of Chinese Mandarin sounds will be

found in the next section of this general introduction.

In each unit the sounds introduced are listed to call the

teacherls attention to.them so thnt he will drill the stu-

dents with them. Special sound and tonal variations are

noted in this part which will aid the teacher in his effort

to correct the students. No separate sound drills have been

structured because we believe that each utterance in the

unit is a sound drill, and that adequate sound drills are

already in the natural utterances incorporated in the

dialogue and structure drills.

F. Vocabulary

With a general analysis of word functions in Mandarin

already included in the handbook (see next section), this

part of each unit will only include the common meanings of

the vocabulary items as they appear in the context of the

dialogue. Special idiomatic usuage is noted. The few se-

lected supplementary vocabulary items used in the drills

are also incorpbrated in these vocabulary notes.
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G. Structural patterns

Only what is most practical and useful in helping the

teacher to explain the patterns to the student has been

included in this part. The teacher normally does not ex-

plain grammar at all. When necessary, however, he makes

use of simple diagrams on blackboard to show the student

how words are fitted together. He erases the diagrams im-

mediately to go on with his drill to fix the patterns not

in the student's mind, but in his ears. The simple grammatical

explanation provided in this part will suffice to eid the

teacher (and the student if necessary) to understand the

dialogue and its adaptation. Any really syrd.amatic ex-

plication of Chinese grammar belongs to a different stage

OZ study.

H. Notes

A certain amount of cultural information and appropriate

teaching activities are sugpested in the notes to each unit.

The teacher may use taese notes and other supplementary

cultural material in his explanation of the basic situation

when he introduces the dialogue. It is clear that the

teacher will need to use English for this purpose; hence,

he must caution himself not to give a long lecture on the

Chinese abacus or chopsticks. If need be, he may take a

minute or two at the end of each class to talk about these

things, making it an activity separate from the principal

task of language learning. Don't let the students keep

asking questions during the drill sessions; that will take
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up all the precious time there is for language learning.

&plain enough about cultural matters but don't attempt

to give the students the entire range of Chinese history and

the names of all the emperors since 1200 B.C. Cultural

subtlety and complexity that are part of the language

are intriguing; they will tempt you and your good stu-

dents but you must resist themllest not only the class will

fail to progres4 but you may confuse your students with

the complexity and thereby discourage them.

The suggestions on classroom activity and teaching aids

are offered because they are considered particularly suitable

and useful to the class when studying a particular unit.

The teacher will be well advised if he takes notice of them

and adapts them to suit his purposes.

I. Drills

Drill is the most essential activity in language learning

at the beginning stage. In order to put to best use the

drills provided in these materials, it is necessary for us

to explain fully their organization and rationale.

The overriding principle that has guided us in pre-

paring these materials is that a foreign language teacher

must assist the student to acquire a proper habit of using

the target language correctly and flexibly as a native does.

This habit cannot be acquired except by a series of care-

fully structured exercise to be used and absorbed step by

step. All drills,however varied they may be, are designed

to serve this one and only purpose.
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Each drill unit therefore, must have its own clear

objective and at the same time be organically integrated

into the entire net of drills. A concomitant of these

requirements for a good drill is that it must be student-

centered; it must involve the students and hold their in-

terest. Only in this way the teacher can harvest another

fruit of the drill: discovery' of the individual student's

weaknesses in order to remedy them with more individual

drills.

Monotony and boredom are deadly enemies of drills,

and yet they are lurching at the corner of every classroom

where a drill is used. The teacher can face these enemies

successfully if he exercises his initiative and controls

the drills properly. He observes the student's reaction

closely and varies the drills making use of training aids

and other means available in class. A recorded short folk

song in the target language can do wonders to revive interest

and reduce fatigue; and it works either with or without the

teacher teaching the students to sing after the recording.

The keys to the conquest of boredom are (1) fast tempo and

(2) great variety.

With these provisos we shall proceed to discuss the

arrongement of the drills.

1. Fluency drill

As tho nane indicates fluency drill is designed to

enable the students to master the sound and intonation

patterns and acquire a fluency approximating the native

111111111111a,
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speaker's in handling this unit. The drill uses sentences

build-up exercises which provide sufficient repetition of

each element in a sentence pattern. The process of learning

in this drill is clearly mechanical in that the students

repeat without any chance to crevte. They are not yet

capable of creating at this stage. Fluency drill lays the

foundation without which future progress is impossible.

The satisfaction and reward to the students come when they

can actually say the sentences with ease. The feeling of

achievement cancels out the monotony of the drill.

2. Repetition drill

Fluency drill enables the student to learn the dialogu 14.

heart. Repetition drill begins to show the student the

paradigms in the dialogue by concentrating on one structurai

element at a time. The student repeats after the teacher

each pattern sentence arranged with the basic variations

already learned.

3. Substitution drill

The mechanical repetition of the fluency and ropetitior

drills is reduced in the substitution drill. Students are

given the opportunity to make use of the things they have

learned and fit new vocabulary into sentence patterns they

already know. Since Chinese verbs and nouns are not in

fleeted, one major drill area necessary in the study of

many other languages is unnecessary in Chinese. Still,

the substitution drill remains a valuable drill pattern.
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4. Emlacement drill

The principle of the drill is the same as that of the substi-

tution drill except that the latter is restricted in the

items to be substituted. It is easier for the students to

follow the substitution drill. After they have been through

the substitution drill, they should be ready to replace more

items in similar sentences with greater creativity. It is

clear that the students will not be able to do the replacement

drill satisfactorily without having well mastered the substitu-

tion drill.

5. Response drill

After mastering the earlier drills, all relatively mechanical

.in application, the students will be eager to try more crea-

tive types of exercise. A response drill offers them just

such opportunity to be creative. In answering questions the

students are expected to use with flexibility all they have

learned so far. The teacher's direction and guidance are

used to prevent the students from blindly guessing or drawing

erroneous analogies. By giving the students cues at appro-

priate moments the teacher can insure near automatic responses.

Natural speed Li important. The student is not to be allowed

to spend time piecing the words together every time he

forms an answer. If he hesitates too long, the teacher

must turn to the next student with a similar but not the

same question, and then come back to the first student to

to try again.: In a response drill, the teacher may cue
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the student in advance (or may shake his head yes or no

as he asks the question) thus indicating what response he

wishes.

6. Directed conversation

Theoretically the students by now ought to be able to 'carry

on free conversation within the limits of the units they

have learned. The problem arises precisely on the question

of limitation. The students when given a free reign, either

would not know what to say, or would be tempted to try same-

thing beyond his limit. The teacher's role is to keep the

students within the limit of their learning to avoid frustra-

tion and to reinforce meat has been learned. Since in earlier

drills the student's activities have been more responding

to than asking questions, this drill complements the earlier

one by requiring the students to ask questions. The focus

of activity, then, is extended from teacher- student to

teacher-student-student, which is all the more desirable.

If successfully manipulated, this drill can serve as a stimulus

for the students to carry on this type of exercise among

themselves after class.

J. Dialogue

In this part there are exampres or how the basic,ftalogue

can be used with variations. After the student has become

so familiar with the basic dialogue that he can act out

any part of it any time he should be aided to use the parts

of the dialogue in parallel but different situations. rThe
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teacher may act out these slightly rearranged questions

and answers first alone or with the aid of a student and

then instruct two students to repeat the practice.

K. Narration

After Unit I there is a section of narration in each unit,

This is arranged for two purposes: to train the students

to comprehend the material other than in the basic dialogue

form, and to show the students how the dialogue can be

adapted to narratives. One possible drawback of the dialogue

approach - .the students learn only sta-eotyped sentences without

knowing what to do with them if the situation is changed- -

thus maybe averted. The teacher is to recite the narration

as a story, once or twice first. Then he is to check to

see if the students have understood it. Any English used

to tell the meaning of the narration mast be a free, never

literal, translation of the passage.

The students are to be encouraged to memorize the

narration. If this proves difficult at the beginning, the

gist of the passage in English (again never literal transla-

tion) may be used as a cue to aid the students in their

effort to tetra). it.

L. Rhymes

The rhymes are designed for easy memorization. They

must be memorized and recited, The moment the students have

heard them, they will find these lines easy to remember.

The various parts of each unit are structured according
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to a progression from the simple to the complex with suf-

ficient graduation in between, particularly among the drills.

The progression is automatic, but effective learning can

only come about if the teacher retains his dynamic role

to guide and cue the students at appropriate moments.

This role is irreplaceable. As we shall state again in

Section VII, General ProcedUres, of this Handbook, the

teacher must never be mechanically bound by these materials.

He muse sens:Ltively react to the class in varying his use

of the drills and the other parts ofthe material in order

to insure optimal learning.

N. Progress evaluation
amlommemay.rimm

The test is designed to help the teacher evaluate how

much and how well the class has learned from a unit of

material. Eat part of the test is prefaced by an ex-

planatory note which will aid the teacher in explaining the

test to his siudents before administering it. In the first

several anits, prom:elation, listening comprehension, and

speaking are tested, and the materials are provided on tapes.

It is meant that the student's performances are to be re-

corded for the teacher to analyze after the test, but other

suitable devices could be used dependent upon the physica:::

facilities available to the teacher.

In later units writing evaluation is also included. The

teacher .lould reproduce this par:: for use in testing his class,

Where romanization is used in testing the student's reading
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fluencyy the teacher must make certain that his class has had

adequate oppol.tuniiy; to become proficient in identifying

the sounds thvs tran;:cribed.
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IV. THE CHINESE CHARACTERS

The Chinese characters are presented in a parallel but separate set

of material. About the organization and presentation of this neterialpa

few things need to be said.

It is our observation that the learning of the characters can be a

task quite separate from the learning of the spoken language; in fact, it

could even be separate from the learning of Chinese. A student could, if

he so chose, memorize the characters, their sounds and dictionary meaning,

without the benefit of syntax and, of course, also without the ability

to use the characters proficiently in reading or writing. He would be

learning the characters only as objects of art, and clearly our material

is not oriented for this purpose.

It is also our belief and experience that after the student has

become relatively secure in his command of the basic syntax patterns, his

effort to memorize the characters will not hamper his overall progress.

On the contrary, by this time knowledge of the characters will enhance

his interest in Chinese and aid him in expanding his spoken vocabulary.

The student usually finds: it very tempting to learn the characters,

many students will .claim that their visual memory is better than their

auditory memory. It is up to the teacher to take advantage of the

:-tudent's healthy curiosit_ about the characters and put it to good use at

the appropriate time. For this purpose we suggest the following points

to the teacher:

* Condensed from the Work Paper No. 6 of the Chinese-Mandarin Teaching
Material Development Project, San Francisco State College.
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the characters

1. It should be after the student has acquired a firm commend

of the basic sound patterns.

2. It should be after the student has mastered a few basic

dialogues.

3. The opportune moment, in our estimation, would be arrived at

about the end of the fourth or fifth unit.

B. The approach

1. Start with the few characters selected from the spoken

vocabulary already learned.

2. The first selections are based on their characteristics

that lend themselves to easy memorization and convenient

practice. Hence, the pictographic characters and those

most frequently appearing in the dialogues are the first

used. In the process of selection, the Project staff

also compiled a concordance table, bringing together and

cross-checking the vocabulary items used in six elementary

Mandarin texts most popularly used in this country.

(Project Work Paper No. 4.) The first sele:Itions are

among those appearing in all six texts.

3. Further selection of the characters has taken into con-

sideration .119 semantic, etymological, and f:aonetic

association:1 between the already learned characters ana

new characters. Thus, the chain of association is put

to effective use in helping the student to memorize the

characters.
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410 4. In order to increase the student s opportunity to practice

using the characters, he should be encouraged to inter-

mingle romanization with the characters in all his writing

exercises until he has learned enough characters to write

out all his wishes to say.

C. Methods

1. Mnemonic devices, including etymological and other analyses

of the characters, should be freely used to the extent

they help the student to remember the characters correctly.

Some teachers confuse a truly etymological study with

mnemonic devices, but this confusion is not necessary.

2. Students shold be encouraged to prepare their own flashcards,

with either a picture or an English equivalent on the back.

Other visual aids, such as a simple hand tachistoscope or

an overhead projector, could be used to train the student

to write characters. Introducing the student to the use

of Chinese writing brush and ink will enhance interest, and

some mention and illustration of the relationship betveri:7.t

Chinese calligraphy and painting is very much in order cad

useful.

3. During the first several weeks of study of ae characters,

it seems app: opriate to introduce only two c.c' three

characters psr day, using no more than five to ten minutes

out of each ftfty-minute period. Whet propIrly controlled,

such exercises could create variety in classroom instruction

and reduce the monotony of pattern drill.
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4. A few useful reference works on the analysis of Chinese

characters are listed, in the biblipgraphy at the end

of the text.
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V. SOMESCNIE BASIC FACTS ABOUT THE CHIME LANGUAGE

Like all languages that have their written forms, spoken

Chinese predated written Chinese by an unknown number of centuries.

There is evidence that spoken Chinese has changed in its sound

and syntax patterns more extensively than the changes in the writ.

ten language . throughout the centuries; This is largely be-

cause the classical works, some dating back to pre-Christian

times, have been kept alive and used as models for the written

language through the nineteenth century, and only quite re-

cently was written Chinese brought closer to the vernacular.

Since modern spoken Chinese is our most immediate concern, we

shall describe the speech first and then turn to examine the

written language briefly.

A. TheChineseSourictemldTrariscrit23.2n
Excellent studies are available on the sound system of

1Mandarin which is relatively simple. There are three

basic elements in a Chinese syllable: (1) an initial, or

the begirmixig sound of a syllable, (2) a final, or the
ending of a syllable, and (3) a tone, or the pitch and its
movement. This is the traditional Chinese analysis accepted

by Western linguists as valid.

1. For instance, Bee John de Francis, Be inns Chinese (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1946 $ pp. -1.4rEE Ron
Chao, Mandarin Primer (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1961WW;r5;e7R6ter II and Part two; Charles F. Hackett,
Progressive Exercises in Chinese Pronunciation (New Haven:
institute orthlrligie75 tanguag4TVITIEW&sitor, 1951)
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1. Initials

Either a single consonant or a cluster of consonants (some

writers prefer to describe these as combinations of con.

sonants and semi-vowels) may serve as an initial.

Sometimes a Chinese syllable appears without it. The

following is a tabulated summary of all initials in

Mandarin:2

Manner

Unaspirated Aspirated Nasals Fricatives Voiced semi.
Place stops stops Continuants vowels

Labials b p m f. w

Dental stops, na.
sal, and literal d t n 1

III
Dental sibilents dz is s

Retroflexes j* eh* sh*

Polatals i4H1. Ch4H:- 84t481.

Gutturals g k h

bofcro 0, rsupw
ore

4o$* before y

.000.000

These sounds approximately resemble the foVoWing

American sounds:

b like the p in my (without a puff of
air following it

eh (retroflex, pronounced with the tongue curled back
aspirated) and with a puff of air

2. Adapted from Chao, Mandarin Primer, 19.



ch (palatal like the eh in check
aspirated)

d

dz

g

h

j (retroflex
unaspirated)

j (palatal
unaspirated)

k

1
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like the t in stung, without a puff of air

like the dz in adze

like the f in fan

like the c in scoop (with a puff of air)

pronounced at the same position in the
mouth as a or k but with greater friction

like the ch retroflex aspirated above
but without a puff of air

as in jeer

as in coop

as in learn
I amosiorldroorowo

as in man

n as in no

p as in a..)t but with a stronger puff of air

r (retroflex) as in ran with retracted lips

s (1) as in sigh

(2) pronounced with the tongue against
the back of the lower teeth I,then
it is followed by y and its com-
binations

sh (retroflex) pronounced with the tongue curled back

t as in toe

ts like the ts in its

as in wetw

2. Finals

as in year

A final may be a vowel, a consonant or a vowel-vowel,
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or vowel-consonant combination. Some Chinese syllables

include only vowels.

a as in father

ai as in aisle

an (1) like the a and n in barn
(2) after zaW is gOnaiign7 en in yen

ang like the a above and the ng frmg

au as in how

ar

e

MY 110110

as in car

(1) like the o in none
(2) after y, yw pronounced as in yet

0

ei

en like the un in under

eng as in sung

er as in her

i as in machine

in

like the o in corn

as in eight

ing

ou

ung

yu

as in fin

as in sing

as in row

as in per

like the oo plus the ng in 'wooing

like the i above pronounced with lips
rounded (like French u)

yun the above you plus n

In addition, several features of the Mandarin sounds,

as transcribed according to the adopted system, should be

recognized:
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a. The ou in Mandarin sound transcribed as you is rather

like the u in the above list of finals. Consequently

the sound resembles the English word "you,' especially

in the first and second tone.

b. When wei appears after any initial, the ei resembles that

in the English word 1211/222.

c. The au sound in you as a complete syllable or as a com-

ponent of a syllable represents a sound close to the ow

in now.

d. The retroflex final er appears as an integral and essential

part in a number of regular syllables. When it appears

as a suffix, then it is represented by r which forms

a part of the preceding syllable. Since these units

are based on the most commonly used standard Gwoyu

(national speech), the typical Peking use of retroflex

suffix r is not followed in every case.

e. Chr, 115 shr are retroflex sounds not occurring in English.

These syllables are all produced in the same place as the

American English r. One essential difference is that the

American English r is produced with some lip- rounding; this

is absent in Chinese. The r in the romanization represents
NOM

the vowel heard in these syllables; it is produced at ex-

actly the same place in the mouth as the initials. By the

same token in sr and tsz, z represents the vowel which is

pronounced at the same place as the initials s and ts.

(lz strictly speaking should be dzz but the second z

is omitted for aesthetic reasons.)
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3. Tones

Although in English the pitch movement is not an in-

tegral element of a single morpheme, pitch differences may

still affect the meaning of an utterance. The simple English

word yes could be so pronounced as to suggest a straight-

forward assent, or a question, or some skepticism, depending

on whether it is pronounced with a tone of finality, or a

rising tone, or in a long-drawn-out Ye-es dipping somewhat

in the middle of the pitch-movement.

The Chinese tone, in this sense, is even more important.

Ma pronounced with a level pitch means mother in Chinese;

with a rising pitch movement means "hemp "; with a dipping

pit"ch-mbvement means "horse "; and with a f ailing pitch-

movement means "scold." While in natural speech only the

stressed syllables in a sentence are pronounced with clearly

id .ratifiable tones, each syllable has, in theory, its own

fixed tone. The four tones in Mandarin and the common

patterns of variations concerning the third tone are, briefly,

as follows:

a. The first tone: high and level C"), tg

b. The second tone: high and rising (' ), sh;i

c. The third tone: (') varying according to the

following patterns:

i. At the end of a phrase or when pronounced in

isolation lo* and rising, as digu

ii. Identical with a second tone when it appears

before another third tone syllable; thus
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Ni dzau becomes Ni dzau
=MIMI

iii. Relatively low without the rising ending when

it appears before a first, second, or fourth

tone (See 3t in diagram below), as in hen

mang, laushF.

d. The fourth tone: falling from high to low (11 shi.

The positional descriptions of the tones, i.e.,

high, low, rising, falling are relative to the voice

range of the speaker. On a diagram, the four tones

appear as follows:

As an example of the tonal variations when the

syllables occur in certain combinations, there is the

negative prefix bu in Unit I. Bu is normally pronounced

with a falling tone except when it is followed by another
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falling tone, in which case, it changes to a rising

tone, e.g., bamLng,

When a syllable is not stressed in a sentence, its

tone is less distinct and is commonly referred to as

neutral tone or toneless; such a syllable is not marked

in the transcription throughout this text. In natural

speech, only the tones of a few stressed syllables in

any given sentence are clearly identifiable; the rest

tend to become more or less neutral.

4, Transcription

The system addptedAfnAhibttekt to trahscribe:Yandarin

sounds is%knovn as-theYale system'becauee it.ilas first

developed by spedialists'absociated with Yale University.

The system has the advantage-o1 beini; the most functional

one among the teveral. systems commonly-used by westerters

Furthermore 'it is ilso vereir.tlose,to.the Latitized alphabet

being promoted in Mainland China. 'Since such tools as

dictionaries and handbooks using the Yale system of

transcription are becoming increasingly available and since

a proficient user of the Yale system does not find it

difficult to learn the Latin alphabet of Mainland China

should it become necessary for him to do so we have decided

to adopt the Yale system.

Following the practice in English all proper nouns and

terms of special significance are spelled with their first

letters capitalized, e.g., Junggwo, Meigwo FAng
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A polysyllabic word is written together as one word, e.g.,

laushil despite the fact that such a cord is composed of

two characters in written Chinese. Particles (prefixes,

suffixes, etc.) are transcribed together with the words

to which they are attached. The words, lya and mei, al-

though adverbs, are also transcribed together with the

words they qualify in order to facilitate the reading of

the text. Certain words, e.g., numbers in monetary and

time units are hyphenated.

B . Chinese Characters

The study of Chinese characters--the written symbols

in the Chinese script--is a fascinating subject worthy of a

person's life-long pursuit. The appeal of the characters

is intensified by the development of Chinese calligraphy

which is an established Chinese artistic discipline. Here

we shall merely deal with the development of the characters

and their structure in the most sketchy. manner.*

It is generally accepted that the Chinese writing system

began possibly 3000 years ago with pictographic symbols

each portraying a concrete object. It was a primitive pic-

ture language. Relatively less concrete objects such as

11111
NO

For further discussion on Chinese script and calligraphy,
see: William Willetts, Chinese Art (Penguin, 1958);
Chiang Yee, Chinese Calligraphy: An Introduction to
Its Aesthetic and TeFFEIFiFiradon 1935);
Bernard Kalgren, Easy Lessons in Chinese Writing
(Stockholm, 1959)
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heaven, wind, and thunder were represented by somewhat

abstract designs. As the need to record more complex and

abstract ideas arose, the basic symbols were combined to

form new characters. The basic characters, having been

permanently identified with certain sounds, ere further

borrowed to stand for other ideas, thus creating homonyms

and transfers and multiplications of meanings among the

characters. Many characters in modern times have lost their

original meanings.

A large number of the characters in use today consist

of two parts, one indicating the sound and the other supplying

the idea. The latter--the signific component of a character--

is commonly known as a radical. There are about 214 radicals

according to which the entries of a traditional dictionary

are classified. The most commonly seen radicals, however,

are very limited in number. Lacking a convenient alphabeti-

cal system, the traditional lexicographer had to rely upon

the radicals as a criterion for the classification of the

characters.

C. The Structural Characteristics of Mandarin

The present description of the structure of Mandarin

io not intended to he a complete grammar of the language

but we hope it will be useful to the teacher if he finds

it absolutely necessary to explain certain grammatical

features of this language to his students.*

For detailed discussions oaliandal.in grammar see: Y. R.
Ch,lo, Mandarin Imer aad ,11.Gramnar of Spoken Chinese.
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1. Words and word functions

There is a common misconception that Chinese is a

monosyllabic language. It is true that alMost every

syllable constitutes a morpheme. However, natural

Chinese speech involves more polysyllabic word: than'

monosyllabic ones. 3n the following disc:: sion on

Chinese :word's we shall use mrds to refer to syntacti-

cal words which may be either monosyllabic basic

constituents of the Chinese speech or a polysyllabic

combination of two or more morphemes. For example,

ittfl is a morpheme, while iw5dz is a syntactical word.

In Chinese the position each word occupies in a

sentence determines its meaning or function in that

sentence. Any forced application of the traditional

English parts of speech to 14andarin words can only

lead to confusion. Consequently our analysis is based

principally on the actual function of each word in

a given sentence, The use of such traditional

grammatical terms as noun, verb, adverb, is purely

a matter of expediency,

a. Noun

A word is a noun if it can appear behind a

specifier (lei - this, nei - that, nei - which,

etc.) ur a number plus a specifier. Sometimes a

noun may, with or without an adjectival suffix,

function as qualifier of another noun, e.g.,

Jfinggwo shfi. noun in a sentence shows no dis-

I
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tinction of number, case, or gender.

b. Measure

A measure is a counter or a classifier which

appears between a number, or a specifier, and a

noun and functions somewhat like the word "bar"

in the phrase "a bar of soap." There are a good

number of such measures in Chinese each going

with a definite noun. These have to be learned

individually.

c. Verb

Several groups of words behave like verbs

in Chinese. They differ from English verbs in

that they have no tense. Hence the W kan dyanshi.

in Unit II may mean any of the following things

depending upon the context: I (customarily)

watch television; I am watching television; I

watched television; I am going to watch television.

A word is identified as a verb if it in normal

use can take the negative adverb ba (or mei in

the case of yOu) and the suffix le. There are

also the different functions of transitive and

intransitive verbs, depending most frequently

upon the objects of the verbs rather thap(upon

the verbs themselves.
if

i. Action verb

Such common action words as walk, eat,
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read, etc., belong to this group. Action

verbs are verbsithat cannot be modified by

adverbs of degree like hgn, Wig, etc.

ii. Compounded verb

There are several types of compounded

verbs in Chinese. Each compound can be ex-

plained either as a verb plus co-verb con-

struction, or a verb-complement construction

(cf. Unit XI, XII). One rather unique type

of compounded verb in Chinese is the re.

sultative compound e.g., dzwOw(Ln, where

dzw; refers to the action of doing while

wan indicates the result of the action--

finishing the job. Hence the term resultetive.

iii. Auxiliary verb

A number of Chinese verbs function in

much the same way as their English equivalents,

e.g., neng (be able to) yingrai or dgi (must).

Others whose equivalents in Fhglish are re-

gular verbs may also appear as auxiliary veri,s

in Chinese, e.g., ai (be fond of) ywanyi

(be willing to). All auxiliary verbs,

actually can be regarded as verbs with the

other verbs following them as their objects.

h,
Thus Tg neng shwohwa (He can talk) and m4

tosommow wroon cm,au

ai shwiihwa (He likes to talk) are really

O.
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very parallel constructions, with the auxiliary

verbs neng and al functioning as regular

verbs and shw5hwa their direct object in both

cases. An auxiliary verb does not take the

suffix -le and in a choice-type question

(cf. Unit II & 17) it is the auxiliary verb

that is repeated. For example: NI neng

bunting chya? (Can you go?) - not NI n;ng chya

bUnhyu?

iv. Co-verb

Often there are two or more words that

function like verbs in the same Chinese

sentence. Most grammarians identify the

second verb depicting the main action in

the sentence as the main verb while the

other verbs, usually introducing a circum-

stantial element thus providing a setting

for the main action, are described as co-verbs,

WO dzai jyg ii kanshu means "1 study at home."

Here the phrase dzai jyg li provides the

setting for the main action "study," hence

dzai is regarded as a co-verb. Clearly the

co-verbial phrase functions as an adverbial

phrase, but it always precedes the main verb

in word order. When compared with English,

the co-verbial phrase also serves as a pre-
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positional phrase.

v. Other verbs

There are a few Chinese verbs whose unique

behavior has caused grammarians to christen

them with a variety of names. For instance:

the verb sill', commonly translated into the

English word "be," functions most commonly

in Chinese as a copula. Hence it has been

known as an equative verb. The verb clang

(to serve as) and dzw; (to act as), also

suggest but do not quite put an equation mark

between the subject and the object; they

are known to some grammarians as "classificatory

verbs." For purposes of practical application

and simplicity, however, we shall not deal with

such fine distinctions among these types of

verbs. In actual behavior, they are not much

different from any other regular Chinese

verb which can be either transitive or intransi-

tive, depending upon its object or the lack

of one.

d. Adjective

Chinese adjectives function as verbs. Because

they describe either a state of affairs or the

quality of the subject, they are referred to by

some grammarians as stative verbs or quality verbs.
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For example: "Houses are expensive" becomes

"House expensive" (fangdz gwei) in Chinese with

the word "expensive" functioning as a verb.

But in da fangdz, "big houses," the word "big"

(di) functions as a modifier, just as nouns and

verbs sometimes do.

e. Adverb

An adverb qualifies a verbal expression,

single, or comnounded. The hen in hen mt.ng

(very busy) is a fixed adverb because it has to

precede the verb immediately. Adverbs like

yaushr sweiran, etc, are called movable adverbs

because it can either appear immediately in front

of the verb chya or even before the subject m5.

f. Special word functions

There are a few, but not many, rather unique

Chinese word functions. The adjective described

above is one category. Others that deserve mention

here include.

1. Co-verbial phrases functioning as adverbial

phrases. The co-verbs dzai (be at, in, etc.);

gen (follow,be with) and several others

often introduce phrases which function as ad-

verbial expressions qualifying the verbs.

The phrase dzai jya li in Ta dzai jya li

kanshi (He reads at home; he is at home
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reading) is an example. Often there maybe

several such co-verbial phrases in a sentence

each describing one aspect of the action de-

signated by the main verb.

ii. Purpose expressions functioning as complements.

English infinitives often appear in Chinese

as purpose expressions following main verbs.

There is no infinitive prefix "to" in Chinese;

hence the complement "to buy books" in "He

goes to town to buy books" becomes the purpose

expression mai shfi in Td dau cheng li chya

mai shfi.

iii. Position words. There is no preposition (in,

on, at, etc.) as such in Chinese, In order

to indicate location in Chinese, it is

necessary to use the verb dzai plus a position

word which identifies the space. Thus,

"The book is on the table" becomes ma dzai

im6dz (de) shangtou. The phrase gwdz (de)

shangtou or more commonly, jw6d1 shangt

literally means "top of the table" which re-

fers to either the space on the table or the

table's top. The place word shangtou is

composed of the localizer shang (on) and

the noun tSu (head, end, tip). Since a space

can contain or possess things, "There are
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books on the table" becomes Jw6dz shang

yOu M.A. (The top of the table possesses books).

In this case, "The top of the tablet, becomes

the subject which takes the predicate of

"have books."

g. Particles, suffixes, prefixes

These are morphemes which, though occasionally

stand alone with their own meanings, most of urn

appear attached to another word or phrase to

supplement the meaning of the latter. One type

of particle in Chinese merits paticu]ar attention.

It appears at the end of a sentence and functions

as a modal adjunct. Thus the a in Ni h.gu a makes

the greeting slightly exclamatory or interrogat017,

and the ne in ShSmma ne? gives the question a
0111".11, 4.000~~t. ioNINO

milder tone. A common noun prefix is that which

goes with a number to make it ordinal (diyil

the first; chill*, the third day of the month,

etc.). Several noun suffixes appear most frequently

in colloquialism (the ba in yba, tail) but

others are regular features of standard Mandarin

(thei;ou in shkou, stone). There is a noun

suffix which produces a diminutive effect (the

r in hwar., flower). The most important verb

suffix is -le which indicates the completion of

an action but often a changed situation or status
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when it appears as a phrase or sentence particle,

2. Sentence

Just as English sentences may appear very irregular

and even one single word can be a sentence, Chinese

sentences also may show many variations. The pattern

analysis in this text are based on a limited number

of clearly identifiable basic sentence forms. The

exact number of these basic sentence forms varies

according to the opinion of each grammarian, but we

believe in the principle of simplicity and actual,

practical utility and try to reduce the number of

forms wherever such reduction will aid the students.

Since the different patterns are discussed separately

as they occur in the units, we shall state here only

a few general principles of Chinese sentence structure

and their peculiar variations.

a. General principles

The Chinese qualifier always precedes the

qualified; hence, no relative pronoun exists in

Chinese. "This is the book which you gave me:

yesterday" literally becomes in Chinese "This

is you gave me yesterday's book." The most basic

Chinese sentence follows the regular English order

of Subject-verb-object.

b. The pidgin flavor

One rather unique sentence pattern in Chinese

shows that a nominal-subject is followed by a
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nominal-predicate, e.g., Tg (He five years

in age; he is five years old). This type of complete

common sentence, plus the frequent appearance of

adjectives, functioning as verbs, gives Chinese

its pidgin flavor when it is thought through the

English language by a westerner.

c. Compound and complex sentences

In general, the Chinese frown upon involved

lengthy sentences; simple sentences are preferred.

If a complex English sentence is to be said in

Chinese, the speaker usually breaks it up into

shorter and simpler sentences. The frequent use

of co-verbs,, however, may tend to give Chinese an

appearance of complexity which is more apparent

than real. The fact is that since there is no

Preposition or infinitive in Chinese, and in

both cases simple verbs are used; the Chinese

sentence tends to give the effect of a telescoped

complex English sentence with all the trimmings

removed. "I forgot to tell him how to buy a

:ticket to see a show" becomes in Chinese something

like "I forgot tell him how buy ticket see show."

d. Subject and predicate

The most common type of Chinese sentence consists

of a subject plus a predicate, as in English.

There are several important differences, however.
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In English the subject is most often the performer

of the action that is denoted by the verb in the

predicate. In Chinese it is more convenient to

consider the subject simply as the topic or s'xh-

ject matter of the sentence and the predicate

as the comment cr new information given abo,lt

the subject. In the sentence Ta kan dyinpti

is the subject or topic of the sentence and kan

dyansh?... the predicate or comment. A good working

translation might be "As for him, he watches

television." From this example, one might object

that this is an unnecessary complication in de-

scription since a sentence of this type is perfectly

parallel to the English sentence "He watches

television." True, but consider a sentence like

Jeige difang mfaiyou ren. It is very conveneint

to consider jeige difang as the subject and m;iyou

ren as the predicate. Our working translation

could then be "As for this place, there are no

people." There are two important results of this

treatment: (1) Place words and time words are

very often used as subjects in Chinese; these will

often have to be translated into prepositional or

adverbial expressions in English. The above

sentence in idiomatic English would be "There are

no people at this place." In the sentence Mingtyan
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by, mingtyan is the subject; bilchyll is the

predicate. It would normally be translated into

English as "Tomorrow (Pm) not going," where

tomorrow is an adverb. (2) A Chinese sentence

may have more than one subject. In Mingtyan

to bilchyal mingtyan is the subject and to

is the predicate: "As for tomorrow, he's not going."

"Tomorrow" in this case is the principle topic or

subject matter and "he's not going" is the comment.

Now the predicate of this sentence in turn consists

of another subject and predicate, namely tH and

bliachyll. This pattern of sentence with two subjects

has several important varieties which will be

discussed as they occur inlhe material. For now

the important thing to remember is that the connection

between subject and predicate in Chinese is much

looser than in English and that Chinese sentences

very often have more than one subject.

3. Compounds

As has been indicated in our earlier discussions,

the morphological evolution of Chinese leads to multi-

plicatior of syntactical words which consist of more

th;n one morpheme. These syntactical words, each con-

taining two or more morphemes, are called compounds,

The bulk of Chinese vocabulary consists of these compounds.

:
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There are many ways to classify the compounds.* For

our purposes we shall stress only two general types

of compounds and treat them simply as separate poly-

syllabic words to be learned as such. One type is

a compound whose components almost never appear separatel;r

in normal speech, e.g., rnshr (to recognize). The

other consists of compounds whose meanings are lexically

independent of those of their components, e.g., dyan

(dot, touch), and syin (heart) but dyansyin (refresh-

ment). In the latter case, the components separately

are common words, but the compound they form must be

learned as a new lexical item.

so..11011110=

For a detailed discussion on compounds, see Y. R.
Chao, Mandarin Prtner, p. 41-44.
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VI. METHOD OF STUDY

The audiolingual principle adopted in the preparation of these in6truc-

tiona materials implies a viemoint the validity of which has been fair-

ly well established in the field of modern language teaching. According

to this viewpoint, language means more than a printed or written pr4e

and to know a language means more than to be able to ponder on a printed

page and decipher it. Language is the most direct and complex means of

c:mmunication; to use language effectively means that the user must be

able to command its complexity and respond to it directly and immediately.

Any native speaker of a language does this automatically without

being conscious of his doing it. He says "better" without for a moment

wonrlering whether he should add the comparative suffix to the form "good."

he grasps the other speaker's intention when a slightly different in-

tonation is applied to a normal utterance. He does so as a matter of

his second nature, The mission of learning a foreign language is to ab-

sorb it so that it becomes the learner's second nature.

A second nature is a set of habits, and a habit can be acquired only

411rou:Th constantly repeated practice for a certain period of time. Til;

spoken language is a string of sounds uttered according to certain con-

ventioal sequences (sentence patterns). To be able to receive a messaze

j..,aedlately demands that the learner listen to the same sounds in the

ca .Le orcier many times until their meaning becomes immediately clear.

Written language is, certain stylistic variations notwithstanding, but

the same spoken language tranrceTbed in written symbols. If a learner

has absorbed the sentence patterns as his second nature, he only needs

to learn the written symbols and he will be proficient in all four
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lnouage skills. This is true even where the written language appears to

be stylistically very different from the spoken version. The link between

the written and spoken version of any modern language is never to be

aenied.

From these basic concepts about language learning, we can derive a

few useful pointers:

A. Imitate, don't think.

You will be doing your students harm if you encourage them

to' reason out a sentence in Chinese. The meaning of a

vocabulary item or a sentence is historically established and

nobody can logically explain them. If students ask why an

expression must be said that way, the only answer to give is:

''This is the way the native speakers say Until the student

has achieved considerable ability in the four basic skills,

the less he thinks about the language the better. Make him

imitate you and other standard speech models.

B. Repetition, comprehension, but no translation

Asking the student to repeat the utterances is the only

way he can learn them. The meaning of the utterances may be

given by gestures, or through a description in English of a

situation where the utterances are used, or with a very f.J.:)

rendition into English of their meaning word-by-word translation

is detrimental as the student will find his English concepts

and habits constantly hamper his effort to absorb the concepts

and Mints of a foreign tongue.
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C. Memorize, dont rationalize

The basic dialogues are to be memorized, and if the situations

are utilized fully in the classroom memorizing those sentences

is not difficult,. The rhymes included in every unit are also

an aid to memorization.

The sentence patterns are very useful formulas, but merely

remembering them is useless. The student has to acquire that

measure of proficiency which euables-him to follOw the patterns

automatically, using a variety of vocabulary items.

D. Exemplify, dori t explicate

When a ste,ent errs, the best way to correct him is to show

him a c'xrect model sentence and let him imitate and repeat

immediately. Very often the erring student knows the sentence

.L

patterns and can even explain them back to you. It is when he

tries to say somthing in Chinese that he slips or does not

know how to apply the patterns. During a drill, therefore,

there should be no grammatical analysis whatsoever.

Judicious use of structural analysis

If you perfer, you may call it grammar. The use of

structural analysis is to help the student see that (not why)

you are doing and more importantly, what he himself is doing.

This is the only difference between teaching an infant his

mother tongue and teaching an adolescent or an adult a foreiZa

language. An infant knows no language at all, and consequently,

the normal form of linguistic. communication which are used

with him becomes his native tongue. But we can point out to
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an adolescent or adult in very few words how the foreign lsngv-

age differs frc4 his mother tongue in word order and functjon.

Although comparison is not an end in itself, it helps the

student greatly in his effort to imitate the model, in much

the same way as a bit of phonetic analysis (pointing out how

a sound is produced) can help a student to produce a foreign

sollnd correctly. Structural analysis, however, can never be

successfully sUbstitUted for the needed drill.

F. When written raterials are used.WO Or ..W. ftO Ows.011M0600

Romanized transcription is not introduced at the very

beginning because it tends to mislead the student to produce

the sounds according to the English values of the Roman letters.

After the student has acquired a good sound pattern, so firmly

rooted in his habit that the appearance of the alphabet will

not distort his sounds, romanization can then be introduced.

But it should be presented only for those words already mosteve0

orally by the students. If the student is to use the romanIned

text to supplement the recordings, he should.stal read tIr

aloud. Exercise of speech muscles will aid the student to

improve his fluency and reinforce his grasp of the sentence

patterns. Silent reading does not help at this stage.

G. When characters are introduced

The characters should not be introduced at the beginning.

Tbis enables the student to learn one thing at a time with full

concentration. In our approach, the student is to learn the

basic sound, sentence patterns, and speech vocabulary first.
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If characters are given at the beginning, the additional 3Qad

will slow down the student's progress and confuse him. The

.teacher will then find the weekly result discouraging.

Some say that the students usually are curious about

Chinese characters and not to give them in class might cause

the students to lose interest. This may be true, but it is not

surer than the loss of interest which is certain to occur if

no significant progress is observed at the end of several weeks

or even a semester in any of the four language skills. Stall

the students' curiosity about the characters as long as

possible; let them learn.to speak a few sentences correctly.and

fluently first.

If this cannot be done, one or two characters can be shown

to the class. But in that case the teacher must try to separate

this task from the principal mission of teaching the spoken

language at the beginning. It could be done, although even

this is not advisable during the first month or two, by faking

five minutes at the end of one or two classroom sessions to

introduce the children to the written form of a few of the

short utterances they know well orally.

a. Divide and attack
.011. 6411.6.0..IND NOMINIM100".

In reviewing with a recording or a printed drill sheet, the

student should be taught to divide up his lession and his time

into small units. It is much more effective to concentrate

on one small unit during a five-minute review than to go over

ten units in one long sitting of a solid hour.
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I. In the classroom

The teacher should see to it that every student uses the

full period without any waste. When the teacher asks a student

to answer a question or repeat a phrase, the rest of the class

should be urged to do likewise silently.
le

J. Homework

It has been noted by many teachers that the student and

his parents expect some homework assignment, something to read

and write at home for every course. Since during the'first

several weeks the principal work in a foreign language course

should be audiolingual, there is a problem about what to assign

the student to do at home. Several possible answers have been

offered, and the teacher should exercise his discretion and

imagination to try some or all of them in order to ascertain

his best solution.

Ideally the beginning student should be given nothing

printed for at least the first several weeks. If programmed

materials on tapes or discs are available, these should be

assigned as homework. If these are unavailable, or technl'al

difficulties make it impractical to let the students take

recordings home, then the teacher should try to arrange for the

students to do their language homework in the laboratory at the

school. If the student cannot stay at school after the regular

classes, perhaps language clubs can be organized for the students

to get together and practice several times a week. The im-

portant thing for suet language practice sessions is supervision
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and correction; practice among the students themselves winout

expert supervision may perpetuate certain errors. The teacher

certainly can and should demana the student to memorize the

dialogues and other materials. He can help the student to get

into the habit of going through the drills by saying them

aloud out of memory. It is true that without any recording

it would be necessary to issue the student some printed material,

perhaps in romanization to aid the student's review and practice

at home. And yet many teachers have observed that the mowmt

the student works on any printed material before he has q.cepired

a good grasp of the sound patterns, he loses what he has just

learned through the drill in class, and he returns the next

day worse than if he had not opened the book at home. This

practical plight has led many teachers to demand sufficient

recordings for the students to take home.

After the fourth unit, most classes may wish to start the

learning of Chinese characters. Part of the studentss homework

can conveniently involve the learning of the characters. But

in order not to slacken the effort to master the sound and.

syntax patterns, audiolingual exercises will continue to be

the main work. There is, simply, no complete substitute for

practice with a qualif.ied and tireless teacher or, short of

that, a programmed recoraing.

Some well chosen readLng material in English on Chinese

culture and Cinese literature, including good translations of

Chinese literary masterpieces, could be assigned as part of

the student' a homework. MU e they will not help him in
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acquiring language skills, they certainly can do a great eifal

toward increasing his understanding of Chinese culture and

enhancing his appreciation of Chinese literature. (See

suggested, bibliography at the end of the text.)
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In this section of general introduction, we shall discuss

certain procedural principles related to the use of these materials

in and outside of the classroom. In actual application, these

points may vary from one block of units to the next, and the

variations will be taken up later at the end of this general

discussion.

Teaching materials alone cannot teach. Ni t matter how well

they have been planned and articulated, the materials are mere

instruments which can come to life and function effectively

only in the hands of trained teachers. The procedural principles

here described, therefore, are meant to serve only as general

guidelines. In no sense should they be regarded as prescrip-

tions or, much less, proscriptions.

Orientation and Time Allotment

The teacher begins his first Chinese class by giving the

st%I.dent a brief, concise, and well calculated explanation of the

objectives of the course and how 'they are to be achieved: how

he is going to teach and how he expects the student to learn.

In this statement the teacher points out that there will be no

book *flad no written homework assignments for some weeks. Other

points that might apperx in the brief explanation have been

suggested already. He then proceeds to outline, again very

briefly, the arrangement of teaching materials to be used, in.

eluding audiolingual and visual aids, coming to focus on the
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contents of the first unit. The last he will dry by describing

the situation for the basic dialogue of Unit I.

There are detailed notes given later regarding time

allotment for each block of units.' These will help the teacher

to apportion his classroom activities so that all essential

activities will be adequately covered. The teacher should of

course feel free to vary, but he should always keep in mind

the' precise objectives of each activity.

Classroom Techniques

All effective classroom techniques observe only one important

primiple: how to su stain and further arouse the '-adent's in-

terest in the su'lect matter so that effective learning can take

place. The teacher should, therefore, be sensitive all

the time to the student's reaction and response and utilize

all opportunities present in the classroom to achieve this pur-

pose. He keeps the class actively involved in every step of

the learning process. He enables the students to strive for

thorough mastery of the units in all four language skills according

to the planned order of progression.

Before the class begins, the teacher prepares teaching aids

appropriate to the situation and vocabulary to be introduced

in each unit. He should be ready to draw stick-pictures on the

blackboard or arrange such simple but effective teaching aids

as felt board and scale models to illustrate the situations

covered in the dialogues and drills. Some of these items, ob.
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tainable without too much effort or expense, are suggested in the

notes of each unit. The cue sheets provided in the text material

is one example.

After the teacher has briefly explained the situation of

the dialogue in English with the aid of illustrations suggested

above, he proceeds to introduce the dialogue. He may break

up the dialogue into units of two exchanges (four sentences)

each, or even smaller units if necessary, and act out the

dialogue himself. He must always make certain that the students

understand the meaning of each sentence and how it is to be used in

the situation. The English equivalents accompanying the dialogue

in the text may be mentioned when there is doubt if the stu-

dents have understood the meaning, but English equivalents must

be used sparingly and the teacher should pass over them without

dwelling on any single expression and explaining any word in

detail. He can use a free combination of the following techniques

to drill the students with the dialogue:

a. Choral drill

The students repeat after the teacher in unison.

b. Individual drill

The teacher signals an individual student to repeat
after him separately.

c. Semi-choral drill

The teacher divides the class into sections and signals
one section to repeat after him at a time.

d. Group dialogue practice

The teacher divides the class into two sections and
signals one section to repeat a question after him

4
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and the other section to repeat the answer after him.

e. Individual dialogue drill

The teacher divides the class into small groups; each
group takes turn in reciting the dialgues. Within
each group the roles also rotate to give each student
an equal opportunity to practice all parts of the
dialogue.

f. Role playing

The teacher assigns individual students to recite and
act out the different roles in the dialogue.

The teacher gives a model and ascertains that the model has

been understood. If the sentence is too long to be repeated at

once by the students accurately, the teacher breaks up the

sentence into short (but meaningful) units, in a manner similar

to the method used in the Fluency Drills, and asks the students

to repeat after each unit. The teacher then returns to the

full sentence. Never leave students repeating broken phrases

without ending up with the complete sentence.

Choral drill with the entire class usually precedes the

othnr, kinds of practice.

If the student has difficulty, he may be directed to repeat

rapAly twice after each model. Whether in choral or individual

drill the teacher must correct the students' mistakes constantly

and thoroughly, but he must never remain with a single student

too long a time, as this wastes time for the whole class.

Do's and Don' ts in Classroom

A check list is provided here to recapitulate what has been
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discussed so far in classroom technicyles:*.

1. For certain critical purposes describoci. above, English

is to be used in class by the teacher. Otherwise, the

target language is to be used by both tee.;ther and

pupils.

2. Use normal speed and pronunciation. If the students

cannot follow at first, the teacher could break up

his utterances into shorter units and build them up.

3* Always remember that whole utterances, not indlAridual

words or isolated sounds, are the final goal of all
drills.

1. Always remember that the teacher is the model. It is
generally not effective for him to imitate the student's

errors, even to illustrate how not to say a given

word or phrase.

5. Move from student to student rapidly in individual drills.

For detailed discussion on these points, see George L. Shelley,
Discussions of Me.thod in the Teaching of Spoken Chinese

1unwrl

Diew Haven: "Int,-titute of Far Eastern nnguages, 19611;
Samuel F. Martin, Lan ua e Study Techniques (same publisher,
1951); Eugene A. Na.da, earian a ox-r-re= Languare (New
York: Foreign Missions Comerencel
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6. Aid academic discussion on semantics, grammar,

philosophy, etc. Never present a granmetical analysis

during a drill.

7. D,. awan: rJ hat takes place phoneLically structurally

when a sentence is correctly utterer:. in order to correct

the student' precisely men necesse.liy.

8. Keep in i1JTLd the student's vonabulapy and gri...74nar

9. Vary classroom techniques frequ3ntly to avtt:Lcl monotony.

10. You can never repeat (or have pupils repeat) too much.

Your objc,:ct is for the pupils to overlearn so that

their 14F6-ponses become automatic.
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VIII. UNIT TEACHING PROCEDURE

1

In planning for the teaching of each unit, the teacher should bear in

mind the following items:

1. Objectives of each part of the unit

2. Time allcitJent (see suggested schedule below)

3. Reference materials to be licked up before class

4. Teaching olds

5. Student nativities

6. Homework -nsignments (at the beginning, only listening to and

practicing; with recordings on small discs if available.)

For Units I-IT, the followinz time allotment is suggested:

(This is based on a 50-minute daily period schedule. If the schedule is

different, clear revision and adaptation are necessary.)

First Period

a. Orientation (Situation)

b. Listen to tape (New lesson)

c. Begin teaching basic dialogue (first 1/4)

d. Listen to tape (Limited to the learned basic
dialogue)

Scong_psrial
WOOF& 70.0.100.

5 minutes

10 minutes

20 minutes

15 minutes (lab)*

a. Structural pattern explanation. 5 minutes
(Limited to the sentences learned this hour)

Listen to tape(Limited to the basic dialogue 5 minutes
learned previously)

c. Continue to teach basic dialogue (second 1/4) 25 minutes

d. Listen to tape (Limited to the learned
basic dialogue) 15 minutes (lab)*
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a. Structural ,pattern explanation (Limited 5 minutes
to the sentences learned this hour)

b. Listen to tape (Limited to the basic dialogue
learned previously) 5 minutes

c. Continue teach, basic dialogue (third. i /1) r minutes

d. Listen to t.ape (Limited to the learned basic 15 minutes (lab)*
dialogue)

Fourth Period

a. Structural attern explanation. (Limited 5 minutes
to sentenftJ learned this hour)

b. Listen to tape (Limited. to the basic diclogue 5 minutes
learned previously)

c. Finish tel.lhing basic &.alogue (last 1/4) 25 minutes

d. Listen to tape (Limited to the learned basic 15 minutes (lab)
dialogue)

Fiftt Period

a. Structural pattern explanation (Limited 5 minutes
to the sentences learned this hour)

b. Listen to tape (limited to the basic dialogue 5 minutes
learned previously)

c. Cultural notes explanation 5 minutes

d. Introduce :,fluency drill 20 minutes

c. Listen to tape (Fluency drill, and reviewing 15 minutes (lab)*
other learned materials if time allows)

Sixth Period

a. Repetition Drill

b. Drills (with variety)

c. Listen to tape (Repetition drill and reviewing 20 minutes (lab)*
other learned, materials if time allows)

5 minutes

25 minutes
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fleventh
orwmai6osm

a. Individual role playing

b. Substitution Drill

c. Drills (with variety)

d. Listen to .1aDe (Substitution drill alka review-
ing othel learned materials if time allows)

EigInth Period

a. Individua role playing

10 minutes

5 minutes

25 minutes

Pn minutes (las"-"

10 minutes

b. Replace= Drill 5 minutes

c. Drills (%th variety) 15 minutes

d. Listen tc, tape (Replacement drill, directed 20 minutes (lab)*
conversaVon)

Ninth Period

a. IndividuLl role playing

b. Dialogue Txpansion

c. Teach narrations

d. Teach rhyl;ps

5 minutes

10 minutes

10 minutes

5 minutes

e. Listen to tape (Dialogue expansion, narration 20 minutes (lob)
and rhymes)

Tenth Period

a. Summary (Structural patterns)

b. Progress evaluation orientation

c. Progress evaluation (The test, on tape)

15 minutes

5 minutes

30 minutes

After the fourth unit, the teacher should exercise discretion to

allot a few minutes during certain periods to work on the characters.

rrr
If a language laboratory is not available, a simple tape recorder may
serve the purpose.
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IX, RECORDED MATERIALS

Two sets of recorded materials have been prepared for each

unit. One set is intended for the teacher which covers every-

thing in each unit and is designed to aid the teacher in his

preparation for the class. The other set has been planned for

the students. Each exercise lasts only several minutes and can

be repeated at least once during the fifteen minutes of laboratory

time planned for the class everrday. The teacher can easily

follow through both sets and arrive at a clear picture of their

format because it dovetails with the textual materiel. This

step of listening to the tapes through at least once is im-

portant because the teacher should explain to the student how

the materials are organized and what he expects him to do with

them. The following is a brief description of the arrangement

in the student's set.

A. The Principles that Guided the Structure of These Exercises

1...,.. Each basic sentence pattern constitutes a focus of

learning in each exercise.

2. The exercises are so varied as to enable the student

to absorb each structural pattern through repeated

imitation.

3. Each model utterance is repeated at least twice with

appropriateintervals. The student thus can imitate

or respond to the model twice and check his own per-

formance twice immediately afterwards.
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B. The /Pormat

1. The Basic Dialogue

Usually each sentence constitutes a learning

prat. Only occasionally a compound sentence is broken

into two meaningful and useful basic sentences in order

to\facilitate the student's imitation and repetition.

b. The model sentence is pronounced once first, then

each': new vocabulary item in the model sentence is pro.;

nounced three times with intervals for student imitation.

c. Each model sentence is pronounced again three

times with intervals.

d. At the end of this sequence, two model voices,

one male and the other female, pronounce the dialogue

as it would occur in a natural daily HE e situation.

2. Fluency Drill

a. The male voice pronounces the model utterances

as listed in the printed text once with intervals.

b. Then the female voice pronounces the model utterances

once also with intervals.

3. Repetition Drill

a. The Male voice pronounces the entire sequence once

without intervals.

b. Each sentence is pronounced separately according

to the following format: Model utterance by male

voice -. pause -- model utterance by female voice

pause.
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4. Substitution Drill

a. The female voice pronounces the model utterance.

b. The male voice repeats the model utterance,

c. The female voice gives the cue word immediately

after the pause.

d. An interval occurs at this moment for the student

to do his substitution with the givce,

e. A correct answer is proviled by the male voice

aterwards.

f. Another interval enables the otudent to repeat

the correct answer once.

5. Replacement Drill

(The format of this drill is the same as that of the

Substitution Drill above)

6. Response Drill (Question and Answer)

a. The female voice pronounces the question once.
AO. "

b. Immediately the female voice gives a cue word

to be used in the answer.

c. The student answers in the interval provided.

d. The male voice pronounces the correct answer.

e. Another interval enables the student to repeat

once the correct answer.

7. Directed Conversation (for listening only; the student

will practice the same in class)

a. The male voice gives the directing question once.

b. The female voice gives the question.
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0, The male voice gives the correct answer.

d. If several correct answers are possible and have

been practiced in class already, the female voice will

repeat the same question each time before a difZerent

correct answer is given.

8. Dialogue Fxpansion

a. The male voice gives an utterance.

b. The student repeats after the model voice.

c. The female voice repeats the same utterance.

d. The student repeats the utterance again. (This

format continues throughout the entire Diitilogue Ex-

pansion once.)

e. The male vcice and the female voice give the entire

dialogue wIthout leaving any interval. The student

merely listens to comprehend it and to cross check his

own performance.

9. Narration

a. The Ilurpose of this exercise is to strengthen the

student's ability to synthesize what he has learned

from the unit and adapt it to uses other than conversation.

Therefore, comprehension is stressed and no interval

is necessary between each two utterances.

b. The entire passage is read twice with male voice and

female voice. The teacher should call the student's

attention to the intonation of themodel voice in

a narrative style.
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a. The male and female voices pronounce the model

utterances alternatingly once through the entire rhyme,

without intervals.

b. The two model voices pronounce the utterances

again, this time leeving sufficient inter :rids after

each utterance for the student to repeat.

c. The model voices pronounce the entire rhyme once

more as they did at the beginning of this sequence,

witho,:t intervals and at natural speed.
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X. INTRODUCTION TO CHINESE CALLIGRAPHY

It has been said that Chinese calligraphy hold the aesthetic

secret of Chinese painting. This is quite true. Many concepts

bei tne. the art of calligraphy are indeed the same as those

behind Chinese ink wash painting, and it does not, recuire too

far a stretch of imagination to see the connect:Ion. To be

able to write Chinese characters well, therefore, is a noteworthy

artistic accomplishment. Even the process of learning it and

practicing it is a rewarding experience.

First, let us note briefly the evolution of the Chinese

script's In very early days, possibly three thousand years ago,

an archaic pictographic Chinese script was already quite well

developed. ToXitoise shells and sheep bones excavated from

archaeological sites show many decipherable designs, of which

many actually resemble concrete objects. Thus, the ancient

symbol for "bird" actually shows a sketch of a flying or perching

h2: ^d, and the symbol for "horse" has four legs and a tail.

As cultural life became more complex, the written symbols also

became more complex in that they gradually transcended the purely

pictographic and moved into the ideographic -- using symbols to

suEgest less tangible ideas. Most of the characters on the

bronze wares dating back to about seventh or eight center;

B. C. already show this type of ideographs, of which some were

made of several pictographic symbols put together. These

characters had many strokes each, and as such were rather time

consuming to write. In the third century B. C., a unified Chinese
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empire required a more efficient system of bookkeeping which

in turn caused the development of a simplified and stylized system

of writing the characters. This system, called "clekical writing,"

laid the foundation for the modern script.

Many characters have gone through many stages of evolution,

and consequently have lost any resemblance, either in shape or

in meaning or 1th, to their archaic original. It is still

fascinating to trace some of them, but to trpce

all of them belongs to a highly specifilized study.

Several points should be noted when one be ins to practice

Chinese script. Each Chinese character, in essence: is a graphic

composition and should be jadged as such. A calligrapher is always

conscious of the structural appeal of each character he writes,

and he attempts to achieve this effect by integrating the strokes

into an artistic whole. His discipline starts with brush con-

trol, without which he cannot begin to execute any stroke.

A proficient calligrapher may appear to be handling his

brush very casually and effortlessly, bat the fact that his

br:ush goes exactly where he wants It to go and delineate a eot,

a line, or a hook with perfect rhythm is a proof that countless

hJyrs have gone into his practice of controlling the brush.

At the beginning he learns to execute each stroke slowly, trying

to amply pressure to the brush in such a way as to achieve the

same effect as the model in front of him The model is usually

the work of some great master calligrapher. He holds his brush

vertically, anchoring the middle part of the brush stick between
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four fingers, with the thumb and the fourth finger on the inner

side and the second and third fingers on the outer side. His

wrist rests on the desk; this gives him enough leverage to

move the brush in all directions when writing a charect3r. If

he writes a character of over two -inch in square, he will nee.d

to lift his wrist off the desk.

A glance at any model calligraphy will reveal that no zitroke

is of uniform width from one end to the other, Indeed as one

matches a derionstrat Lon, one becomes aware of how the calligrapher

applies his brush to the paper, first with a certain omeunt, of

pressure and then lifting the brush slightly' ac it moves toward

the middle of the stroke, and finally presoing the brush d:)wn

a little more toward the end of the stroke with a somi-circular

movement to round off, the stroke. In this one stroke alone

there is a full example of the rhythm of Chinese writing. No

amount of description is sufficient to replace an actual de...

monstration. As one observes someone demonstrate the art of

writing Chinese characters, one does well if one tries to imitate

him a few times.

Good composition of the strokes into good characters can

come only after practice, but it is useful for the student to try

with the kind of ruled paper specially dezignPA for calligraphy

purposes* The squares on the paper will aid the student to

block his characters and to guide their composition. There is

a conventional sequence according to which the strokes are written

in a character. By following the order the student will find
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it easier to achieve a freer, more rhythmic movement of the

urist, and conseouently it becomes also somewhat easier to compose

the character.

It, is useful to know that Chinese calligrapher, like all

artists, are very particular about the instruments they use

They select their brushes to suit their preference with regard

to the length of the tuft and the strength of the bristle.

Thcy choose their ink also; sometimes they even make their own

ink wiidh pine soot and glue. They rub their selected ink stick

with a few drops of water on a stone which is waither too hard

that it takes too long to prepare any ink: nor co set as to

leave any grit in the ink. The paper used by a calligrapher is

absorbent it with good resiliency. All these demand great

attention of the calligrapher; in fact there is a rich tradi-

tion with an accumulated lore about eveliy thing needed for good

calligraphy. The student, however, need not be concerned too

much with the specific quality of the instruments he uses. Any

Uhinese or Japanese brush, usually costing no more than fifty

cents, will serve the purpose. He can very well use American

make India ink, the kind used by mechanical draftsmen. For

practice he can use any paper, but the kind with rule lines

descrited above is more helpful.

The student trying his hand at writing Chinese with a brush

°nilr needs to remember one thing technically: Don't soak the

brush completely in water or ink to loosen the hair held together

light glue; if vou do, the bristle will become unmanageable
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like a mop top. Soften the brush at most only half the length

of the bristle and rinse the ink off every time after use.

For further reading on Chinese calligraphy, the following two

works are recommended:

Chiang Yes, Chinese Calligraphy: An Introduction to its h.12sthety.
and Techniqu4776Fdon, 3_930

William Willetts, Chinese Art (Penguin, 1958), Miarl/Iti 7.

Note: The following charts are very helpful in classroom

instruction for students learning Chinese calligrapher. They

are available for a small price from P. D. and Ione Perkins,

South Pasadena, California.

The Evolution of Chinese Writing, Oriental Culture Chart No.
2, compiled and published by err. H. Hawley.

The Technique of Chinese Writing, Oriental Culture Chart No. 9,
compiled and published by W. T. Hawley.
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ABRIVVIATIONS USPD IN LEVEL ONE

adverb

adjective

auxiliary. verb

co-verb

direct object

idiomatic expression

indirect object

measure

movable adverb

noun

negative

namber

object

particle

purpose expression

pronoun

place word

question word

RU revaltative compound verb

S subject

Sp specifier

TW time word

V verb

VO verb-object compound
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VOCABULARY IN LEVEL ONE

sentence suffix, suggesting P 1
exclamation

ai like or love to AV 4

ai IE 14

aichingpyir love-story movie N 10

'alya alas IE 14

bg eight NU 3

bg take hold of cv 13

-bg a unit measure for spoons or things M 6
with a handle

ba sentence suffix impling probability P 6
or a request

Baba Daddy (father)

bahau eighth

bgi set, put .

Baidwei White (uniformed) Team

N 6

TR 3

6

N 14

bainyan go to extend New Year's greeting, V(V0) 8
also used as a noun

-ban half 1m 5

-bang pound M 11

bau thin Adj 5

bgu full (exclusively for eating) Adj 4 S

bau newspaper .N 3 S

baugwO parcel N 11

bausygn insure MO) 11

Baywe August .

, 114 3 S

-Wei cup; glass M 4
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bei (indicates agent of action) by CV 14

beijya tragedy N 10

-ben volume (for books) M 5

bi compare with CV 3-2

bidz nose N 14 S

bijiber notebook N 5

bang sickness N 13

bargbang popsicle N 9

binggan biscuit N 8

bingjiling ice cream N 10

bingren patient N 13

bingshwei ice water N 4 S

bisai match, contest N 14

bishu summer resort N 15

bil not, no (to facilitate reading the A 1
Romanized transcription, bu
will be attached to the word
it qualifies.

buda not too A 14
,

bfigwO but, however A 9

biish5m quite a few. Adj 5 S

biltswO nice; not bad Adj 4

(Na) biwaujin that's nothing; never mind IF 3

bilyZing not necessarily A 13

bwOmil aunt N 7

byauign perform V 9

-byir -side N 12
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other; different Adj 5

don't (contracted form of bilyau) AV 7

other places (homes) Pg 8

by kai wansyau don't joke with me; quit kidding IE 10

by kechi. same general meaning as mei shemma, IE 8
used whenever you feei-THFU-We
other party is being too polite
or when you want to urge him to
accept a favor; literally, "Don't
be too polite."

by mll.ng a don't hurry, take it easy IE 8

cha tea N 8

cha lack, be short V 7

chabudw5 IE 14al?outl.about the same

chatye difference N 14

chang long (length) Adj 15

chang(ger) sing f,rf.: MO) 9

changchang often; usually A 2

Changcheng Great Wall Pg 15

changpyir record N 2

chaufan frled rice N 4 S

chaumyan fried noodle N 4 S

cha wheeled vehicle N 7

Chen A common Chinese surname. N 3

chang weigh V 11

chang city N 6

chi seven Nu 3 S

chiche automobile (eingeing chIche means N 11
bus)
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chigw&i strange Adj 14

cuing please; invite; request V 5

treat V 9

Chingdgu Tsingtau (a city in Shantung Pg 15
province)

ching dzw; please sit down IF 8

chingke treat (V0); never chin lc; ni
(to treat you), u c ing
ni or rarely ching rirg-

chingtsai vegetable; green vegetable N

chingwen may T ask you IE 7

Chiywe July TW 3 S

chauti drawer N 6

chP eat V 14

chFfan eat (meals) V (VO )

chichgng come out to perform V 14

chtichya go out (away from the speaker) V 10 S

chUlL come out (toward the speaker) V 10 S

chwgn wear, put on (clothes, shoes) V 7

chwAn ship N 12

pass V 14.

chwinghu window e' N 12

chwei play (wind, brass instrument) V 9

chyAn money N 5

chyAn(tou) front Pg 12

chyAngdz5u seize and run, rob V(RV) 14

chyannAn the year before last year TW 12

chyAnpai front row N 10

err
V
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chjanpi pencil N 5

chAntyan the day before yesterday TW 2 3

chyOu ball N 14

chya go, indicating motion toward a V 3
point away from the speaker

dg knit V 6

to call (telephone) V 7 S

hit V 9

da big; large Adj 5

dagai probably A(MA) 3

dai take or bring along V 8

daichyOu carry ball V 14

daifu doctor, Dr. (medical doctor) N 13

dagn have a shot V(VO) 13

dangr6 of course A 9

daswan plan V 15

dau functioning as "to go to" together CV 3
with chya in dau...(place)..chyu.

arrive V 7

daucha knife and fork N tf.

daumei be unlucky IF 14

dayi overcoat N 2

-de Noun suffix making the word a P 2
modifier

Degwo Germany
/ PW 2 S

dei must AV 7

ding wait V 7

Dewen German N 2 S

L.
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di- . ordtnalizing prefix to ,numbers

didi younger brother

difang place

d5u all, both; in all cases

dungsyi thing

dUngwilyw6 zoo

dwei correct, right

.dwei team

dweibuR
weibuchl)

excuse me, I'm sorry

dw;ile that's right (yes, it is.

dAiywSn team (meMber)

dw5 many much

dw8 (me) very much, how?.....
it is

APPFNDIX - II . 6

p 11

N 6

N 15

A 2

N 5

7

Adj l4

Ti

IE 8

IE 4

N .14

Adj 5

A

dw5shau how much? how many? Nu 5

-dygn o'clock, hour ,

dyanhwa telephone

dyanshr televisim,

dyanyIngr movie

dyanywn clerk, salesman

dyedz plate

dy5u lose, be lost

dzai again (in the future)

dzaijyAn

dzAjii

NI 7

N 7 5

htr. 2

N 10

N 5 s

N 6"

V

A

12

3

"be atu a point in space or time CV 3

be at, in or on

good-bye! See you again!

magazine

N 6

IF 1

N 3



Lulu

dzaufan

dzauthang

dzEm (ma)

dzEmma ban re?

dzemma j4nma

adyan

dedu

darAn

dzwei

dzwei (ba)

dzw;

dzwOloyar

dzwOr

dlartyan

er

Erdw5

trye

ft;

Fagwo

fan

fanchE (tsanche)

fang

fang(jya)

rangsyin

fangwar

ranting

APPENDIX - 11- 7

early, good morning Adj 1

breakfast N 7

morning TR 2 S

how, in what way?; why, how is it A 4
that?

what shall I do? IF 15

why so (to be followed by a verb IE 10
or an adjective)

dictionary N 3

walk, go, leave V 8

natural science, nature N 2

the most, -est A 10

mouth N 14 S

do V 2

sit V 3

ride, take (transportation) CV 7

left, (side) PW 6

seat II 12

yesterday 1W 2 S

hungry Adj 4

two Nu 3 S

ear N 14 S

February V 3 S

penalize (in the ball game) V 14

France FT 2 S

meal; cooked rice N 4

dining car N 12

put V 12

have a vacation MO) 15

rest assure; Adj 12

N 4restaurant

dining room, cafeteria N S



fgshgu have a fever

Fawen French

fii fly

nig airplane

-fin cent

minute

-ring unit measure

finar.n landscape

-fir score

fachin father

fajin neighborhood

fama parents

gan do (more colloquial than dam)

gangbi fountain pen, western-style
pen

engtstti just a moment ago

ganmau flu

gan sh;mma why

eau high

gausying

APPFNDIX - 11 - 8

13

N 2 S

12

N 12

Fl 5

M 7

for letters M 11

N 12

m

N 15

N 11

-ge

N 15

6

N 5

A 9

N 13

1E 8

Adj 13

delightful, enjoyed Adj 8

for person or thing, applicable M 3
to most nouns and permissible
even when a more appropriate
measure is available.

g;dz height, body N 14

gage elder brother N 6

g5i give V 5

for, to (for benefit of) CV 8

(indicates agent of action) by CV 14
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gen be with; and; follow CV 4

gang still more, even, -er A 10

gOu enough Adj 9

gll drum N 9

glingfu leisure time N 7

einggang public Adj 11

gringsyi congratulate V 8

gashr story N 10

gwAhau register v(it) n

gwei. expensive Adj 5

gweisylng what is your (sur)name? IF 7

-gwo experiential suffix to verbs P 10

gw; pass V 13

gw;nyAn New /*earls eve celebration N 8

ha hah IF 14

hAi still; yet A 3

hai sea N 15

haibyar beach N 15

haishr had better A 8

HAngjou Hangchow (a city south of N 12
Shanghai)

hangkiing aviation (hangkang syin means N II
airmail letter)

hgu good, well Adj 1

ready, complete Adj 6

very (preceding adjectives) . A 7
.

hau a fine (all right) IF 4
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hgu buhgu how about it? IE 7

hguchil delicious; tasty (good taste) Adj 4 S

hgukan good-looking Adj 2

-hazer number M 14

hgusyang seem V 12

hguting good (music) Adj 9

hgulAr of fun Adj 12

he drink V 4

he heh IE 14

heibAi black and white N 10

hen very, quite A 1

-her box 14 8

hOu thick Adj 5

hOunyan the year after next ,var TH 12 S

hOupei rear row N 10

hOutyan the day after tomorrow TH 2 S

Hfingdwai Red (uniformed) Team N 14

Hw&-ming a boy's name N 7

-hwei a time, occurrence /I 12

hwei can; know how to AV' 4

will AV 12

hwOche train N 12

hwOchejan train station N 12

p.p. fried chicken N 11

...

ang One of the most common Chinese N 2
surnames.
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.jgng a unit measure for paper, M 5
pictures, tables, etc.

jgu find, look for V 3

change (the action of the
cashier giving change
when a patron pays his bill.) V 5

Au Chinese surname N 9

jguji worried, excited Adj 9

jgulyAng catch a cold V(VO) 13
.
jausyang take a picture VIVO) 15
.,
jausyangji camera N 15

.je verb suffix, indicating SP 3
continuance

....
jeIhwer right now TW 13

'%*jel lyangtyan these days IF 13

Am(ma) in this way, to this degree; so; A 4 S
same as dzem(ma)

Jen truly; really A 4

jende a? really? IF 15

jenedzal) just in the midst of A 8

j
%
ngha

..eu just, exactly A 11

jgn kesyi what a pity IF 14

j%er here PIS 3

ii chicken N 4

ji".- how many, how much; several, a few Nu 7

il send, mail V 11

remember V 15

-jile suffix to adjective;, indicating P 6
extreme degree
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.1
jin near Adj 11

jinchya go in (some place away from
the speaker)

.$
jinlai come in (toward the speaker)

jinnyan this year

jintyan today

a unit measure for writing
brushes and similar slender
objects

V 10

V 10

TK 12 S

Tg 2

5

unit measure for ships 1T 12 S

.1g paper N 5

gdau know; know of or about V 3

.

jrfu uniform N 9

ghw5i conduct V 9

Ji.-ping boy's name N'-.40. 9

gyau as long as A(MA) 10

jiiywin clerk N 13 S

**ju live V4 12

Jung o'clock, clock N 7

Jung swell V 13

.%
jung heavy Adj 11

ginggwo China Pg 2

gingjyar middle Pd 10

ging-shan name of Dr. Sun Yat-sen N 11

gingvan the Chinese language N 1

jwiidz desk; table N 3

jmi.in sharp, punctual (time) A 7

sharp _ . . Adj 14
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bg. home N 6

-iya unit measure for airplanes M 12

jyachyan cost; price N 5

jyadz shelf, luggage rack N 12

Jya-jyan a Chinese boy's name N 3

jyln see, meet (more formal than kan) V 7

jyangyOu soy sauce N 6

jyau tell (somebody to do something) V 6

(indicates agent of action) by CV 14 S

jyaujywar film N 15

jyaushl. classroom N 3 S

jye street N 11

meet (or pick up) a person (at a V 12
terminal or station)

jyefu brother-in-law (elder sister's N 6
husband)

iithre elder sister N 6

jyekOur block, intersection N 11

jyshau introduce V 9

jyau nine Nu 3 S

jy5u wine, liquor N 6

long (time) A 7

iyOu only, just A 3

then . A 8

jyOubei wine glass N 6

jyclu jeiyAng ba let's do it this way IE 8

jyOu nemma ban let's do it that way: IE 7
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JOuywe September (nine-month) 1W 3 S

-bra line of (sentence, speech) M 7

jyridzshwei orange juice N 10

jyatsan group dinner, luncheon party N 9
(usually no host)

jywede feel, think V 12

kai open V 7

start (engine) .:,
. V 12

kaish'i begin (can also be used as an V 14
auxiliary verb)

kaiyin start to perform (movie and show) V 10

kan watch, look V 2

kanchu reveal V 14

kanjyan see V(RV) 14

kau take an examination V 3

ke indeed, certainly, however A 11

ke subject N 3 S

-ka quarter of an hour M 7

kechi polite, stand on ceremony Adj 8

keneng possibly A(Mk) 15

karen guest, patron N 5 S

keshr but, however A(mA ) 4

k;sou cough V 13

_

kiting parlor, living room N 6

keyi may; can; be permitted to AV 4

kwAi quickly, soon A 6

-lanai piece (lit. lump) M 4

dollar (Chinese monetary unit) M ,r
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kwaidz chopsticks N 4

labi trumpet N 9

lAi come (toward the speaker) V 6

lau always A 6

lush teacher, Mr. (especially when N 1
student addresses his teacher)

-le verb and sentence suffix P 3

lei tired Adj 8

leng cold Adj 15

11 from (be separated or distant CV 11
fram)

LI a Chinese surname N 1 S

li(tou) inside PLAT 6

-ii . a Chinese li (1/3 mile) M 15

Libaiar Tuesday TW 3 S

LibailyOu Saturday TR 3 S

Libaisan Wednesday TR 3 S

Libaisl Thursday 1W 3 S

Libaityan Sunday TR 3 S

LIbaiwa Friday TR 3 S

LIbaiyi Monday TR 3 S

Lin a Chinese surname N 7

ling zero Nu 5

16ufAng storied building N 12

-15ur basket M 8

lOushang upstatrs PW 6

16usya downstairs N 6 S
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road N 11

-1A route number of bus M 11

lyAn face N 14 S

lyAng- two or a couple of Nu 5

-lyang unit measure'for wheeled M 12
vehicles

lyansyi practice, warm up V 14

lytou six Nu 3 S

lyOusying popular Adj 13

Ly;uywe June TW 3 S

lAsying travel V 15

sentence suffix used to convert P 1
a declarative sentence into
an interrogative sentence.

NA (ma) Manny (mother) V 6

mLfon troublesome Adj 11

;Yea buy V 5

mai sell V 5

%

maipyaude ticket clerk N 10 S

girl's name N 9

slow Adj 12

busy Adj 1

mOng shemma? whatio the hurry? IE 9

mAnmar slowly A 9

dime 11 5

Chine writing brush N 5 S

mAuyi sweater N 2 S

nol.not, have not, did not A 2

ma

plan

irr.ng

mei

.ks



Mei-fang

Meigwo

mei(11)

meimei

mei shemma

men

mingnyan

mingsylnpyar

mingtyan

muchin

myanbau

na

na dzermahau

nan

nenjUjyan

nar

Narde hwa

ne

neiw

nk-

neike

neityan

A Chinese girl's name.

America (U.S.A.)

beautiful

younger sister
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Don't mention it; it's nothing
at all; not all; etc. (used
in response to someone who
thanks you for a favor)

door, gate

next year

post card

tomorrow

mother (more formal than mama)

bread

in that case

ylsz why, that would be embarrassing

difficult

actor in major role

where?

not at all

sentence suffix usually with mei
to indicate incomplete action

sentence suffix indicating
continuance of action in
positive statements

sentence suffix in question

which

that (there)

medical department

which day?

I

N 2

PW 2

Adj 15

N 6

IF 8

N 7

LW 12 S

N 11

¶1W 2 S

N 6

N 14

IF 6

IF 10

Adj 2

N 10 S

PW 3

IF 2

P 3

P 6

SP 3

SP 3

N 13

TW 3
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nem(ma) in that way, to that degree A 4

neng can; be able AV 4

tier there Fir 3

you (singular) Prof( 1

ni jan tbluyan you are being silly! (you are IE 7

really disgusting)

nimen you (plural) ProN 1 S

nin a polite form of ni, very ProN 1
commonly used in North China

nyanshil study V(VO) it S

nyOun'ai milk N it

nyOupai beefsteak N 4

nyajtib5u actress in major role N 10

01 oh, I see IF 7

ni

pang fat

pangbyir side

Punnisyilin penicillin

.par plate

pau run

ping hit, meet

pengyou friend

pingsyln ordinary mail

piitang ordinary

pAnyi cheap

-pyar slice

pyau ticket

pyaulyang pretty

Adj 4

PK 12

N 13

N 4

14

14

N 9

N 11

Adj 13

Adj 5

11 4

N 10

Adj 7
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rang (indicates agent of action) by CV 14 S

re warm, hot Adj 15

An man, person N 2

renau prosperous, bustling Adj 12

Anren people, everybody N 15

renshr know, recognize, be acquainted V 9

with

rOu meat N 4

rUngyi easy Adj 2 S

sin three Nu 3 S
-.

singdz (hOulung) throat- N 13

sinlainche Chinese pedicab N 11

Sinywe March , TW 3 S

shin mountain N 15

sheng functioning as "to go to" together CV 6

with chyu

shengche get on (a car) 1-*:. MO) 12

Shenghii Shanghai TM 12

shang(tou) top; upper end or side P4 3

shiu few, little Adj 5 S

short V 6

sh6r spoon N 6

shehwei social science, society N 2

shed who ProN 1

sgmma what? ProM 2

shin stretch V 13

sh;nchl impressive Adj 9
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shetou

shbu

shau

shiSujya

shOulfin

shaushang

shr

shr

shi.(ching)

Shrerywe

s4hou

shrmu

shigyanshii

Shryiywe

Shilme

tongue

hand

skinny

receipt

guard the basket

get wounded

ten

to be

try

affair, undertaking

December TAT 3 S

time N 7

teacher's wife N' 8

science laboratory N 3 S

November 1W 3 S

October Tyr 3

shit book N 3

lose (the game) V 14

shafu comfortable Adj 12

shajya summer vacation N 15

shajyadz bookshelves N 3

shasyw; mathematics N 3

shwhgw5 fruit N 8

shwai(jyau) sleep V(VO) 8

shwalwa carry on conversation V(VO) 6

Sajou Soochow (a city near Hangchow) PW 15

N 13

N 14

Adj 4

N 11

v(vo) 14

VIVO) 14

3

1

13

N 7

Nu S

i

w ...v., rlllr »AIt aoloroMtwo: a _1.12.5*aatgar, ataf/x MONK 601132e1Mt x_s c40.1.14e
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aanglI present gift V(V0) 8

swan count V 5

swanpan abacus N 5

sweibyan as one wishes IE 9

swOyi so, therefore A 11

syach6 get off a wheeled vehicle MO) 11

sya(ge)11bai next week ¶1W 15

syan first A 3

syandzai now TR 6

syang want to; consider to; plan to AV 4

syang resemble V 10

syangdz luggage, box, suitcase N 12

syangsya country (rural) N 6

syansheng Mr., sir N 1 S

syau small Adj 5

syaujye miss N 9

syausyin careful Adj 12

....sye quantity of; several vi 5

Syibanya Spain PR 2 S

Sylbanyawan Spanish N 2 S

Syibupyindz Western movie N 10

sylhwan like (be fond of) V 2

like to, enjoy .: . AV 10

sgtra comedy N 10 S

syin mail, letter N 11
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sying satisfactory, all right Adj 6

good . Adj 14

7

A 14

N 3

13

V(RV) 15

N 1 S

N 3 S

Nu 3 S

TW 3 S

he, (him) ProN 1

too, excessively A 4

they, (them) ProN 1 S

talk
" V 8

soup N

candy (lit. sugar) V 8

special Adj 13

specially r 0. A 13

painful Adj 13

listen to V 2

they say, I hear IF 15

head N 14 S

shooting V 14

have a headache V 13

only then, until then A 7

only' A 9

sying

syinkwei

sylti

sy5usyi

sywehw;i

sywesheng

0
sywesyau

81

Slwe

to

tai

amen

tan

tang

tang

4bye

teng

ting

tingshwO

tou

toulan

t6ut;ng

tsai

1 .01

be surnamed

fortunately

exercise

rest

learn

student

school

four

April ' .
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tsai vegetables; a dish of food N 4
other than staple

tsaipan(ywan) referee N 14

tsaise color N 10

tsanjyi join V 8

tsa vinegar N 6

tsiang from / CV 6

tvangchyan formerly Ter 15

-tsZ a time, occasion 11 12

tilngsywa schoolmate N 7

tashugwan library N 3

twanbai exchange New Year's greeting N 8
in a group

twei leg N 14 S

-tyin day M 15

tyanchi weather N 15

tyintyan everyday TW 6

-tyau line M 11

tyAu jump V 14

tye stick, affix V 11

wail hello 1E 7

wai(tou) outside . Pg 6

waigwo foreign country R4 5

wailed surgery N 13

wan finish, get through V 8

wan bowl N 6

late Adj 7

..415m, bowl P 4
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wanfan
.

supper N 7

IdAng a common Chinese surname N 1

wing (wing) towards (in direction of) CV 11

wing forget V 6

wanhwei evening party N 9

wanshang evening, night TV 2

war play V 6

-wei person (polite form) M 9

wen ask V 1 S

w6 I, (me) ProN 1

women we, (us) ProN 1 S

wa five Nu 3 S

wilnda temperature N 13

Wilywe May " TV 3 S

yal added at the end of a sentence IF 9

to express something unexpected

An perform V 10

YAng Chinese surname N 9

.-yangr kind; sort 14 5

yinjing eyes 'N lit

%
you want; like V 4

going to; expect to; shall; will AV 5

yaujin

yaushr

Ye

medicine, drug

serious

if, in case

N 13

Adj 13

OM) 10

also too; (with negative statements) A 2

either all, both; in all cases
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34 night N 8

y;syu may A(MA) 15

yi one Nu 3 S

yibgi 100 Nu 5 S

ylchyan 1,000 Nu 5 S

yiding necessarily, certain A 6

yidAr a little, a bit, some N 4

y-idz chair N 3 S

4
yigung altogether A(MA) 5

...

yihwer a moment 7,4 3

y77.j:I.ng already A 3

yikwar together A 4

ring win V 14

Ying;n the rnglish language N 1

yinwei because, for A(KA) 10

yishang clothes N 2

yisz originally meaning "thought," syau N 8

yisz, "a little thing" or
"nothing," usually used to
express one's humble manner in
presenting a gift to somebody

yiwan 10,000 Nu 5 S

yiwanwan 100,000,000 Nu 5 S

yiyang alike, similar, the same Adj 10

ylywan hospital N 13

Ylywe January .. V 3 S

yOu have V 2
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y3u again A 9

....and also... A 13

yOubygr right (side) PK 6 S

yOu(jeng)jA post office N 11

yOujygn air letter N 11

pSupyau stamp N 11

yOusying parade N 9

yOutUng mailbox N 11

34)w-ring zwini V 15

yOuyiingyi swimming suit N 15

34.1 fish N 4

yabei prepare V 3

InIng use V 4

with '.4 4 .... ; CV 11

ywgn far Adj 11

ywe date, make an appointment V 7

yw:'3dw;i musical band N 9



STRUCTURhL PATTERNS IN LEVEL ONE

Unit I

I. S Adj

Ni hau a.

2. S hdj

Wi5 hen mang.

3. S V N

TA shi.. laushr

4. N N

Wing Lush

5. Negative Forms with Bu

TK bushy Yingwen

NI bUmfing ma?

WO buhen mfing.

6. Question Forms

(a) Affirmative Statement with Ma

Ta shit Wang ',gush? ma?

(b) Negative Statement with Ma

NI hinting ma?

(c) Simple Choice-Type Question

Nin bilmAng ma?

(d) Question with Question Word

T4 sheis shei a?

APPENDIX . III - 1
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7. Answer Forms

(a) Repetition of the Verb of the Question

LaushfimfingbuMang?

NS hall mang.

(b) Cmission of the Subject of the Question

TR sh.Z- shei a?

ShZ. Mang Lksh17..

Unit II

I. S V 0

WS yOu Jangwen.

2. O S V

,

Dzran shehwei, 145 dBu syihwan.

3. Nde N

Jung Mme,-fangle yishang

4. Negative Form with Mei

145 melyou YIngw6n.

5. Different Senses with Dou

JUngwen Yingwen &Su Angyi.

JUngwen rIngwen blleu Angyi.

Jangwen Yingmen dik bitrfingyi.
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6. Qut...Ition Forms

(a) Choice-Type Question with Object

NI kan dyanshi- bilkan?

Ni yOu meiyou /Ingwen?

(b) Choice between Two Subjects

Enela nfin, Yingwen nan?

(c) Choice between Two Predicates

Ni syihwan argn, slihmashetwip

Unit III

1. S CV PW (N) V

WO dau ner chyu.

2. Purpose of Going

(a) S CV 0 V PE

NI dau thshagwan, chya dzw; 314:ma?

(h) S CV 0 PE V

Ni dau slAttiggn dzw; shAmma chnly

(c) S CV 0 V PE V

%
Ni dau chi dzwo shemma chyu?

3. Completed Action with -Le

WO yijing kanle.

4. Incomplete Action with Mei

WO hfii mellabei no.
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5. Question Forms of Completed and Incomplete action

Ni yubeile ma?

Ni yubelle meiyou?

NI yubeile meiyilbei?

NI meiytIbei ma?

6. pur You N

Neige jwi3dz shang yOu Xingwen 4Aia.

7. Omission of Subject and Object,

(Ni) yOu (angwen dZdygn) ma?

(Nal') Yg mayou (Jangwen dZdy5n).

8. A Sentence as an Object

NI gdau neityan ma?

9. Sp-M N

J4g2 jw3dz

10. Question Words in a Sentence

(a) Question and thswer

Wiimen neityan kgu shIlsywe?

WOmen nimajghall kgu shUsywe.

(b) Without Question Suffix Ma

Ni jgu shemma shrx?

Unit IV

1. Changed Status with -Le

(a) With Adjectives

WO ale.

(b) With Auxiliary Verbs

NZ bangng dzai chi rOu le.
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2. Sentence with Auxiliary Verbs

US hwei yang kwaidz.

3. Omission of Subject with YOu

(4r) yiin 0, ye yik yd.

4. Multiple Objects

(a) S V 0, ye V 0, ...

YOu 311, y°xi.
(b) S V 0, V 0

WS jyOu chF ylpfir chIngtsai, he liz_DL__ekar61.2.12ii.

(c) S V 0, 0, 0, ..p.

WO Liu ylkwai )fiji, yfpyar myanbau, yiwgn tang.

5. N-ne Question Form

WO sygng eh? nyOupai. NI ne?

6. Nu.M N

YIELIE chzngtsai

7. ProN(N) PW

Tamen ilex.

8. s yi-M (N) aclu negV

NI edygr x411 dou bachF ma?

Unit V

1. S V ind0 dir0

Ching nI 01 w5 21bgn dade.

2. Changed Status with -Le (negative verb)

US bamgile.
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3. Sums of M6ney

, Lygngwan-chichyan-wabai-s;shrkwai-1y;umau-erfen chyfin.

4. -De in Computing

Jy5umau chyfinde lygngmau-wa, yikwai-ylmau-A.

5. In quiring about Prices

Jeiyangrde dwashau chyAn?

Neisy'd mai shemma jyachytn?

Positions of Apiece

Wakwai chyfin ylben.

Yiben Akwai chyAn.

7. Modification with Adjectives

WOmen yOu bau gangbi.

UZmen yOu hgude

NZmen yOu hgude.

Unit VI

1. S dzai PW

Baba dzai 2E ma?

2. Continuance with Ne

T5 dzai 16ushang dg mauy3 ne.

3. Tsfing 1.14i Pattern

Ni jygjye tamen teang syangsya 1&L.

4. Probability with Ba

ma, fan, kwai hgule

5. Request with Ba

NI bgiyibgi jvitidz ba.



6. Imminent Change of Status with Le

Ma, fan kwai haule ba.

7. N Sp-NI N

Dzwiibrar neige chButi ii
8. ProN N

Ni jyejye

9. S V PE

NS chya jyan tamen 161 chManle.

Unit VII

1. S dzw; N chya (161)

Wien dzwo o' c

2. S Vie 0, jyOu

NS chine dzaufans jyOu

3. Imminent Action with -Le

W6 dei chya chr wanfan le.

4. Telling Time by the Clock

shf802 jUng

shfdyan-yika

jy6udyan wilfen

lyOudyan cha ylfen

andyanban

sZdyan Sung

jyriudyan dwb

APPENDIX . III . 7
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5. Larger Unit of Time

mingtyan dzgushang shfdyan Jung

6. Inquiring about the Time of Day

Syandzai jidyan Jung (le)?

Shemma shfhou (le)?

Unit VIII

1. S Vde Adj

lAgmen verde On ausying.

2. S yiV (0), (S) jyOu V (0)

TR ilwgnle, 411 mei byede shl. le.

3. Choice-type Question Emphatic

W dai yiher binggIn ne, haishr dai yllOur shweigwO?

Ne with Questions

WO shr dai ylher binggan ne, hAishr ?

Ni sygng sung shemma li ne?

sygng chi; nyOupAi. NI ne?

Unit IX

1. (S) Vde N

TRmen chwande jdIft ."

Vde Sp-M N

giimBide neiwa syAwin

3. Describing Manner with an Object

GA dgde jEn hgu a.

NI changar changde tsfii hgu ne.

(5) 0 Vde Adj

S V 0, Vde Adj
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4. Expressing Manner in Command

Kwai lfii.

"Kwai dygr 161.

Unit X

1. Experience with Gwo

WO jygjye shwagle

2. Degree of Comparison with Geng and Dzwei

Tsgisede jyOu geng hgule.

NS dzwa syihwan jeige nykjfijygu.

3. Yaushr jyOu ... Structure

Yaushr. jage dyanyingr sh; tsgisede jyOu geng hgule.

Unit XI

1. Distance with Li

JUng-san Lu 1i j;r ywgn buywgn?

2. Ordinal Numbers

dierge, dichige

3. s V dau (16i)

Nin nLge baugwO y.6 dau Mkgwo chya ma?

4, YOu in Measurement

Chengyicheng yZu dwO jUng?

Unit XII

1. S V dzai PW Construction

WS dzw; dzai chOnghu ElparEa
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2. S14 de Construction

Dagai'shi, olL gngjou chyade

3. Occasion and Occurrence with -Ts; and -Hwei

Diyits; shi^ chygnnyan dzwOde.

W5 dzwOgwo hfiujihwei.

WO dzw;le lyangtsz hwOchE le.

3. Comparison with IA

ChwAn bi hwOch5 gen f5iji dou man.

Unit XIII

1. Inclusiveness and Exclusiveness

Na swkivan

2. Continuance with -Je

Ni dengje.

Mije chwanghu shwa.

Men kRije ne.

3. The Ba Construction

Ni be shetou shEnchtilai.

14. Comparison with Yita-r or -De Diei

W5 j;ihwer yIjing jyweide heude dwale.

W6 yIjing hau vIdyer le.

5. Specific Relative Time with -De Shfhou

Shwajyaude shfhou by6 be chwanghu kSide tai.
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Unit IIV

1. Co-verb of Agent

ChyOu bai lifingdwei chAngdzOule.

2. Comparison

.
Jei lyangdwei, neidwei sying a?

3. Clauses Functioning as Nouns

shOulande, maibaude, maipyaude

Unit XV

1. Similarity and Dissimilarity

%
Nerde tyanchi gEn SUjou yiyang.

Nerde tyanchi Sujou yiyang hau.

Chgngchgng yOu yiwana nemma chfing ma?

2. Measured Objects and -Le

Wo dzai Tier Jule lyangge ywe.

Wodzai jer Jule liingge ywe le.
3. Indefinite Numbers

s;-watyande hwOcha
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CLASSROOM PXPRFSSIONS

Ba sha gshang.

Ching ba shu dakii.

Ching by shm5hwa.

Di

Di ye.

Please close the book.

Please open the book.

Please don't talk

Lesson

Page

Ching shm5 Janggwo hwe. Please speak Chinese.

Ching by shwa Yingwen. Please don't speak English.

Ching dadyifir sheng shw5. Please speak a little louder.

Ching enje m5 yikwer nyan. Please read with me.

VZ nyan yijyal ni ganje nyan yijya. I read a sentence, you repeat after
me.

NI dangle ma? Did you understand?

Hai y5u meiyou menti? Do you have any more question?

Jelly?). hwa shr sherama yisz. What does this sentence mean?

Ni tingdejyan ma? Can you hear me?

Ching hmeidi mode menti. Please answer my question.

Syandzai beisha. Now, recite.

Ching ni bei. Please recite.

Syandzai tingsye. Now, dictation.

Gang ni dad heib'an shang sye. Please write on the chalkboard.

Ching bUyau ker sha. Please don't look at the book.

Ching tsatsa heib'en. Please erase the chalkboard.

Syendzei women ting luyindai. Let's listen to the tape.

Sh;shou daule. Time is up.

Syake. The class is dismissed.
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UNIT 1

THE FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL

On the first day of school, Student A

encounters his teacher, Mr. WIng, at the en-

trance to the school. He greets his teacher.

A moment later his schoolmate, Student B,

also arrives at the gate. The students ex-

change remarks and proceed to enter the

school.
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UNIT I- 1

..Cii.A.LIXiTY.E

Sywesheng dzau.

W'ang 1,5ushi: Dz5u, ni. hg.0 a.

SyvAsheng Yr: 115u. 1.7aushi, n n m'ang bumSng.

W;.ng Lgushr: WC) hen m..ng, Ni bilmaing ma?

Syw4sheng Iro buhen m'ang.

Wang lagushi: Dz4hritn.

Sywesheng YI: Laushr clz`a.ijyan.

Sywesheng r

Sywesheng

Sywesheng Er:

Sywesheng Y&:

Ta shr sb'ei

TU. t.1111- WA.ng

T5, sta. Yingwen lauslii ma?

Ta" bushy Yingwen Ta shr

Vingwen
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Student A: Good morning, sir.

Mr. Wang: Good morning, How are you

Student A: Fine. Are you busy?

Mr. Wang: I am very busy. Aren't you?

Student A: Not too busy.

Mr. Wang: Good-bye'.

Student A: Good-bye, sir.

Student B: Who is he?

Student A: He is Mr. WL1g4
. ,

Student B: Is he an English teacher?

Student A: He is not a teacher of English, He is a

teacher of Chinese.



UNIT I

SUMMARY

1. The Sounds

A a. Initials

dz dzau m mang

n ni". j (retroflex) ginglitn .

t to h hau

sh shr b bu

w wi5 s (y) srAsheng

1 laushi4 j (y, dzaijyan

y Yingutn

b. Finals

au dzau

a ta

r shr

ei sbAi

ang mang
00.1.r.rui

ing YIngvAn

c. Tones

)

ung JUngwen

en hgn

0

al

an CO

in

e (3r, Y11)

ba eng

Tone Sandhi:

NI hats becomes NI hau.
Iromovi

(2) Neutral Tone:

YInglAn laushE. becomes YIngleen

I.
WO

dzaijyan

dzaaJvAn

4
tun

yvesheng

syvySTheng
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(3) Tones on Bu:

bamang, bilhen, but biashi.4..

2. Vocabulary

a. Nouns

Ta shl. Wang Laushf.

TR s1.4 Yingwen laushi ma?

Ta shr Jfingwen laushP.

LT . Syansheng shr shei a?

sywesheng.

b. Pronouns

WO hen mang.

Ni bamang ma?

Ta shr sh;5. a?
MONIMMI.MI

Nin mang bumang?

WOmen hen mang.

amen bUst2e sywesheng ma?0.1.01

Tamen bahen mang.

c. Verbs

Ta shr j Tang Laushf.

Ni wen ta, to shr shk.

d. Adjectives

Lush dzau.

Ni hau a.

WO hen mang.

UNIT I - 4
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e. Adverbs

w6 hgn mang.

T bushy Yingwen laushF.

f. Particles

N bamang ma?

Tg shr silk a?

g. Idiomatic Expression

Lush dzaijyan.

3 c Structural Patterns

a. S Adj

Ni hgu a.

b. S A Adj

WO hen mang.

c. S V N

Ta shr lgushi".

d. N N

Wang Lush

e. Negative Forms with Bu

Yingwen

la.bamang.ma?

WO bilh6n mang.,
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Question Forms

(1) Affirmative Statement with Ma

T5 ell'. Wang Lush ma?

(2) Negative Statement with Ma

Nin btmAng ma?

(3) Simple Choice-Type Question

Nin mang bumang?

(Lb) Question with Question Word

T5 914 shai a?

g. Answer Forms

(1), Repetition of.the Verb of the Question

aushimang bumang?

WO hen mang.

(2) Omission of the Subject of the Question

Ta shl.,shai a?

Sh; Wang aushri.
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The following are the initials found in Unit I:

dz

t
sh

w

1

d-au

ni,

t3

shi, 1;us117, shell cqwjile..!ng

0
Wang, YIngw!m, wo

Jaushr

y Yingwen, yi

ma, -men, manr:

j(retroflex) Jungwen

h Dp.u, hen

2. Finals

ba

evtiesraeng

dziiivan

The following are the finals found in Unit I:

au dzau, laush?, hau

ni

a tg, ma

r
4. V

shr, laushP

ei shea

ang 1441.1.44; m4ag

ing napren
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3. Tones

41-

UNIT I - T 2

u ba

ung JONA
en w4m2R) hallo YIngwel, Jung-T:an

o Wo

ai dzaijyan

an (y) dzaijygn

in rifia

e (y, yw) syv4sheng

eng sywesheng

a. There are in this lesson the following examples of tone

sandhi:

NI heu becomes Nf he's,

Hen mIng beacmes hen (pronouneed lov ',lit without

a rising ending) mgng

b. The lau in Yingwen laushr becomes toneless because it

follows the unstressed syllable went, and the natural flw

of the sounds does not, if without any special reason for

it, make the speaker dip his pitch to give lau its final

tone movement. Hereafter in this text, all unstressed

(toneless) syllables are shown without tone marks.
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c. The negative adverb ba is prounced with a falling tore,

except when it is followed by another falling tone, ir

which case it changes to a rising tone:

buhen, but



VOCABULARY

1. Nouns

UNIT I T 4

'AP

Ming a common Chinese surname

laushk teacher, Mr. (especially when student

addresses his teacher)

Yingw4n the English lsngvage

JUngw4n the Chinese language

2. Pronouns

3. Verb

wo I, (me)

ni you (singaar)

ta he, (him)

nCn a polite form of very commonly mod in

North China

shei who

ahr to be

4. Adjectives

dzi6 early, good morning

hau good, well

busyrang
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5. Adverb

hen very, quite

bu not, no (to facilitate reading the Romanized

transcription, bu will be attached to

the word it qualifies.)

6. Particles

ma

a

sentence suffix used to convert a de-

clarative sentence into an interrogative

sentence.

TO sh? YIngwen lausla ma?

Ni bangag pa?

sentence suffix, suggesting exclamation

T5 alai shat a?

7. Idiomatic. expression

dziijYin goodbye. see you again.
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1. Nouns

41-

SUPPLEMN TAM VOCABULARY

Li a Chinese surnawe

sywesheng student

syinsheng Mr., sir

2. Pronouns

3. Verb

women we (us)

1.0.-len you (plural)

tin they, (them)

wen ask
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STRUCTURAL PATTERNS

1. Simple sentence with adjective' S Adj

Lausht dzau.

Ni hiju a.

2. Simple sentence with adverbial modifier S A A%!!:i.

" y
NO hen mang.

3. Bouational sentence

Ta sha a?

CI
,_p i T

?

TA chi Tang T.:,ash:11.

4. Nouns mcdiieA by cJf.11r nouns N

qUngqen:laushT.

5. Negative sentence with the negative adverb bvtettached to verbs,

adjectives, or adverbs.

TA bishi YIngwen 3jushD.

Ni bim6rig ma?

W bilh4n mang.

u. Question forms

a. The most common type of question is structured by addin%

the particle ma to a statement. The word order of the

sentence, whether negative or affirmative, is not changed.

Statement (affirmative ): Ti shi" Yingwen lausht.

Question: TA shi YIngwen l'aush2 ma?

A question of the simple type may also take the negative

form:

Statement (negative):

Question:

TA bagng.

TN basing
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b. Another common pattern for a question is the choice tTpe,

formed by coupling the positive and negative forms of

a verb or adjective. The stress always falls on the

first or posiUve half of the verb or ed6lIctive unit

in this type of question:

Statement:

laucGtion:

Nfn raring.

Nin ris*:.ng brma#3.,13`..

Rote: The particle ma is not use in a choice type c,.aastion.

c. A question may be formed by the use of "question words,"

e.g., sh4Mma (who, what), (Ito.

'Ford order of a statement is changed in orda: to make a

0
quention. Tins, Who

4
ho is be? in rlhInese the name

pattern is used for both statement and question. Con-

sequently, the cueztion end .r.;" answer vrord occupy

exactly the same position in the ruspective sentences:

TR slisz styli a?

TE Wag 11;usht.

7.1.1 '7.4.114CA tIley

7. Answer Norms

a. Answers to questions calling for °yes" orno'answers are

formed by repeating the verb of the question with or

without a modifier.

Lausbt mang bum4ng?

fir;o h;x1 mEing. (or Wi; m4iag; or Wi; bl!ingng.)

b. In short answers the subject is frequently omitted.

Ta sh? shad, a? Lush r;lag bum4ile

Shi Wing LiTtusht. Hen mang.
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1. Cutural Notes'

a. In this unit a few most common expressions used in daily greet-

ings are presented. Afn dziliu (Good morning, or I'm/ are early),

and ELITiall! (hour are you, or Yor are well) are me ::? expressions. "'

A toneless a is freouently suffixed but never stressed. In
WOW

addition, it must be borne in mind that thq Chinese p...)ple quite

commonly greet each other by asking,4 Have you eaten (breakfast,

%
lunch, dinner, etc., depending on the approT

4
riate hour)? or"Where

are you goinl?
4

h slight bow usually acelmpanies. Randshaking

is ptactleed among familiar friends or on very formel presentations.

A teacher almost never shakes hanas with his students.

b. The most common way of addressing a person politely in Chinese

society is sygnstenc wbirla may be appIed men and not infrequerai

to women. The Chinese high school student, however, invariably

addresses his teacher, man or woman, as 1;ms11::., placing it after

the teaeher/s surname when a surname is used.

c. As in most other living languages, there are several common

expressions in Chinese used at the parting of two conversants.

Dziijyin is but one of them and perhaps the most gAnerally used.

2. Pedagogical Notes

a. During the very first hour, explain briefly the principles

of learning a foreign language and what the students are expected

to do and why.
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b. Describe briefly, with the aid of a wall nap2 the land an'

the people of China, and the main significance of her culture.

c. Introduce one or two exchanges of classroom expressions each

until all the needed expressions, as listed Appen6x , are

learned.

d. Use chalk board or a felt board to illurtretc the situation of

the unit and the characters involved.

e. As has been discussed before under the` Unit Teaching Procedures,

the ;teachr is to keep constantly in mind Van urecls objectives of

each unit. In this unit the teacher's respcnsibility is to

familiarize the student with the sound patterns, structural features,

and vocabulary items and their functions thus far introduced. These

points are described in the notes and re-outlined in the summary of

this unit. A glance at the summary will enable the teacher to

judge if certain features and items still need reinforcement heforn

attempting an evaluation of the student s progress at the completion

of this unit-..

f. It is to be noted that the answer forms explained in the notes

and elsewhere are not 'so identified in the summary because the suiszt.ry

is also meant for the student to have at an aPPMXiate time 'and: to

keep on hand for review purposes. Since the answer forms are, strielj

speaking, not new forms drastically different from the question forms,

to stress them as clearly identifiable forms might mislead the

student into thinking that there are too many sentence patterns to

be mastered.
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0 In the''Irogress Evaluation" at the end of this unit, thery,

I 1kis a section designed to check on the student s Reading. This

means, at this stage, an evaluation of the student' s ability to

recognize the romenized transcription and he able to use it

effectively as a helpful tool to his future study. section of

evaluation, of course, can not be used until the tran:Y.xintion

system has been explained and drills carried out during the period

when this unit is studied.

A reW.nde-: If your students hrve not yet maatered the sounds

you have taught them so far, don't show th,n1 tIol transcription

because it will tend to mislead them and make their imitation of the

correct models twice as difficulty. In such a case, just postpone

the use of this part of evaluation.

If the students have already becomz quite fluent in reproducing

the dialogue and its variations with correct PrPnuVi etion and

if it is observed that they are groping for some system of tran-

scription or even inventing their own to help them in noting down.

certain things, then youmay proceed with the introduction of

Romanization system. Don't give it to them all at.once. Give

them enough only to cover the sounds they have already learned.

Exercises and drills similar to the Readine in the evaluation

sectior".may be easily structured and used as variations from the

classroom oral drill whenever such variations are psychologically

and pedagogically desirable. Don't over use them.



FIONCY DRILL
we awe.

Mang.
.

Buinang.
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Laushr dzau. !Tang burnang?

Wang Laushr dzau.

Hau.

Nin hau.

Nlmen rang bunang

Tamen marig

Mang.
0 .0

Nin hau ma? I-JcIn marg.,

..a-ushr, nin 1.1au 0.: Buhen mang,,

Mang.

PNam mang.

gaush7r mang

0
Wang Laushr marg.

Bumang.

- -,
oo ouften 2171.;

A

Women buhen nang.

La-ushr,

Li Laushr.
0Li _Shr Laushr.

Ta shi, LI L'iushP.

Sywesheng.

Shr sywes hong.

Bushr sywesheng.
,

Ta bushr sywesheng.



Laushr
101111M11011111 IAMIN,...10

REPETITION oRILI
11111110110 'JP 04 1115111.0

4djo9tive2
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POrTiC'ShPng.

Nin dzau. (Studont repeats

Laushr dzau.

Thin hgu al

nushr, nan Eau al

gn m;.ng.

Tamers buhen mang,

Shy

Wo shr sywesheng,

Ni shr sywesheng.

Ta shr

fa. al; Wang faushi.

-
Min shr Jungwen laushi.

LI lIushi. shr Yingwen 1ausht.

1311,-3h1?..

bushr laushr.

N. bushy lgushf.

T3 bUshi. sywesheng.

Min bushy sywesheng.

Ntang langwen laushl.

Li LgUshf bushy Jungwen laushf.

moael.)



001F .ion Pcrm - Na

Ti mAng ma?

Ni hen mangy; ma?

Ta shr srAsheng ma?

Nin illushF. ma?

-
Laushr shr anguen laushT

Qusstion Form - Yngati7e

Ti bZimng ma?

Tamen bilm6.ng ma?

Nimen syw;sheng ma?

Nin bushr Ning LaushD ma?

_
Ta bushr Jungwen laush7? ma?

v v 0

Li Laushr bushr Yingwen laush-t na?

Question Form .-.' Choice-Type0,
Nin mang bumang?

Ni shr bushl. syw;sheng?

Li Laushr mang bumang?

Nimen shr bush?. sywesheng?

Timen shl bushi- raush77?

Li syansheng shr bushy l'aush-t?

"ye

IMIT I T 14



Quest. ..r Form - Question Vont- 4.0 ...WM

...

Ta shr shei a?

Nin shr shei a?

L. Liush-P shis. shei.

Wang Mush!. shr shei a?

L Syansheng shr shei a?

Urang SyanshPng 61-1;:. 814-1.

urn -T l5
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t.
SUBSTITUTION DRILL

.01...00.1..11111..01.1

Laushr 3,1weaherer

- ..
Ili mang may E.., man-, ..n .T?

Ta mang ms?

Nlmen Nif.men :Tr.?

TInen rr::men 0.1.4; 7:e?

whin, 1.-..ushy.

Li Syansheng Jai ^.y.'6.nthen,g lamp; ma?

-WO hen mang. Wu hen mims,

Women Voinon hen mang,

'lush? Laush.T.

SpAsheng iti'es'_ieng ming.

Li Laushr A
L l ' 1 "

Laushr Alea mang.

Nang Syansheng Wang Syansheng hen Wang.

Ta bilmang ma? Ta thinang ma?

Nin Nin inlmiing ma?

NImen NImen blufing ma?

Tamen Trimen btimang ma?

Wang aush-ii Wang aushi" hinting ma?

Syansheng Li Syansheng bilmang ma?



to I

to bumarg.

1-Gmen

aushi

Sywesheng

Li fiushi

Wang Syansheng

VS biahen mang.

NI

Ta

NOmen

Nimen

Tamen

NI mang buni;ng?

TE

Amen

Timen

Wang Laushi;

.

Syansheng.

UNIT I - T 17

I

Wo bumang.

Women bumang.

"
Laushr bumang.

, 0

Sywohnng bumr.wg,

Li aushi biurpang,

Wang laushi b.orang.

.

ljahen mng.

0
Ni buhen mang.

Ti b;.1.1 11;n mP713.,

Vkien lyt:t7in 71-'1.ng.

N1men biann mang.

.
Tamen buhen mang.

.

Ni maw? bumang?

"
Ta mang bumang?

Nimen mang bumang?

Tamen mang bumang?

Wang Laushr mang bumang?

Li svanshenj mani; bumang?
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Ti shr shei a? TA shr shk a?

Nin Nin shr shk a?

Tamen Tamen shr shei

Nimen Nimen shr silk a?

Li Laushi LI Mushwr shti a?

Wang Syansheng Wang Syansheng shx shei a?

WS shr syw;sheng. W sywesheng.

Ni Ni sh;. sywesheng.

Ta Tish;.sywesheng.

Nimen Nimen shr sywesheng.

Nrcimen WSmen sh;.. sywesheng.

Tamen Tamen shy sywesheng.

Ta shr Jungwen laushr.

1.To

Tamen

Women

Wang faushi

Li Syinsheng

Ti shi4". J:ngwen laushi.

1'1 sh; t;;..agwen

Timen shr Jiingwen laushi.

NSmen shr Jungwen laush%

Nitng Lkshi shr aingwen

Li Syinsheng shr aingwen lause.



p.
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1116- bshx YInawen laushf. WO' biishi Ytn Iyen laushf.

billshi" Ytngwen laushf.

Women Women bus hr Yingwen laushf's.

Taken Taken thishP YIngwen laushf.

Lgustif iA Litushf Yinguen laushf
Witng Sy5nsheng WAng. Syansheng bishz Yingwen laushr.
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REPLACEMENT DRILL

Lush Syweshens

Ni hau al NI 11;u a:

mang NI mAng al

Nimen Amen Ang a:

hau gimen lib a:

Ta shr angwtn

Yingwen lama&

Wo

syw'esheng

Ti 1)64 Ang Laushi.

LI Syinsheng

Ni

40

Wang Sy"la alnsheng

Ta shr Jungwen

Ta shr Y!ngwen laush?.

WO shl. Yingwen laushi".

WO shi. syw;sheng.

Ta btls4 leang Laushl..

Ta bushy LI Syansheng.

NI tAshli Li Syansheng.

N3. buster Ilang syansheng.



e.

C
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RESPONSE DRILL

Laushr Sywesheng

.
Ni mang ma?

(hen) W hen mang.

(bil) WO hiim&ng.

(bUhen) Wo buhen m6g.

NI gam'ang ma?

(hen) Wb hen mang.

WO bUm6g.

(bUhen)
1'J buhen mlng.

amen m6g bumang?

(hen) N6en tien m ng.

4%

(bU) W;men bumang.

(Ty'uhen) Tr men bilhen Ang.

Ti shr shei?

OAng

(1.1 Syinsheng)

ffingwen laustfl

(Jingwen laushf)

Ta shIr` itiang

Ta shl. a SYinsheng.

Ta sh,Yingwen

Ta shi4 thingwen 1austif.

Try WAng Laushf ma?

(sh) TE shr Ang

Ti bushy Wang Laushi.
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Ta lAshi.. Li Syansheng ma?

Ta shy Li Syansheng.

(bushy) Ta bilshi. Li Syansheng.

Ti Jungwen laushi.?

(shy) Ti shy Jangwen laushi.

(bush;') Ti Jangwen



Liushi

DIRECTED CONVERSATION

- -
Ni wen ta, ta shr shei.

.
Ni wen fa, ta mang bumang.

NI wen ta, ta shr sywesheng ma?

NI w;11 ta, ta shl raushi. ma?

UNIT I - T 23

Sywesheng

NI shi. shei?

Wb shr .......... (student's name)

Ni /Ang bumang?

W; hen meng.

WO bilmeng.

WO bilhen mang.

NI shr sywesheng ma?

WO shr sywesheng.

Ni shr nuEthi. ma?

bilshi.

spiesheng.



DIALOGUE EXPANSION

Wang Lgushii, nin hau a?

NO- h;r1 hau.

Nin mang bumang.

w6 blih6n mLlg.

Li Syinsheng shr shel a?

Ti shr Aingwen laushf.

Min shis bushi. Yingwen laushf?

W6 blshi Yingwen laushf. W6 shig sywesheng.

Ti shr Wang Syinsheng ma?

Ta bushr Wang Syinsheng. Ti sh;. Li Syinsheng,

a

UNIT I - T 24
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RHYMES

Wo dzaus nin dzaul

Laush? dzau.

WS mang, ni mang,

Ta binfing.

WS haus nin haus

L ush hau.

Dzaijyans dzaljyans

L ush dzaijyan.



C
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PROGRESS EVALUATION

1. Pronunciation (On tape - utterances are spaced to permit the
student to imitate.)

Laushi. dzau.

NI hau a.

Alin ri4ng bum;.ng.

sywesheng.

Women bahiin mange

Ti shr shei a?

Tg shit USng Laushf. ma?

W JUngwen laushi.

LI Syinsheng shr Yingwen laushi.

Dzaijyan.

2'. Listening and Speaking (Student listens to the tape and responds
according to the ,roper sentence he has
learned. Several correct responses to
each utterance may be possible, but the
most direct one taught and practiced in
this unit is suggested in parentheses.)

Dzgu.

(NIn dzgu.)

NI hgu a.

(Hgu.)

Pi mAng bumttng?

(1,16 bihgn m;mg.)

Ni shr' sywesheng ma?

(W shr syw4sheng.)



eye
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Wang Laushf shr angwen laushf ma?

Nang Laushf shr angwen laushf.)

Ni shr shei a?

015

Dzaijyan.

(Dzaijyan.)

3. Reading (To be lased after Romanization has been learned by

the students)

Nin dzau.

Nimen mang ma?

ITO hgn mang.

Ni hau a.

Ti shr Jingwen

Li Syansheng shr Yingwen laushi.

Ta shr shei a?

Wo shl. sywesheng.

Laushil dzaijyan.



UNIT II

FOR TEACHER

Chinese-Mandarin Teaching
Material Development Project
San Francisco State College
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UNIT II

CONVERSATION DURING CLASS BREAK

Two students (the first one preferably a girl)

talk about their clothing, school work, and after

school life at borne, during a class break.



anc, Mei-fAngde
hen haukan.

Nide ylshang ye
Narde hvgl.

yishang

loalukgn.

CUE SHEET

4...1=~...1.11111110111111.
3

CUT OUT

lav3JUngwen lav3hr at?
bushy Jtix.r;gwo rm.?

TA bilshrJUnggwo, rein,
tA shy I :.gwo ren.

UNIT II

.7ttngwS.n. nen/ Y,Ingwen yen?
YTngwen dt5u bia4n61.

CUTOUT

11001.11.100M.1,

Ni jva:ntyan wanshang dzwa
sheirma?

Vo gntyan w;nshang t%ng
ch7Ingpydr.

2

CUT OUT

JIntyan ni you meiicel
YTngwen?
Wo melyou
you JUngwen.

Idvsyihwan
syihwan

shghwa,
syihwan.

CUTOUT

V
Ni Lin d2einshP bain?
Wo JheIngehAng kau
dyinshP.
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4r-

Sywesheng YE:

Sywesheng Er:

Sywesheng Y1:

Sywesheng fir:

Sywesheng YI:

Sywesheng tr:

Syw'esheng Y1:

Sywesheng Fr:

Sywesheng Y1:

Sywesheng Er:

Sywesheng YI:

Sywesheng r:

Sywesheng Y1:

Sywesheng tr:

Syw;sheng

DIALOGUE

rang Meifingde y5shang hen haalkhn.

1\13"de yishang ye haukan.

Nirde hwa!

Jintyan ni you in4iyou Yingwen?

Wo meiyou Yingwen, w'o you Jungwen.

Nrdo Jiingwen laurfif ahr bushZ JZinggwo

rdn?

Ta bushy Jiinggwo ren, to shr Meigwo

IJingwen nan, YIngwen mn?
0 r.

Jungwen Yingwert dou burr:m.

Ni sythwan dzran, syThwan

rorFan shehwi, wo dZiu syihwan.

Ni jintyan wanshang dzw8 shemma?

WO jintyan w"inshang Ling changpyar,

Ni kan dyanshr bilkAn?

ch;,ngiching 'taxi dyaiish;4c.
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UNIT II - 2

Student A: Ring Mel-fing's clothes are pretty.

Student B: So are yours.

Student A Thank you! (No, that's not true!)

Student B: Do you have English today?

Student A: I don't have English, I have Chinese.

Student B: Is your Chinese teacher a Chinese?

Student A: He is not Chinese, he is American.

Student B: Is Chinese difficult, or is English difficult?

(Which is more difficult, Chinese or English? )

Student A: Both Chinese and English are not difficult,

Student B: Do you like natural science or social science?

Student A.:- I like both natural and social science.

Student B: What are you doing this evening?

Student A: play some records this evening.

Student B: Do you ever watch television?

Student A: I watch television quite often.



SWAM

UNIT II - 3

1. The Sounds

a. Initials

f Mei-fang r ren

k kan ch (retroflex) changpyar

d d5u ch (y, i) chyantyan

g Magwo p changpyir

b. Finals

e shemma ar changpyar

ou d5u an d;ran

c. Tones

Tones on you

2. Vocabulary

a. Nouns

Jang Wei-fangde yishang hen haukan.

Ta sbl. Meigwo ren.

IAren shehwei, w5 d5u syihwan.

NZ jintyan wanshang ting changpyar.

NI kan dyanshr bilkan?

Na. meiyou Fawen, ni y511 Dewen.

Ta syihwan Syibanyawen.

Jang 115i.fangdo dAyi hen haukan.

Wang Laushf.de mauyi hen haukan.
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b. Place Words

Ta bC.1.shi'a Jiinggwo ran, to shy Weigwo ran.

W6men bushy Degwo ren, women shr Svibgnya ren,

Jang Syinsheng bushy Fagwo ren.

c. Pronoun

Ni jintyan wanshang dzw8 shemma?

d. Adjectives

Jgng Mel-ringde yishang hen hgukan.

Jiingwen nan, YIngwen nan?

lAran shehwei d5u

e. Verbs

Wo yOu Jiingwen.

Ni syihwan cGran, syihwan shehAt?

NI jintyan wgnshang dzw8 shemma?

T,'5 jintyan wgn.:hang ting changpygr.

changchgng kan dyanshi...

f. Adverbs

Nide yishang ye haukan.

Jiingwan Yingwen d6u

TTO changchgng kan dyanshi...

Tg meiyou Yingwen.



g. Time Words

NI jintyan wanshang dzw; she/lima?

145 mingtyan dzaushang kan dyanshil..

Dzwotyan ni yZu mkyou Syicanyawen?

Nin chyantyan wanshang dzw; shemma?

W5 hOutyan wanshang ting changpyar.

h. Particle

Nide yishang ye haukan.

i. Idiomatic Expression

Narde hwa.

3. Structural Patterns

a. 5 1 1 0

Wo yOu jingAn.

b. O S V

DZran shehwei, w5 d5u syihwan.

C. Nde N

%Tang Mei.fangde yishang.

d. Negative Form with 11;i

145 mkyou Yirgw;n.

0

UNIT II .



d, Different' Senses with Dau

Jiingwen lingwen:d8uAngyi:

gingwen ringwen Ludou rUngy.i.

gingwen langwen dciu birtingyi.

f. Question .Forms

(1) Choice ..Type Question with Object

NI kan dyanshi.biikan?

(2) Choice between Two Subjects

gingwen nan, Yingwen nan?

(3) Choice between Two Predicates

Ni syihwan diran, syihwan sh;hw;i?



THE SOUNDS

UNIT II T 1

1. Initials

The following are the new initials found in Unit II:

f 141-fang

k bit'ukin, kin

d nIde, d6u, dyansbr

g angowo, Neigwo

reit, rungyi, Dirgn

ch (retroflex) chingpyar, chgngchgng

2. Finals

3. Tones

,t.

ch(y,1)

p

piwintyan

cangpyar

The following are the new finals found in Unit II:

e -de, shihwii, sh4Mma

ou yob dau, hOutyan

ar chingpyar

an diren

As has been explained in 'Basic Facts about Mandarin," Handbook

(see p. ), the Chinese syllable transcribed as you sounds

like the English word llyollwhen pronounced with the first

or second tone. With a third or fourth tone: However, it

sounds rather like the ° yed in "yeoman!



VOCABULARY

1. Nouns

UNIT II T 2

Fang on of the most common Chinese surnames.

Surnames precede given tunes in Chinese.

Mei-fang a Chinese girl's name

yfshang clothes

ren man, person

wren natural science, nature

shghwgi social science, society

chingpygr record

dygnshi. television

2. Plage words

ginggwo China

Melgwo America (U.S.A)

Names of nonrCnineseeco\intries are

mostly0transliterations, i.e., approxi-

mtitions of the, sounds of their native

names. Thus, America becomes Mei-11-
1110.1110.11

jygn, or in abbreviation, Mei plus the

ending -gwo (nation, country). Many

Asian countries are known to the

Chinese by thqir ancient names mentioned

.in Chinese history:



Pronoun

sheita what?

----w-m..gmIrImIPIIIIIpmmllr

UNIT II - T 3

England YInggwo

Whisia two

Fiances Figwo

Germany Dggwo

'Italy Yigwo

tE4ain Syllbanyi

Japan Aber, (Mandarin pro-

nunciation of native

name)

4. Adjectives

braukin good-looking

nga difficult

5. Verbs

you hav'e:

syihwan like (be fond of)

dzw8 do

tang listen to

kin watch, look



6. Adverbs

ye

dOu

chgngchEng

mei

7. Time Words

j1ntyan

w;nskteng

UNIT II - T 4

also, too; either (with negative statements)

all, both; in all cases

often; usually (frequently abbreviated into

a monosyllabic °hag, when the negative,

it is always bichEIng).

no, not, have not, did not. Mei is the only

adverb used for the verb you to make a

negative statement. You can not apply

the negative adverb ba to you, Hence,

you can not say W; bayou YTngwen, but

woj2iLottnev--vp.. mei is often, used

instead of the full form meiyou:

WO mAyou Yingwen.

14; mei Yingwen.

Note: Same as the negative adverb bu,

in transcription will be attached to

the word it qualifies. (cf. Unit I)

today

evening, night

. when" a time word, such as igatob

is made the subject (or one of the subjects) of the sentence.

(of. Teacher s Handbook, p. ) If the time word is

considered to be the most important element under

at
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discussion, it comes first; otherwise, it will be the

second subject within the predicate.

antyan n1 meiyou YIngwen ma?

. v
Wo gntyan wanshang tIng chingpydr.

In the first example, gntyan is the main topic under

discussion. The whole point of the sentence is to say

something about today; hence, jIntyan is in the first

. position, and, hence, the principle sliblect. In the

second example, wo is the main topic, not gntyan wanshang.

Of course, if the speaker stresses with his voice one

instead of the other subject as the focus of attention,

then the above distinction between the main and the

secondary subject according to their positions in the

sentence may not hold.

8. Particle

-de

9. Idiomatic Expression

y *
Narde hwaI.

to

Noun suffix making the word a modifier:

Jgng Mei-fEngde yishang hen h;ukins

Nide ylshang ye hi'iukiin.

not all

Polite expression (always accompanied by

a smile) used to decline a compliment.



SUPPLEMENTARY VOCABULARY

1. Nouns

Fiiw4n French

Diewen German'.

SylbEnyawen Spanish

mtiuyI 6weaier

day! overcoat

2. Place words

.;

UNIT II - T 6

Figwo France (cf. Unit I)

104gwo Germany (cf. Unit I)

.SyIbEnyS Spain (cf. Unit I)

3. Adjectiyes

rtangyi . easy

4. Time 'Words .

mIngtyan. tomorrow

yesterday

hautyan the day after tomorrow

chy4ntyan the day before yesterday

dz;ushang morning



*N.
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STRUCTURAL PATTERNS

1. Subject-Vdrb-Object sentences S V 0

Wo yOu JUngwen.

Wo chgngchEng kgn dygnshP.

3. Inverted SVO sentences 0 S V

Dirgn shehwei, INTO d5u

So called inverted objects are from the Chinese point of view

subjects. In the example, dirgn shghweil these are the topics

under discussion and so may be considered as subjects. A plural

subject is usually summarized by the adverb dbu just before the

vext.

4. Negative sentence, with negative adverb,ai S meiV

attached to verb ma.

V

Wb mexyou Yingwen.

5. Different positions of adverb deou make different senses:

alngwen Yingwen d5u rCngyi. Both Chinese and English are easy.

aingwgn Yingwen Not both Chinese and English ere

rUngyi. easy.

JUnwwen YIngwen d8u Neither Chinese nor. English is

birtingyi 'easy.

6. Question forms

a. Choice-type question with object

It maybe expressed in two ways:
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(1) The object may stand between the positive

and negative forms of the verb: S V 0 negV?

Ni kin dyinshi bukin?

(2) The object may follow both verb forms: S V negV 0?

NC zillm4yoRYIngwen?

Nide hush2 shx bushi:'Ainggwo ran?

b. Choice between two subjects S Adj" (V); 13 Adj (V)?

Alternative subjects maybe used with both

adjective and verbs:

JUngwen nen, YIngwen an?

c. Choice between two predicates S V 0, V 0?

The choice may occur between two predicates,

either differing in the verb, or the object, or

both. Usually, however, this kind of choice-

type question requires one or two more functional

words to accentuate the element of choice.. This

will be discussed in Unit VIII. Meanwhile we

have in this unit the choice between two objects:

Ni syihwan dirgn, syihwan shihwii°

7. Noun with suffix -de to modify another noun N-de N

In Unit I we have studied the functic..4 of a noun

modifying another noun, e.g., JUnggwo shU. As

a general rule, the appearance of the suffix -de,

makes the word or phrase preceding it a modifying

unit. Thus, in Jig Mei-fangde yishang, the de

makes JungL lei a modifier qualifying y%shang.

By the same token Nide Aush14 means "your teacher, v
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and JOnggwode shO becomestthe books of Chinalil or

China s books,'' but JUnggwo shil ordinarily suggests

`Chinese books," (books in Chinese). Where a suffix

-de can or cannot be omitted and if omitted what

difference it makes in meaning is a rather

complex question. Without going into details

we may use as a rule of thumb that the -de is

omitted when the modifier and the modified words

are too commonly associated together.



NOTES

I. Cultural Notes
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a. The Chinese names of many Asian countries are inherited from

the references to%these lands in ancient Chinese historical records,

such as Chusydn or Ouli for'Korea. Japan's name is her own, pro-

nounced ihon in Japanese but Rben in Mandarin. Some SO these

names have clearly identifiable meanings, e. g.y Reben in Chinese

4mean, as well as in Japanese,the place where the sun rises. Other

names have had archaic senses but are no longer commonly remembered.

anggwo for China means,' the central nation, or the central kingdom, o

as the Chinese used to think that their country was at the center

of the universe. The English name \China comes from an ancient

Chinese dynasty, the Chin Dynasty of the Third Century, B.C. The

Chinese words used in transliterating foreign nations names may

have certain meanings, but these meanings are to be ignored because"

the words are used to represent sounds only.

b. The life of Chinese high school students dealt with hi this

unit clearly does not coincide completely with the way of life of

American high school students. The common ground, however, appears

to be steadily expanding, so that it has become quite universal

among Chinese students to talk about listening to phonograph records

at home after school. Television, wherever it is available, also

draws a great deal of attention among the high school students.

Other than these recreational activities, the Chinese high school

student may quite often have parties, go to visit his schoolmates
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at their houses, or enjoy a variety of sports, but more often he has

to stay home to help his parents a bit and apply himself to homework.

c. The regular scondary curriculum in China is parallel to its

American counterpart. The Chinese high school students are* given

the same range of subjects as the American students. The only

significant difference seems to be that such subjects as history and

geography are separate courses in the Chinese curriculum. They are

not combined in social studies as in most American high schools.

The hours of study per week are also about the same.

2. Pedagogical Notes

a. Beginning in this unit, certain sentence patterns already

introduced and learned in Unit I are repeated. The teacher is to

pay special attention to the repetitive appearance of these familiar

patterns, just as with the already familiar vocabulary items, and

drill the students with them in order to reinforce their command of

the material.

b. Use chalk board or a felt board to illustrate the situation and

the characters involved.

c. If props are conveniently available, arrange to have in the

classroom two new garments; a set of textbooks of Chinese, English,

social science, and natural sciences; a phonograph and a television.

Label these articles in Chinese (Romanization). Using large posters

showing these articles if props are not available. Mille the

phonograph is in the classroom, use a few minutes during the hour

when phonograph' records are mentioned to listen to some Chinese music.
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d. When drilling with such expressions as watch, °listen,"

°Chinese,b and"American, //use enough illustrations to make the

meanings of these words as concrete as possible. The students will

then be able to retain the words more readily;

e. Toward the end of the unit, after the students have mastered all

the drills and the dialogue, assign the students to do individual

role-playing for a few minutes every hour to ascertain that they can

use the dialogue naturally and that they are not merely producing

a mechanical recitation.
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FLUENCY DRILL

Haukan. Kan.

Yishang hg.ukan. Kan dyanshi..

Yishang hen haukan. WO kan dyanshi'.

W5de yishanr hen haukan. NI bfikan dyanshii.

Nide yishang ye hen haukan. Ta ye ba0n dyanshi...

WOmende yishang au hen haukan. Tamen d6u Mikan dyanshi..

YOu. Ting.

YOu Yingwen. ChangchUng ting.

Meiyou Yingwen. Ch5mgchIng ting changpyar.

WO meiyou Yingwen. Ta changchang ting changpyar.

Ta ye meiyou Yingwen. rumen bach6g ting changpyar.

WOmen d5u meiyou Yingwen. Tamen ye buchang ting changpyar.

WOmen d5u bachang ting changpyar.
Ren.

ginggwo ren.

Shr Junggwo ren.

Ta shr ginggwo ran.

NI ye shl' JUnggwo ren.

Tamen d6u shr Jfinggwo ren.

Syihwan.

WO sylhwan.

VI busyihwan.

Ta ye basylhwan.

LI Syansheng ye basyihwan.

Yimen clout basyIhwan.



We,

Laushr

REPETITION DRILL

-De

Vcide yidhang hen haukan.

Nide yishang hen haukan.

Tamende yishang hen haukan.

Ang LaushPde yishang hen haukan.

Li Syinshengde yishang hen haukan.

Jan Mai-fangde yishang hen haukan.

Ye

'fade yishang ye haukan.

Nide yishang ye haukan.

Nimende yishang ye haukan.

Li LaushFde yishang ye haukan.

Jang Mei-fangde yishang ye haukan.

WL.ng Syanshengde yishang ye haukan.

You meiyou

Jintyan ni you meiyou Jfingwen?

Mingtyan to you meiyou Yingwen?

HOutyan nimen yOu meiyou dIren?

Dzu;tyan nun you meiyou shehwei?

Chyantyan to yOu meiyou Syibanyawen?

UNIT II T 14

Syuesheng

(Studcnt repeats after the model.)
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Meiyou ... you ...

1.16 meiyou gingwen, w6 you Yingwen.

NI meiyou Fawen, ni Au Dewen.

Tamen meiyou carAn, tamen you shehwei.

WOmen mayou Yingwen, women Au Fawen.

rumen meiyou Dewen, ramen you Sylbanyawen..

Jang Ma-fang mayau shehwei, to Au gingwen.

shy hush/.?
t Avomo

Tin shy bushy ginggwo ren?

Ta shy bush/. Magwo ren?

rumen shx bushy Degwo ren?

Tamen shin bush/. Fagwo ren?

Li LAushF. shy bushi- Syibany;. ren?

Wang Syansheng shy bushy ginggwo ren?

...,... shin ...

NZ bushy lAushi-", m5 shy syesheng.

Ta bileans, Magwo ren, to shy Fagwo ren.

When lAshi- Degwo An, women sill. SyIbanya ren.

TA bashi- Wang Syansheng, to shin LI Syansheng.

Tamen bush' Yingwen -Omen shin gingwen

'Yang Syinsheng 131104 Fagwo ran, tä ginggwo ran.
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D5u ,.

JangAn Yingwen d5u

Dzran shehwei d5u rangy'.

VZmen dOu shy Meigwo ren.

Tamen d5u bushy ginggwo An.

Fawen Dewen, w5 d5u syihwan.

DIAn shewei, w5 d5u bilsyihwan.

NW)

Ni jintyan wanshang dzw; shemma?

Ta mingtyan dzaushang dzw; shemma?

Nln hOutyan wanshang dzw; shemma?

Li Lauda' davktyan dzaushang dzwO sh;mma?

WAng Syansheng chy;mtyan wanshang dzw; shemma?

Jang Mk-fang jintyan dzaushang dzw; shemma?

Ting

tiro jintyan wanshang ting'changpyar.

Ta mingtyan dzaushang ting ohangpyar.

WO hOutyan wanshang ting changpyar.

Li Laush"r daw6tyan dzaushang ting ch6gpyar.

WAng Syinsheng ohyAntyan wanshang ting chanepyar.

rang Hei-fang jintyan dzaushang ting chAngpyar.
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Kan ... bukan?

,

Ni kan dyanshr bukan?

,
Ta Kan dyanshr bukan?

Amen kan dyanshr blIkan?

TAng Laushr kan dyansh; bUkan?

Li
%

46

Syansheng kan dyanshr bukan?

%

Jang Mei-ang kan dyanshr bukan?

1n, nan?

Jangw6 nan, YIngwen nan?

Fawen nan, Dew6 n6?

4' 0 0 4.

Dnan nan, shehwei nan?

Dewen nan, SyThInAw6 nan?
,

Shewei nan, Yingwen nan?

SyIbZnAwen nan, nngwen nan?

SyIhwan ,.., 211,11121 .411.?

Pi syihwan d ran, syThwan sh;hwfk?

T. syihwan Fawen, syihwan Tingwen?

amen syihwan D6w6n, syihwan arfin?

Tamen syihwan sh;hwk syihwan trangAn?

a Syansheng siihwan Ylng0m, syihwan Dtwtn?
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Jang Hei-fang siThwan.F4a4n, syIhwan SYlVany6:46?
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aingslika

14; chgmgching ting chLgpyar.

NI ch6mgchang k;,11 dyansh.

NImen chAngchang ting chligpyar.

Tamen changchang kan dy,;nsh.

Jang Laushr chAngchang.ting changpygr.

NIng Syansheng chfangchang kan dyanshl".

Buchang

Ta bilchng kan dyanshX..

,

Wo buchamg tIng changpyar.

,

Women buchang kan dyanshr.

0 ,

Nin buchang ting changpyar.

A ' 0 S 14.

Li Laushr buchang kan dyanshr.

,

ang Sy'ansheng buchang ting changoar.

UNIT II T 18

(
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SUBSTITUTION DRILL

laush27 Syw6sheng

Jung Ma-fangde ylshang hen 1Zukan. Jag Ma-fangde yishang h6n ha.ukL.

mauyi a:11g Mgi-fgngde mauyi hn
A

% ,

dayi Jgng Mgi-fgngde dayi hen haukan.

Jintyan ni you, maiyouYingwan? antyan ni YOu meiyou Yingwen?

Jungwen Jintyan ni you meiyou Jungwen?

, ,

dzran Jintyan ni you meiyou dzran?

- .

shehwei Jintyan ni you meiyou shehwei?

Fawen Jintyan ni you maiyou Fawen?
,

SyTbanyAwen Jintyan ni yOu meiyou Sylbgny6.wan?

Win shr bushy ainggwo ren? Win shr bushy.' Jiinggwo ren?

Degwo Nin shr bushy aegwo ran?

% 0. APagwo Nin shr bushy Fagwo ren?

Magwo Nin shr bushy Meigwo ran?

SylbanyA Nin shr bushX. Syibgnye. ren?

11

Dzran shehwei, wo dou syihwan. Dzran shehwei, wo dou syihwan.

Jtingwan Yingwen Jungwen Yingwen, wo dou svihwan.
0 I A

Fawn Sylbgnyawen

Yingwen Dewan

.
Shehwei Jungwen

A
Dewen dzran

Fawen Sylbany6en, wo dou syihwan.

Yingwen D;wen, *cArs: dou syihwan.

. ,

Shehwei Jungwen, wo au syihwan.

A 0 A,

Dewen dzran, wo dou syihwan.



.

Jangwen Yingwen cI5u bUnan.

D r&21 shehw;i

FlAwen SyMbZny&wen

DeAn arfin

7Ingwen Fwen

Sylbllny&wen tangwen

Antyan wanshang dzwo sgmma?

mingtyan

chyAntyan

houtyan

dzAtyan

14[C: mdiyau Yingw4n, wo yOU nngwen.

N/n

Men

Wcimen

Wing Lgushr

Li Sygnsheng
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Jiingwen ringwen au bilnS.n.

, %

Dzran shehwei dou bunan.

Flwen SyllAnytamen crou

.
Dewen dzran dou bunan.

ringwen Femen dOu bunan.

.
Sy3IblnySAn trangwen dou bunan.

Ta
,

jintyan wanshang dzwo shemma?

Ta mingtyan wanshang dzwO sh;mma?

Ta ohy&ntyan wanshang dzwO shemma?

Tg houtyan wanshang dzwo shemma?

,

Tg dzw6tyan wanshang dzwo shemma?

Wo Aiyou Yingwen, wo you Jiingw4n.

-
Nln Wayou YIngwen, ran you

nngwe'n.

Ta men me you Yrngwen, talon you
Jungwen.

Women medyou /Tngwen, women you
nnewe'n. 4

ufig Laushr zOiyou Yingw4n, to
you .titingwen.

Syfinsheng figiyou Yr.ngwn., to
you nngwen.
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biubush] Janggwo ren, tg shr Meigwo
ren.

WOMen

Li Laushr

WAng SyRnSheng

'rang 1481-ang

NI kL dyLsh biltkL?

NImen

Tamen

clang Mgi-fang

Li Laushi4

Jang Sygnsheng

Wo jintyan wanshang ting changpyRr.

Women

TE

Wang Li'ushT

Li Syansheng

Ring Ma-fang
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m A m
Ta bushr Junggwo ren, to sha.'

Meigwo ren,

MO bushr Junggwo ren, wo shr
Meigwo ren.

Women bushr Junggwo ren, women
shr Neigwo ran.

Li ateht JUnggwo ren, to
shr Meigwo An.

NrA.ng Sykisheng hashin JUnggwo
to shr Meigwo ran.

tang Ma-fang bushr JUnggwo
to shr Meigwo An.

NI kL dyLshi. biSkan?

Nimen k;,n dy nshr blIk11?

Tamen k;.n dyanshil brikL?

Jung Ma-fang k;,n. dyLshi''

A

Li Laushil kan dyanshr bukan?

,

Jung SyRnsheng kan dyanshr bukan?

WO jintyan wanshang ting ch;mgpygr.

WOMenjintyan wanshang ting
changpygr.

T5 jintyan winshang ting chngpyRr.,

Wag I:gush:6 jintyan winshang ting
changpy5r.

Li Sygnsheng jintyan wanshang
ttng changpyar.

aing Mgi-fang jintyan winshang
-Mg ch;ngpyar.
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16 ch&ngehang k;11 dyansi%'. We ch&ngch7r0 kan dyanshr.

Nin Nn changchang kan dyanshi'.

Nimen Nimen changchang kan dyanshr.

TAmen Tamen chAngchang kan dyanshr.

T1 Ta chAngchang kan dyanshr.

Jung Syansheng Jang SyZnheng chAngehIng kan
dyanshr.

ANide yishang hgukan. Nide yishang ye haukan.

Ta. Tade ytshang y; hgukan.

Nimen Nimende yIshang hgukan.

W6 Wade yishang ye hgukan.

Wing LgUshr Wing Lgushrde ytshang ye hguan.

Li Sygnsheng Li SyUnshengde yishang ye haukan.



REPLACEMENT DRILL

Lgushr

Jang Ma-fa ngde yishang hen haukan.

Wang Lgushrde

Li Sygnshengde

-day!
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Sywesheng

Jgng Mei-fax' igde yishang hen 11;ult.2n.

Xing Me"i-angde me.uyi hen ha-ukan .

WAng Laushilde m6,uyi hen haulcan4

Wgrig lIush-tde day hen-11;AL.

LI Sygnshengde dayi hen haukan.

Jtnt3rar, rzt. neiyou YInr,Y,wen? JIntyan nz y*Ou meiyou YIngwen?

DzliTL`,.

tits'ngwen JIntyan you meiyou gingwen?

Mingtyan ni yiSu meiyou tiiIngw4n?

SylbianyAwen lIngtyan ni yo'u meiyou SylbgziyAAn?

Dzweybyan ni you meiyou STIbuinyAuen?

Nide laushi4 shi; bushr Junggwo ren? Nide laushr bushr Junggwo ren?

MeIgwo NO lau shr shr bushr Meigwo ren?

T:de Tide thshi-* stir bushr rggwo ren?

Fagwo TOG shr bushr Fagwo ren?
Womende WOltende igushr sh)?. bushx1 Ft,gwo ren?

N/n jrntyan dzgUshang dzw8 shemma? NIn jTntyan dzaUshang dzwci shemma?

chygntyan wgnshang NIn ohyAntyan wanshang &Iv; shemma?

Td T dzw6tyan wgnsiiang dzwO shemnia?

hOutyan dzgushang

Nrmen

hOutyan dzgushang dzwii shemma?

Nrmen h8utyan dzaushang dzwO
shemma?
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.
chfingchgng kan dyanshr.

ting changpygr.

Ta

yi5u JiIngw6n

Jung Mei -fang

$
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14G cqngchang

Irk; ch'angchgnf

Ta ch6gch1ng

Ta chLigchang

Sang Net-fang ch6gchang you
gingw6n.

kan dyanshr.

tlng changpygr.

fing changpygr.

0
you Jungwen.

4.1/

I.
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RESPONSE DRILL

Xing Mei-fAngde yIshang Gikan ma?
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Zesing.

(hen taukL).
Xing Mei-fangde yIshang hen haukan.

(bllh;."ukan)
Jang Nei-fangde yishang buhaukan.

%.1

Nide ylshang ye haukan ma?

(11.6:ukn)

(b-ahliukn)

anbyan n1 37.511 Aiyou FlAn?

(you)

(raftyou)

Ni;de yishang ye haukan.

Irode yishang buhaukan.

% A
Jinty

%.0

an wo Fawn.

antyan w; meiyou

.
Wide aingven laushr sh u

angawo ren?

(sh)
li;de Jung in laushi,* shti Jt'nggwo

(blishi,b) Itgde angwen laushf buster ainegwo
ren.

angAn Moor& dau bUntln ma?

(d64 bl;n4n)

(dell n40

gingw4n 'Mgt:4n d5U

Mgt& YTngwen al n6110



DZr4n shAiwei d6u rungyi ma?

(dax rdngyi)

(dou blZrfingyi)

Dewen Sylbany&w4n, ni d6u syihwan ma?

(dau syihwan)

(dal bUsyillwan)

CbildOu sAwan5
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A

Dzran shehwei dou rungyi.

Dr4n sharvh dou

Dewen Syrbasny;:w8n, wo dou

Dewen SyIba-nySw4n., woa dc3u busy3.-,hwan«

D4wen Sy:11E113414n, 110. budoii sy-rhuan

Ta jintyan Nintihealg dzwO shemma?

(tiny; chngpyEr) TE jintyan wanshang Ling changpyar.

(kan dyanshr) Ta, jintyan wnshang kan dyanshi%

kan dyns11.1 gkan?

(eh mgohUng kan) 1115 ogngehRng kan dy;nshZ4i

(bllogng kan) 115 bilohAng kan dy;,nshX,.

(gkan) NS gkan dyanshei.
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DIRECTED CONVERSATION

Laushr Exhiglima

Ni wen ta, Janggi-fgngle ang )44E3A yishang hgukn
367shang haukan buhaukan. bunaukan?

Ni wen tg, 'bade ytshang ye
hgukL ma.

Ni wen ta:, ta ;;:ntyan y6u

mdiyou YTngudn.

Jung Melf5ngde yishang hen hgukAn.

Jgng MA-fgngde yishang

Nide yishang ye h;ukAn ma?

Ni5de yishang ye hgUkan.

WOde yishang

Ni iTntyan you meiyou Yrngwen?.

jTntyan y(5u Yingwen.

116 jTntyan mayou langwen.

Wa
0

STntyan mgiyou YIngwen, wo you
Jiingwen.

NI wen ta, .Fde Jftgwen laushfl NIde angmn shr busin?. 42711m2
shr bushr Ainggwo ron. r411?

Wade Jtingwen laushV shr a-1'4pm rem

19.6a0 Jtxngwen laushV thlbggwo rdn.

Igne Jan'wrn laushV blis0 JInggwo ren,
ta shr MAgwo rdn.



NI wen tg, JUngwen nan, Yingwen
nan.
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gingwen non, Yingw6n nan?0

.
Jiingw4n langwen dou bunan.

JUngwen Yingw6n dau 116 nan.

- %
Jungwen bunan, YIngwen nan.

angw4n YIngwen d'Ou Angyi.

Ni wen td, to sylwan dirgn, Ni syihwan dirAn, syihwan shehwk?
syihwan sh8Irhwei.

lArtin shehk w5 dnu syihwan.

Ni wen,ta, to jintyan wanshang
dzwo shgmma.

Ni wen tg, to kan dylishX.

D2ran shehwk, w5 dnu bilsylhwan.

Wds syihwan arAn, blIsylhlyan shhw8i.

NI iInIyan wanshang dzw; stigma?

gntyan wanshang ting ch;mgpyar.

Wi5 gntyan wanshang kan dy;nsin%

NI I8n Athglblik11?

US bukan dyLshl%

Wa chAngchabg kan dyLsin%

146 blIchAng 14.21 dyllshl%



DIALOGUE EXPANSION

MIngtyan nI you SyIbgny6w6n ma?

- ,
MIngtyan 107; meiyou SylbgnyAw6n, WO you Fawen.

Fawen nan bun6n?

44. 1yo, A

Fawen buhen nan.

NI syIhwan busyihwan Demen?

D4An hgn nan, wo bilsyIhwan.

arAn sh;hwk d*du rlingyi ma?

argn shehwei dciu hgn Angyi.

Ni dzwayan wanshang dm; shemma?

Wa dzw6tyan winshang ting changpygr.

NI chAngchgng tIng changpyar ma?

WO chAngchang ttng changpytr.

NI yg chAngchffng kan dyansh ma?

Wo blIchAng kan dyanshi%

Tgde mfiuyT h6n hgukan.

NIde dayT yg h6n hgukan.

Narde hwa.
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Wing Lush shr wCimende aingwen laushr-. Ta shr leeigwo ren. Tn

.gn ming. TR jintyan you Jangwen. WO gntyan ye gn mango W6 3/Z4

Ungwen.

Jung Mei.rang ski; Jangpro ran, Tilde yishang hen gukan. *nen

crou syllwan td. T. nhfingelgng ting changoir. Ta ye chingehing kan

4, 4,,

dyanshr.

1
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RHYMES

Dardn shehwei dau rdngyi

Vingwin 114pign ye*1:bilnAn.

Dtwayan

Rhtyan ttng ch;ligivEr*

Mil-fEngde yrsnang h4n

Nf sythwans

W.sylhwan,

TAblen women d6h syihwan.



PROGRESS EVALUATION
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1. Pronunciation (On tape - utterances are spaced to permit the student
to imitate.)

Jang Pei-fangde ylshang hen haukan.

lArgn shehwei d-ou rungyi.

Ta lgigwo ren.

Ni chingehang kan dyansh ma?

Wo jtntyanwainshang ting changpyar.

Women dou syrhuan Jangwgn.

Chyetntyan wd hgn ingng.

2. Listening and Speaking (Student listens to the tape and responds
according to the proper sentence he has
learned. Several correct responses to
each utterance may be possible, but the
most direct one taught and practiced in
this unit is suggested in parentheses.)

Jung Vgi-angde yishang h'iuk6 ma?

Wang legi-fIngde y!shang hen haukan.)

Nide yishang ye halkIn ma?

(Wide yishang ye haukan.)

I I 0,

Dzran nan, shehwei nan?

%(Dzran shehwei dou bunan.)

Nimen chfingchang kan dyanshr ma?

(Women ch6ngchRng kan dyanshr.)

NI jintyan you JUngu6n ma?

(A' jintyan yZu Jangwen.)
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MIngtyan ni 36-.11 Yingwen ma?

(NIngtyan wo meiyou l'ingwen.)

NI sh;. bushy Sylbbm.nya ren?

bfish;. SylbAnyt. ran.)

NI jintyan wanshang dzw; shemma?

(WO jintyan wanshang ting changpyir.)

..

3. 'Auditory Comprehension (Retell the following passage in English.)

Ntng Laushi4 wOmende J1Ingwen laushZ. TA hen marg. TA jintyan

yOu Angwen. WS ye hen mang. NS jintyan langwen.

%rang Mei-fAng shy Jtnggwo ren. Tide ylshang hen haukan. NOmen

di5u sylhwan tl. TA changchang kin dyanshi... Ta ye chtmgch.fing

ting changpAr,

1. Reading (To be used after Romanization has been learned by the
students)

WO shr Anggwo ren.

TA bush' Neigwo ren.

NIde yishang ye haukan.

WO chtngchAng ting changmar.

4.

Dzran hen rungyi.

Shehwei buhen nan.

Nin houtyan wanshang dzw; shemma?

F6en SAblnytmen, WO au syihwan.

aing Mei-rang meiyou diinsh;s0

"77-7:7" :7 "
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UNIT III

GOING TO THE LIBRARY

The first part of the dialogue deals

with two students going to the library after

class. The second part is their conversation

in the library regarding a Chinese dictionary.

i



CUE SHEE'i! UNIT III

CUT OUT

1

...11.10,

Chen 41-jyun, NI diu n&r chyu?
Wo diu *hi:Twin °hp.
NI dau ner chyu dzwo shemma?
WS dau ner dzwo syiti chyu.

3

CUT OUT

NS dzai jer drO. NI dzai nar dzwO?
Wb sy5n dau ner chyujau shilchyu.

011110110 1.11.041.011 aa-v 0edammearne Aleolow ar.0 441 owes ra.a.

WO mkyou. N/ kankan n;ige
jw6dz shangjou meixou.
Wo yijing kanle. her ye meiyou.

ii

alr11...
1 2

CUT OUT

NI,Xfdau women natyan kan
shusywe ma?
Dagal Shfywe behau kau.
NI yubeile rya?
Wo rz4i. meVuliei Tie*

CUT OUT

Ni jau shemma shp
WS jau JUngwan dzdyan. Ni
y6u ma?

CUT OUT

Jeige shrtflyadz sh:ing jyOu yOu

ringwen dzdygn.
JAyaujin. Ylhigr w5 dzai jgu.





RIM

Sywesheng

SyvA sheng fir:

Syw6 sheng Yr:

Sywe sheng tr:

Syw;sheng Yr:

Sywesheng Ear:

Sywesheng

Sywesheng Er:

Syw4sheng Yr:

Sywe sheng :

Syw; sheng

Sywe sheng irr :

Sywe aheng

Sywsheng tr:

Sywesheng Yr:

Sywesl.ng 1r:

UNIT 17: - 3.;

DIALOGUE

Ch6n Jya.-jyan. Ni dau nar chya?

WQ 1:13,u tilshirgwIn

Ni dau ner chyll dziva shemrna?

WO deal ner dzwo syiti chyd.

jidau worsen neityan krtu shasywe ma?

iDaga Shrywe

N1 yubeile ma?

Wei dzai j4r dzwa. Nr dzAi nar dzwO?

Wo sygn dau ner chyu jau shii chya.

Ni jau shemuta shii?
.,

Wo jau Jungwen dZdy'in. Ni you ma?

mayOu. Ni kInkan nige jw15-dz sttang

you meiyou.

W6 yijing kanle. Nar ITF*5 meiyou.

L"liy,yadz sham.; jai 1/..5u YIngwen

...
jFAItyauiln. Yihwer wo &Am. au.
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Student A: Chen Jya-jyan, whe:.:e are you going?

Student B: I'm going to the libr-ary.

Student A: What are you going to do.there?

Student B: I'm going to work on my exercises.

Student A: Do you know when we are going to have our,

math exam?

Student B: Probably October 8.

Student A: Have you prepared?

Stvident B: No, not yet.

Student A: I'll sit here, where are you going to sit?

Student B: I'll go over there to look for a book first.

Student A: What book are you looking for?

Student B: looking for a Chinese dictionary. Do

you have one?

Student A: 1N1o, I don't. Look over there on that

and see if there is on,:.

Student 13: I have already loo.:,,ed there.. There isn't

any there,

Studr.nt A: There are only Ert7lish dictlonaries on this

bookshe)f.

S4Ildent That's all xight. T'72 look sor t a little later.
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1. The Sounds

a. Initial

san

b. Finals

SUIWARY

UNIT III -

yu chya er jer

yun Jyg-jyan z sz

2, Vocabulary

a. Nouns

Chen Jyg-jyan, NI dau egr chyll?

115 dau tushugwan chya.

W5 dau ner dzwo sylti chya.

NI jfdau women natyan kgu shAsywe ma?

NI jgu shemma shrt?

W6 jgu gingwen dadygn.

NI kankan neige jw5dz shang y5u meiyou.

Aige shfijyadz shang jyOu you Yingwen dadygn.

WOrilen dau syuesyau chya.

Neige jw5dz shang you dz .

N;ige dz shang yoga gingrwo bau.

NI jIntyan you shemma k;?

WO dau raushr chya.

W5 dau 211711d07 chya.



b. Place Words

NI kankan nalge jwadz shang you meiyou? 1

N. dau nar chyu?

NI dau nar chya dau; shemma?

WO dzai jar dzivl.

Verbstd.

Ni dau nar chyu?

NI gdau women neityan kau shasyw.; ma?

NI yubeile ma?

WO dzai jar dzwO.

14; jgu Jangutn adyan.

to Reduplivation of Verbs

A
Ni kankan nalge jw5dz shaqg y512 miyou.

c. Co- -Verbs

S.

16 dau tUunagwan chyu.

Wo dzai jar dzw8.

. Adverbs

Dagai ShlIfue bahau kau.

Wo hai me yabei ne.

WC5 syin dau flar chyu jgu shu chyu.

'14O ylling

Jaige shajyadz shang jv8u yOu Yinguen daeyan.

Yihwer 115 dzai jau.
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g. Time Words

Ahwgr wo dzAi jgu.

Shi-ywe bahau kgu.

Ildemen ngityan legu shAsywe?

h. Particles

WO Ajing kAnle

Trio hai meiyabei ne.

i. Idiomatic Fxpression

Bilyaugn.

1. Specifiers,

W6men ngityan kgu shasywe?

Aige jwi5dz shang y5u meiyou?

aeige shiijyadz shang jyik y6u 7ingwen d-Idygn.

k. Measure

Neige jw6dz shang y5u meiyou?

1. Numbers from 1 to 99

m. The Month and the Day

n. The Days of the Week

r'
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3, Structural Patterns

a. S CV FW(N) V

T,ATZ5 dau ner chyu.
ONNIMMININO 01111110 *E0/001

b. Purpose of Going

(1) S CV 0 V PF

Ni dau tiiishrigwan chya dzw; shemma?

(2) s o PT V

Ni dau tilshagwan dzw; dilemma chya?

(3) S CV 0 v Pr V

Ni dau tushugwan chya dzwO shemma chya?

Completed Action with -Le

W6 yljing kanle.

d. Incomplete Action with Nei

145 11;1 meibabei ne.

e. Qu.cstion Forms of Corpleted and Incomplete action

NI yabeile ma?

NI yabeile meiyou9

NI yabeile meiyabei?

Ni meiyabei ma?

f. FW You N

Neige jwiidz shang yOu Jiingwen
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g. Omission of Subject and Object

(Ni) you (trangwen adyan) ma?

(Ner) ye meiyou (Jfingwen adyan).

L. A Sentence as an Object

NI gdau women neityan kau shusywe ma?

i. Sp- M N

J;ige jwi5dz

j. Question Words in a Sentence

(1) Question and Answer

Women n6ityan kau shilsywe?

Wiimen Shilrwe bahau kau shAsyw;.

(2) Without Question Suffix Ma

Ni jgu shemma shi?
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THE SOUNDS

1. Initial

UNIT III - T 1

The ftllowing is the initial found in Unit III

sgn

2. Finals

The following are the new finals found in Unit III

Yu

yin

er

z

chyi

iYm-jYn

der, ner, er
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1. Nouns

UNIT III - T 2

VOCABULARY

Ch4n a common Chinese surname

Llyd-jyan a Chinese boy's name

ttishUgwan library

syftf exercise

shy book

shisywj mathematics

adyan dictionary

jw5dz desk; table

shrtjytidz bookshelves

2. Place Words

nar where?

jer here

nar there

sheng(tou) top; upper end or side

There are some place words) such as shen.gtou (top), wAitou

(outsile)) litou (inside), etc.) from which tou is often

omitted. But without tou, they cannot be used as

freely as any other place words. (cf. Unit VI)
V.

Y
kenkan neige jwadz shing(tou) you meiyou.
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1. Verbs

'UNIT III T 3

ohya go, indicating motion toward a point away

from the speaker

kau take an examination

Rdau know; know of or about

yabei prepare

dzw8 sit

jau find, look for

4. Reduplication of Verbs

A verb is sometimes reduplicated. This is often done to make

the commend or request somewhat casual and. the action less

blunt. In this form the second syllable is neutral tone.

Ni kankan neige jwadz shantou yOu mayou.

Sometimes yi is inserted between the inrbs:

kanyikan biayibilii (see Unit VI)

5. Co-Verbs.

dau functioning as to go to4together with

chyii in dau...(plAce word)...chya. When

negative, the negative adverb ba precedes

the entire expression, i.e., bildau

(place word) chya.

dzai be at" a point in space or time
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6. Adverbs

digii probably (MA)

hei still; yet

sydn first

yijing already

jyau only, just

dzii again (in the future)

7. Time Words

yittcTer a moment

VAR I'. eighth

October

neitnn which day?

3. Particles

-le verb and sentence suffix, indicating com-

pletion of ac :.on.

Note: -le never occurs between the verb

sial and .L.e..fonowirti, noun. Never

Tar.bfle,':2a0 2D rer,

ne sentence suffix usually used with mei to

indicate incomplete action. (cf. Basic

Facts about Mandarin, Handbook, p.
=11111111111011
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9. Idiomatic Expression

(Na) WYaujin that s nothing; never mind

10. Specifiers

A specifier serves to designate or point out the person or

thing referred to. It stands before a measure and its noun.

nel- which?

nei- that (there)

jei- this (here)

11. Measure

C for person or thin& applicable to most

nouns and permissible even when a mere

appropriate measure is available. (cf..

Basic Facts ,')out Mandarin, Handbook,

P.
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1. Nouns

SUPPLEMENTARY VOCABULARY

syw4syu school

(lag. magazine

biu newspaper

jyeushi classroom

science laboratory

yIdz chair

ke subject

2. Numbers

a. NuMb..!.'s from 1 to 10:

7t one

r two

san three

sz four

wr. five

lyau six

chT seven
t

brt eight

jyou nine

shrl ten

b. Hunhers from 11 to 99:

ten-one (eleven) shryi

ten-two (twelve) shier
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c. Tens from 20 to 90 follow the English pattern:

two -t= in (twenty)

three-teen (thirty)

4rshi:

siinsh.r1

d. The other numbers from 21 to 99 also follow the English

pattern:

four-ten-one (forty-one)

five-ten-six (fifty-six)

sishryl

wiishrlyOu

In pronouncing three-syllable numeral compounds, the stress

is always on the last syllable.

3. The month and the day

a. The - .oaths of the year:

:fenuary

. ebruary

h.rch

April

May

Lune

Augu't;

September

October

November

December

Yfywe

trywe

Stinywe

Siywe

IflUyme

Lycluwe

Chfywe

131;ywe

Jyouywe

Shryfywe

ShArywe

(YT-71,74)

(tr-ywe)

(St.".%-ywe)

(a-yw4)

:w4)

(CW.ywe)

(BE"`we)

-3n41;

(6.11.-ywe

(Shiyl-yw6)

(Sh4;.:::-ywg)

(one .month)

(two-month)

(three -month)

(four-month)

(five-month)

(six-month)

(seven-month)

(eight-month)

liw-montb.)

ten .Month)

(eleven-month)

(twlve-month)
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b. The days of the month are formed with numbers and -bill.

Thus:

first yfhau (yl-bAu)

second erhau (4r-hgu)

third anhau (stin.:hiu)

fourth sihau (si-hiu)

fifth

tenth shxlhau (shi%hiu)

eleventh shryfhau (shiY/-hau)

twentieth ershrhau (ershi-hiu)

twenty-fourth arsI3iszhau (6rsh.1.1si-biu)

thirtieth sianshrhau fsEnshf-hiu)

thirty-first anshryfhau (sidashf-g-hiu)

4. The days of the week

The days of the week are formed with numbers and lagi- or

Sylngchf- except Sunday. Sunday is formed with either -tygn

or inzteae of numbers. Thus:

Sunday labal,tyan (abai-tyan)

Monday (LIbai-y1)

Tuesday labs ier (abai-er)

Wednesday labaisdn (abai-sEn)

Thursday radii

Friday aba (labaiawa)

Saturday abailyOu (I115ai-lyau)
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STRUCTURAL PATTERNS

1. CV-PW V Construction

Ni dgu nor chyll?

WO dzai jar dzwO.

2. Purpose of going

A Purpose expression (cf. Basic Facts of

Mandarin, Handbook, p. ) appears immediately

before or after the main verb chyu to indicate

the purpose of the action. Sometimes chyu

may appear twice, before and after the purpose

expression.

Ni dau ttiShkw;n chyu dzwO sh4mma? or

Ni dau ttiShUgw;n dzwO sh4Mms chyu? or

Ni dau tahUgw;n chyi dzw8 shemma chyu?

3. Suffix -le and completed action

If an action is, was, has been, or will have been completed, the

verb takes a -le suffix. In a sequence of actions, -le is used

CV-FU-V

S-CV-O-V-PE

S-CV-O-PE-V

S-CV-O-V-PE-V

to indicate that the action will take place, is taking place, or

did take place, before another. Hence, -le has nothing to do
POW..

with verb tense, even though it appears most frequently where

a past tense verb is used in English. The suffix -le can also

be used as a sentence suffix, is which case the entire predicate

is affectel.

WO yIjing kaqe.

When the action is complete, a verb with a simple object

usually can take 'a suffix -le immediately after it, or after
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the object, or both. The exact senses of these three casm- ma?

be slightly different, but we need not go into that here:

WO kinle dyinshi. le.

WO kinle dyinshi.

W; kin dyinshi, le.

4. Incomplete action with mei

Neiyou or mei is prefixed to a verb to indicate incomplete

action e.g., W8 hgi meirlbei ne.

The particle ne is often added at the end of the see zienle

to emphasize it.

5

Note: When mei alone negates you where you is
1101MMIMMMINAMINP

the main verb, the idea of have nehas

nothing .vo do with any incomplete acUon.

Question forms of completed action and incomplete action

Ni yabeile. ma? has the following variations:

Ni yu'bei a ma?

Ni yilbeile meiy6u?

adding question particle ma

adding negative adverb of

incomplede action meiyCou

(choice-type questior,

NI yllbeile: mAyabei? repeating same verb with mei-

(also choice-type)

Or, if negati,:e question is wantech:

Ni mayilbei ma? (Didn't you prepare?)

6. The use of you to indicate existence of an FW-N

object

The verb a expresses simple ez'stence.

In this sense when you appeare af:er a
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place word, e.g., JwCidz shing you sh1

(literally: As for the top of the table,

there are books), the sense is:

There are books on the table.

Jeige shUjyidz shang jytk yOu Yingwen didyen.

Neige jw5dz shingtou yOu JUngwen didyen.

7. Omission of subject and object

In Chinese, the subject or object of the sentence, when

clearly understood, is usually omitted; while in English,

a pronoun is usually used. (cf., Answer forms, Unit I)

(Ni) yOu (JUngwen didyen) ma?

(Ner) ye m4iyou (Jtlngwen didyen).

8. A sentence as an object

Ni jrdau women neityan kau shusywe ma?

Ni kiinkan neige jwodz shingtou yOu meiyou.

9. Specified nouns Sp-M N

jeige shUjyedz

neige jw5dz

neige (?) jw-didz

10. Question words in a sentence

A question word occupies in the sentence the same position

as the word or words which replace in the answer:

(cf. Structural Patterns, Unit I)

Women neityan kau shisywe?

Women Sbxlywe baaau kau.
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In an interrogative sentence, the same point in question

can never take a question word and a question suffix ma

at the same time, e.g., Shei chya? (Who is going?) never

can take a ma; but NI jildau shei chya ma? (Do you know

who is going?) is correct because here ma makes the main

verb (one point in question) Rdau interrogative, while

shei chya is another point in question.
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NOTES

1. Cultural Notes

a. Going to the library is so universally common in high schcol

life that it requires no further comment. The students in

China visit their libraries in very much the same way as

the American students do.

2. Pedagogical Notes

a. Use chalk or felt board to illustrate the situation and the

characters involved.

b. Arrange a boOkcase and a study desk in the classroom; make

available a cslender, a Chinese dictioLary, and a textbook of

mathematics.

c. During the seventh, eighth, and ninth hours, stress group and

individual role-playing. Record on tape the performance of

the students to help them correct their errors.

a. Practice role-playing on the scene if a trip to the school

library could be arranged without too much loss of time.



FLUENCY DRILL

Dau.

Dau, nar?

Dau nar chyll?

NI dau nar

Chen Jy5-jyan dau nar chyu?

Chen Jyl-jylln, nI dau nar chyu?

Dau.

Dau ner.

Dau ner chyu.

"
Wo dau ner chyu.

WS dau tfishrigwan

Wo dau tfishrigwan chyll dzwci syiti.

WS cautfishrigwan chyll dzw; syiti
chyu.

UNIT III - T 14

Kau.

Nihau kau.

Shfywe behau kau.

PagL Shfywe behau kau.

DTAtAi Shfywe b6hau kau shasywe..

*limn daal Shfywe bAhau kau shilsywe.

Tabeile.

YI;beile ma?

Na:yitheile ma?

Ni yIjing yabeile ma?

Ni ftwayan yijing yixbeile ma?

Yubei.

Melyabei.
Kau.

HAi meiyubei.
Kau shlisywe.

Wo hai meiyabei.
Naityan kau shilsywe?

WSmen naityan kau shilsywe?

NI gdau women naityan kau

NI gdau women naityan !eau
ma?

shasywe?

shusywe

Wgmen h&j

WOmen

dau

meiyubei.

114i melytibei ne.



Jau sha.

au shit chyll.

Chyu jiu shit ohyll.
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Dzai.

Dzal jer.

j%eDzai r dzwo.

Wo dzai jer dzw8.

S.
Dau ner chyu jau sha chyu. syln dzai jer dzwo.

Sygn dau ner chyti jau sha chytZ.

.
WO. sygn dau ner chyu jau sha chyu.

Kankan.

Kankan jw6dz.

Kankan neige jw6dz.

Kankan neige jw6dz shang.

Kankan neige jw6dz shang yOu meiyou.

Ni kankan neige jvitdz shang YOu meiyou.

roll.

You didyan.

Y5u YTngwen

JyOu yOu Ungwen

Shiljyadz shang jyclu y5u YIngwen a4yan.

Jeige shajyadz shang jyOu yZu Yingwen dzdyan.
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REPETITION DRILL

LaushF
Sywesheng

S CV 0 V

NI dau nar chyu?

W dau ner chyu.

Ta dau tfishrigwan chyu.

WSmen dau sywesyau chyu.

Tamen dau 3yaushr chyu.

Chen Jya-jyan dau shfylishr chyu.

NI dzL nar dzwO?

US dzL jer dzw;.

T5 dzai ner dzwo.

LI Sy5nsheng dzai y3dz shang dzw8.

Jang Mgi-f5ng dzL yIdz shang dzwO.

Chen Jya-jytin dz;i jwZidz shang dzwo.

S OV 0 V PE

NI: au chyt1 dzw8 shemma?

Trio dau ner chyll dzw8 syftl

Ti shileywe

14Men dau jyLshi'% kan dyanshr chyti.

(Student repeats after the model)

Chen Jya-jytiln dau ner chyti tIng ch.;ngpygr chytl.

Xing Lush d3u tlish5gwgn chyll Ic;en btZu chytl.
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Le (Completed action)

116karae.

T1 yIjing

Wiimen yijing tingle.

Xing egi-ang dzwO syiti le.

Chen Jya-jyan tingle chitngpyar le.

Wang Sygnsheng dau shfyLsh; chyale.

Mg/21A (Incomplete action)

WO hid meirlbei ne.

TE hei meidzw8 syiti ne.

Wang li;ushi7 hai meikan bau ne.

LI Sfasheng hai meichya ne.

Chen tlyg.-jytin hei melting chImpyir ne.

Jung 14i-fang hei meij;:u aingwen dzdyan ne.

Question Forms (Completed action)

T6 dzwale ma?

NI kanle dy;msh; le ma?

Min kaU shitsywe le ma?

Ch4n Jy5-jit;en yllbeile ma?

Jag Na-Mng tThgle ch,ngpyar ma?

L/ Lelshr Ale Mom shit le ma?
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T5 dzwOle meiyou?

NI kafile dyansh; meiyou?

Nin kau shilsywe le meiyou?

Chen Jya-jyan yabeile meiyou?

ang Mei-fang tingle changpyar meiyou?

Li Leushl. jaule !Ingwen still le meiyou?

TN dzwOle meidzwa?

NI kanle dyansh; meikan?

Nin keule shiwywe meikeu?

Chen Jya-jyan yabeile mayabei?

ang Mei-fang tingle changpyar melting?

Li Lush Sale !!ngwen shT meigu?

tra meidzwO ma?

NI meikan dyansla" ma?

meike.'u shusywe ma?

Chen Jya-jyan mayabei ma?

Jung Mei-fang melting changpyar ma?

Li Lilush meigu Yingwen shU ma?
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PW N

Jeige shalyadz shang 3,5u YIngwen dtidygn.

Neige jw3dz shang yOu

Neige yIdz shang yclu Jiingwen bau.

Jelge bau shang yOu Fawen d;dygn.

Neige dz&jr shang y5u Dewen sta.

%

Jeige dzdyan shang y5u sylbany4wen dz4j;.

Sentence as an (Nest

NI gdau women ngityan kgu shilsywe ma?

NI kankan neige jwodz shang y5u mayouQ

M5 kan jeige yIdz shang mayou JUngwen dtidygn.

T5 blIgdau women Shfywe bfihau kgu shasywgs.



SUBSTITUTION DRILL

Lgushil

W dau tlishagwan chya.

sywesyau

jyaushi.4.

shfyansh;

TN au sywesyau dzw; syiti chyu.

tang changpygr

jgu shy

kabLdyans14

kglkshilsywe
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Sywesherz

NZ dau tdshagwan chya.

Wo au sywesyau chyu.

WO dau jyaush; chyu.

1.416 au shfyansh; chya.

TR dau sywgsy6 dm; syiti chyua

T5 dau4,sywesy6 fang ehangolp
chyu.

TA, dau sywgsylu jgu shit chya.

TA dau sywesyau kanidyansh;

TN dau sywesyau kgu shasywe chya.

NI jrdau women neityan kgu shilsywe ma? NI jTdau women
ma?

arfin

shehwei

YIngwtn

Jingwen

Syibanyawen

Ni jrdau women
ma?

Ni jrdau women
ma?

NI jrdau women
ma?

NI gdau women
ma?

NI jIdau women
SAVanyawen

neityan

neityan

neityan

neityan

neityan

neityan
ma?

kgu shasyw6

kgu danin

kgu shghwAi

kgu nngwen

kau Jangwgn

kau



WOmen dagai Shfywe bihau kgu.

SMIlywe sahau

LyOuywe wuhau

JyOuywe chihau

trywe ylhau
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WZmen lagai Shfywe bAhau kgu.

Women dagai SEllywe szhau kgu.

WOmen dagai Iyauywe wilhau kgu.

Women dagai Jy5uywe chihau kgu.

Women dagai 1rywe yihau kgu.

T5 sy3n dau ner chya jgu shit chyti. Ta sygn dau ner chya jgu sha chya.

bau Ta sySn dau ner chya jgu bau chyu.

TS sySn dau ner chya gu dzdjr chit,

dadygn T5 sySn dau ner chyu jgu dadygn

chyao

jwZdz Ta sySn dau ner chyu jgu jwalz chyu.

Adz T5 sytin dau ner chyu j6u yidz chyu.

Women jgu Jangwen dadygn. Women jgu angwen dadygn.

YTngwen WOMen jgu YTngwen dadygn.

Fawen Women jgu Fawen dadygn.

Demen WOrnen jgu Uwen dadygn.

SyTbSnygwen Women jgU Sylbnnydwen dadygn.
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Ni kankan neige j147Bdz shang yOu meiyou? kankan neige jlOdz shang yi3u
meiyou?

.
shujyadz NI kankan neige shajyadz shang

you meiyou?

yidz NI kankan neige yIdz shang you
meiyou?

dzAji- NI kankan neige dzajr shang yZu
meiyou?

bau

dLlygn

Ni kankan neige bau shang yOu
o.

meiyou?

NI kankan neige adygn shang y8u
meiyou?

Chen Jya-jytin yabeile ma? Chen Jya-jyan Abeile ma?

kanle Chen 45-jyan kanle ma?

joule Chen tlyli-jyiln jgule ma?

tingle Chen JyA-jyan tingle ma?

kgule Chen Jra-jyan kgule ma?

dzwhe Chen Jya-jyan dzwhe ma?

ang Mgi-nng 1161 melyllbei ne. Jung gi-fgng hfii meiyabei nes

kan aing meikan ne.

jgu Jung g ai-ning h. meijga ne.

tZng Jung gi.f5ng 116i meitTng ne.

kau (ring htti meigu ne.

dzw8 ging 1461-fang hAi meidzw; ne.



Wo dzai jer dzwo.

kgu shasywe

tang changuRr

dzwo sylti

kan dyanshr.

jgu dzfij;.

T5 yijing kanle.

kgu shasymel

tang changpy5r,

dzwo syiti

kan dyanshr .

jgu dzaj;. /

Jelge shiljyadz shang jyou xou
Yingwen dzdygn.

JUngwen dzfij;

Fawen bau

Dewen shu

Yihwer wo dzai jgu.

yubei

dzw8

tang

kankan
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isiTO dzai jer

Wo dzai jer

dzwo.

"
kau shusywe.

.
Wb dzai jer tang changpyar.

MS dzai j;r dzw; syiti.

WS dzai jer kan dyanshig.

WS dzai jer jgu dz6.j;.

TR yijing kanle.

Ta yijing kgule shusywe le.

Ta yijing tingle changpy5r le.

T5 yijing dmile syiti le.

T5 yijing kanle dyanshr le.

T4 yijing jgule dzfiji. le.

Jeige shiljyadz shang jyou you
YIngwen dz4yan.

Jeige shiljyadz p jshang you you
JUngwen dzAjr.

Jeigq shiljxadz
Fawen bau.

Jeige shiljyadz

Dewen skin.

....

shang jyou you

shang jyclu yOu

Yihwer wo dzai jgu.

YihwZr wo dzai

Yihwer wo dzai dzwO.

Yihwer wo dzai tang.

%
Yihwer wo dzai kankan.
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REPLACHAENT DRILL

Lush EZELLSE

A dau tishUgwin chyu. Wo dau ttishilgwan chyu.

shfyanshi- Wo dau shfyansh chyu.

Ta

jyaushi-

T5men

TR dau shryanshr chyu.

T5 dau jyaushi- chyu.

TAmen dau jyaushr chyu.

Ta dau sywesyau dzw8 syiti chyle. TI dau sywesyau claw; syiti chyu.

jgu shn Ta dau sywesyau jgu shu chyu.

Amen 16men dau syw6syau jgu shn chyu.

. , ,
kgu shasywe Women dau sywesyau kau shusywe

chyu.

J5ng Mgi-ang ang Mgi.fang dau syllAsyau kgu
shusywg chyu.

NI jFdau women neityan kgu JUngwen ma? NI jrdau women neityan kgu
JUngwen ma?

dzran NI jdau women neityan kgu
dzrin ma?

Nin Nih edau women neityan kgu
dzrAn ma?

Li Lgushr.

k

shehwei Nin Rdali w6men neityan kgu
shehwei. ma?

Li LgushPjFilau 'Omen neityan
kau shehwei ma?



uSmen dagai Shfywe bahau kgu.

*we ly8uhau

NImen

Wilywe jy6uhau

Tamen

Ta syan dau ner chyu jgu shu chyu.

adygn

W5

Jung Syansheng

WOmen jgu Jangwen adygn.

Dewdn

Wang Lush

Synanyawen

Chen jya-jyan

Ta yubeile ma?

dzwOle

NI

kanle

Jiang M61-fang

dzaji-
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Wimen dagal Shrywe bahau kgu.

NSmen dagai Arwe lyOuhau

Nimen dagai aywe

Nimen dagai Wuywe jyOuhau

Tamen dagai Wilywe jy6uhau

kgu.

kgu.

kgu.

kgu.

%
Ta syan dau ner chyu jau shu chyu.

.
Ta syan dau ner chyu jau dzdyan

chyu.

WO syan dau ner chyu jau dzdyan
chyu.

W5 syan dau ner chyu jgu dzajr chyu.

Jangflyansheng Ran dau ner chyu
jau dzajr chyu.

WOmen jgu aingwen adygn.

'Amen jgu Dewen aOygn.

Wang Lgushf jgu Dewen adygn.

Wang Lush jau Sylbanyawen adygn.

ChenJya-jyan jau Sylbanyawen
dzdygn.

. .

Ta yubelle ma?

Ta dzwOle ma?

NI dzwhe ma?

NI kanle ma?

Xing Mgi-fang kanle ma?



WO hfii mfiiyabei ne.

ting

T5men

kau

Li Lush

Wo dzai jer dzwo.

ting changpy5r

T5

kan dyansh

WOmen

US yijing kanle.

dzw; syiti

T5men

jau bau

Wang Syansheng

Jeige shujyadz shang jyou kou.,

Yingwen dzdyan.

Neige jwBdz

Jeige yidz

Fawen shu

Dfiwen dzfij
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WS hfii mfitiabei ne.

WS hfii melting ne.

Tamen hfii mating no.

Tamen hfii meikau ne.

Li Lush hfii mfilgu ne.

WS dzai jer dzwO.

WO dzai jer ting changpy5r.

Ta dzai j;r ting changpylr.

T5 dzai jer kan dyanshi%

WSmen edzai jr kan dyansh''.

W6 yijing kanle.

WS yijing dzwOle syiti le.

T5menyijing dzwhe syiti le.

Mien yIjing jiule bau le.

Wfing Sy5nsheng yijing jaule bau le.

Jeige shiljyadz shang jy;ta you
Yingwen d;dyan.

Jeige shiljyadz shang jyOu yOu Fallen
shit.

Nalge jw5dz shang jy;11 you Fawen shU.

Neige jledz shang jAlu you Dfiwen
dzfijr.

Jeige yIdz shang jyOu you Dewen
dzfijr.



Yllawgr 148 dzai jiu.

kankan

women

nin

tingting
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Yihwer wo dzai jau.

Yihwer we dzai kankan.

Yihwer women dzai kankan.

Ylhwer women dzai tingting.

Yihwer nin dzai tingting.



ar MO'

RESPONSE DRILL

Lgusa.

Ni dau ngr chyu?

(sywtsyau)

(shilyansh;)

(tftshrigygn)

(jyaushl.)

,
Ni dau ner chyu dzwo shemma?

(dzw4; syiti)

(kin dzfiji")

(jau shn)

(ting changpfdr)

NI gdau women ngityan kau Xingwen ma?

(mingtyan)

(hOutyan)

(Baywe

(Chlywe Ahau)

NI yabeile ma?

(yIjing)

(hfii Intl)
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Sywfisheng

NS dau sywtsyau chyu.

US dau shfyansh

W5 dau tUshrigwgn chyu.

. %
NS dau jyaushr chyu.

NS au flex. c

US dau ner ch

HS dau nazi ch

NS dau%ner c
chyu.

hyu dzw; syiti chyu.

ya kan dzfij c

ya jgu shu chyu.

hyu tIng changpfir

NSmen mingtyan kgu JUngwen.

HSmen hOutyan kau Jangwtn.

WSmen Bfiywe ;rhau kgu gingwfin.

NSmen Chlywe Ahau kgu Jangwen.

NZ yIjing yabeile.

WO hfii meiyabei ne.



NI dzai ngr dzwo?

(jer)

(ner)
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NZ dz;i jar dzwo.

%.
Wo dzal ner dzwo.

NI Alvan y5u sgmma ka?

(d;rAn) NZ jintyan you cGrAn.

(shehwei) w5 jintyan you shahwa.

(strasywe) NZ jintyan 3,6u shilsywe.

(Malik)) NO jintyan you Yingw6n.

(JUngw6n) WO jintyan yOu JUngwen.

MSmen tilshrigwgn you sgmma?

(BM) NZmen tiashripign yOu

(bau) Women elshilgwgn yZu bau.

(dzaj;47) UZmen eishrigwgn yZu

(dZdygn) WZmen tlishOgwgn yOu cidygn.



DIRECTED CONVERSATION
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Lush Sywesheng

Ni wen ta, to dau ngr chyu. Ni dau nar

WS dau tilshrigwgn chya.

WS dL sywesyau chyu.

NS dau jyaus14 chytl.

WO dau shryanshr chyu.

NI wen ta, ta dau ner chyu dzw; NI dau ner chit dzw; shfimma?
shemma.

WS dau ner chyu dzw8 syiti chya,

Wi5 dau ner chyu ting changpy5r chyu.

NS dau Tier chyu kan dyanshZ" chyu.

WS dau 21;r chyu jgu dzajr 054.

Ni wen ta, ta jPdtu bugdau women NI jrdau women neityan kgu shilsywe ma?
neityan kaa shusyw6.

Ni 1 wen ta, ta yubeile ma.

NSmen dagai Shfywe bfihau kgu.

Amen dagai hOutyan kgus

NSmen dagL mingtyan dzgashang kgu.

NS bajfdau.

Ni yUbeile ma?

US yijing

WO hfii meiyabei ne.

4



NI win tn, nage shajyadz shang
you meiyou JUngwen dzdyan.
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shujyadz
Jangwen dzqyan?

Neige shajyadz shang yOu Jangwen
dzdygn.

Neige shajyadz shang meiyou Jungwen
dzdygn.

NI men tA, to Antyan yOu shfimma las). NI iintyan you stigma Ica?

WS jIntyan you Yingwen.

WS jintyan you shehwei.

NZ jlntyan ytu Sylbanyawen.

Wt jintyan meiyou ke.

NI wen ta, women tfishrigwgn you
shemma.

WO-men tfishtigwgn you shemma?'

*nen tashagwgn yclu dzW.

Wtmen tushugwan y.Su Fawen shit.

Wilmen tfishagAn you YIngwen bau.

Wilmen tushugwan yOu shujyadz.



DIALOGUE EXPANSION

NI dau ngr chya?

MS dau sywesyall chya?

NI jintyan dau sywesyau chit dzw8 shemma?

Wo jintyan dau sywesyau dzw; dzran syiti chya.

Ph Li: 1.

Na;. mlngtyan dzausEng ytu she..mM Ice?

NZ mingtyan daushang yOu Jangwen.

Jeige tushugwan yOu stigma?

Jelge tUshagwgn y81.1 shit.

Ner yOu Jangwen bau ma?

N;r meiyou Jangwen bau, ner jytil yZu Yingwen bau.

N1 jrdau to changcang kan dyanshr ma?
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Ta bUchAng kan dyanshi-, to changch5ng ting changpfir.

16men Shfywe s;hau kgu shemma?

*nen Shfywe sLau kgu shilsywe.

v . A.% y % v
Nb dzal jer kan dzajr. NI dzai nar kan sha?

Nt ye dzai jer kankan Fawen dzAjl".

Ni jgule Jangwen izidygn le ma?

Nr5 hai meijgu ne. NI kankan nage yIdz shang yOu shemma sha.

tier jyOu yOu Sylbrtnyawen dzW, meiyou Jungwen dtidygn.

Bilyaujin. w5 dzai kankan.



NARRATION
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USmende tfishUgwan hen haukan. Ner you sta. Ner ye 37.6u dzajZ'..

NZ jintyan dzaushang dau n;r chya jau ringwen dZdyan chya. jaule

ylhwar. JwZdz shang, shiljyadz shang au meiyou. Ner jyou you Y!ngwen

d;dyan.

Women Shfywe bfihau kau shilsywe. Wo yIjing yabeile. Chen Jya-jyan
hai meiyabei. T5 dzai tfishUgwah dzw; Dewen syiti.
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RHYMES

Yi eesin,

Sin er yi,

Yi ;r sin sti wa lyclu chi,

Chi ly.;12 wii s; sin er yI.

Sin jyOu ;rshrchl,

Jytu jyOu Mshryi,

Shasywe shasywg hen Angyi.

4,
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PROGRESS EVALUATION

1. Pronunciation (On tape - utterances are spaced to permit the student
to imitate.)

Chen JyA-jyan. NI dau nar chyll?

NI gdau women neityan kau shasywe ma?

NO jau Jringwen cGdyan.

NZmen dagai SAnywe sLlau kau.

Ner ye mayou.

YI Er SUn Sei Wu LyOu Chi Ba Jy5u Sh;)

2. Listening and Speaking (Student listens to the tape and responds
according to the proper sentence he has
learned. Several correct responses to
each utterance may be possible, but the
most direct one taught and practiced in
this unit is suggested in parentheses.)

Ni dau nar chyu?

(WS dall eishtigwan chyu.)

NI gntyan y8u sh6mma ke?

(NZ jintyan yOu gingwen.)

Ni chAngchang kan Jungwen bau ma?

(NZ changchNng kan Jtingwen bau.)

Ni y51.1 Yingwen dLlyan ma?

(146 yOu Yingwen adyan.)

Wishagwin yOu shemma?

(Tiashrtzwgn yOu shrt.)

Ni dau ner chyu dzw; syiti chyu ma?

(WS dau ner chyu dzw; sjiti

Ni kan neige shiljYadz Shang you dzAji7 meiyou:

(NZ yIz'ing kanle. Ner meiyou.)
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3. Auditory Comprehension (Retell the following passages-in English)

%
VOmende tilshrigwgn yOu IAA; jintyan dzgushang dau ner chyu

p

dzwo dzran syiti chyu. Chen Jya-jyun ye dzai ner kan bau.

Women S4we chihau kgu 53/15mA:wen. Voi; hgi mei yubei. Wo dau

sywesyau jau Syllanygwen dzdyan chyu.

4. Reading (To be used after Romanization has been learned by the
students)

Chen Jy5.7jyan dau tUshilgwgn chyu.

Wo dau jyaush. chyu.

TX dau ner chyu dzwo shemma?

TN dau ner chyu dzw; shasywe sylti chyu.

, - .Jermeiyou jer you yids.

Ni gdau women neityan kgu shehwei ma?

WOmen Jy8uy.w-e shr;rhau kgu.

NY yabeile meiyabei?

NrOmen syan dau shfyanshr chyu jgu shiljyadz chyu.
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UNIT IV

GOING TO THE DINING ROOM

Student A and B go to the dining room

together. Student A plans to have a steak while

B, being too heavy already, goes on a slim

diet.

In the second ection, Student A shows

his friend how he really can eat.

In the .third section of the dialogue,

they talk about Chinese food and restaurants.

Student B advises A that nobody can eat steaks

with chopsticks, but there are also knives and

forks in Chinese restaurants.

%Ey
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Sywesheng Yi:

Sywesheng r:

Sywe sheng YE:

Sywesheng

Sywesheng YE:

Sywesheng fir:

Sywesheng YE:

Sywesheng

SyweshenE

UNIT IV - 1

DIALOGUE

W6 Le. NI keyi gan w6 yikwar chyll

chilan ma?

Fau a. Ni jintyan siang shemma?

WO syang chi: nyi;upa.i. N. ne?'

W6 jyOu syang chr yidygr chingtsAi.

Ni ...i yidyar rou dou bushi ma?

WO tai pangle, buneng dzaa. claTrOu le.

nntyande tsai jen bta:swo a. You 3.1, ye

you

w6 jyOu chr yipLr chingtsid, he ylbei

nyounai.

I
Wo yau

pkwt,

a3. jaji,
rpy40 ar myembe7,13.,

yiwan tang.

Syw..sheng kr: He, ni. nemme shOu, kashr .jZn nen43 chi' a

Syvieshong

J.;.vv.shf.ng kr:

NI ch6.ng dau J-Zinggwo fArtgv ch;13

Chrfan r.n3.?

WZ) ch;:rg, chytL Jiinggwo
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.Sywe sheng Yr: hwei yung kwaidz ma?

Sywesheng Er: Hwei yitlyar. Dweile, Jiinggwo
IPye you nyoupai.

Sywesheng Yr: Ni ye keyi yung kwaidz chr nyoupai ma?

Sywesheng ]r: Dzemme neng ping kwaidz ne! Tamen

ner ye you daucha.
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UNIT IV - 3

Student A: hungry. . Will' you go to eat w:,t7:. me?

Student B: Fine, , What would you like to eat today?

Studer4 A: I'd like to eat a steak. How about you?

Student B: I only care for a little vegetable.

Student A: You wouldn't want any meat at all?

Student B: I'm too fat, can't have meat any more

Student A: The food is really good today, There is

chicken as well as fish.

Student B: I'll only have an order of vegetable, and

a glass of milk.

Student A: I want a piece of fried chicken, a slice of

bread, and a bowl of soup.

Student B: Heh! You are so skinny, but, my, how

you really can eat!

Student A: Do you often eat at Chinese restaurants?

Student B: Yes, I do. I like alines° food very much.

Student A: IX you know how to use chopsticks?

Student B: A little. Yes, Chinese restaurants also

serve ste.al:s.

Student A: Can you also eat steaks with chopsticks?
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Student B: How can anyone eat (them) with chopsticks!

They also have knives and forks.



UNIT IV . 5

SUMMARY

1. The Sounds

a. Initial

is -osal

b. Tones

(1) Successive low Tones

Junggwo fangwar you nyoupal.
P

(2) Tones on II, Chi, BR

Yipyar, chipyar, bapyar

20 Vocabulary.

I. Nouns

1phS sAng chf nyOupL.

vr6 jyOu syang chf yidyar chingtsai.

NI yldygr rOu d6u bachf.ma?

Jintyande tsai Jan biltstA4 a.

1611 ji, y; jou ya.

WO he ylbai nyOun5A.

W you ylkwai ylpyAr myanb6u0 yiwi.:n tang.

NI chang dlu Jiinggwo fangwar chya chfan ma?

Ulo hen ai chf anggwo fan.

NI hwei yang kwaidz ma?

Tamen n6 y6 y6 daucha.

146 dau fanting Ova chffan.

Ta buneng dzai he binpshvai le..4*
v

Jer you chaumy:,71 ye cl.:.* S



b. Verbs

Ni sygng chr shemma?

We he ylbei nyOung.i.

w5 you yikwai. j&ji.

WO hwei zang kwaidz.

u. VO Compounds

WOmen yikwar chya chiTh.

NI keyi e"n w5 yikwar chva nyansha ma?

Auxiliary Verbs

NI jintyan sy.gng chF sh;mma?

Ni k;yi gen w5 yikwar chya chFfan ma?

Dzemme neng yang kwaidz chF

NI hwei yang kwaidz ma?

WS hen ai chi; Jungrwo fan.

e, Co-Verb

keyi gen v5 yikwar chya nhIlfan ma?

.17. Adjectives

Tito '6'le

Iri5 tai pangle
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Jintyande tsai jen basw; a,

He, ni nemme shOul k6shr jen neng chF a,

Ni baule ma?

Jintyande tsai hen hauchF.

g. Adverbs

Jintyande tsai j5n bUtswO.

NI keyi g5n m5 kwar chya chFfan ma?

WO tai pangle.

He, ni nemme shOu, k5shr j5n neng chF a.

Dzemme neng yUng kwaidz chF ne.

WO jemme pang, k5shr blIneng chF.

'1. Measures

No jyou chr ylpar chingtsai, h5 ya.bei 117,-3unai,

yau yikwai jajI, ylpyar myanbau, ylw77ip tang.

i. Idiomatic Expressions

Hau a.

He, ni nemme shOu, ke,hr

Dweile, JUnggwo fangwar ye y.F..0 .c

3. Structural Patterns

Changed Status with -Le

(1) With Adjfictives

WO ;le.

'7



(2) With Auxiliary Verbs

Wo hunting dzai chf rou le.

Sentence with Auxiliary Verbs

Wo hw;i yang kwaidz.

c. Omission of Subject with Y.(511

(Jar) y51.1 ji, ye yik

Multiple Objects

(1) S V 0, ye V 0,

WIT IV 8

You j is ye yik

S V 0, V 0

146 jyOu chf yipar chap: ;tsar, he yibei

S V 0, 0, 0,

"roki you yikwai vflpyar myanbau yiw7;:n

e. N-ne Question Form

NS sAng chf nySupL. Ni ne?
..1111

f. Nu-11 N

Yipar chingtsai

z. ProN(N)

Timen
S.

h. S yi ..M (N) au negV

Ni yidy'ar rou dciu ma?
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UNIT IV - T 1

THE SOUNDS

1. Initials

The following are the new initials found in Unit IV:

is tsai

2. Tones

a. Successive low tones

If*more than three tones occur in sequence the most

common; pattern alternates low and rising tones, but

this maybe modified by a desire to stress some

particular word or words.

JUnggwo filngw:;r ye yOu nyOupth.

JUnggwo fgngwer, yo ,you nyOupgi.

Tones on;OLIML.11

The numeral yl (one), when used as cardinal in

counting, has the high level tone. When followed by

a measure, however, it behaves exactly like the

negative adverbbia. Hence, xisyix: (-Emir being

a falling tone), but.ylar.. This change is most

evident when the number is stressed. The two

numerals chi and 'VA' keep the level tone, except when

followed by a fellinG tone, when they (like yl)

tend to rise: chlba nyolin;iy but chAvgr myinbOu.
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As in the case of bi ani yll this tone change iz

most noticeable when the numeral is stressed.
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VOCABULARY

ny6upgi beefsteak

yidygr a little; a bit, some

chingts4i vegetable; green vegetable

rau neat

tsgi vegetables; a dish of food other than staple

ji chicken

yu fish

*o.

Lyounai milk

fried chicken

myanb3u bread

tangy; soup

fangw;r restaurant

fan meal; cooked rice

kwaidz chopsticks

dguchR knife and fork

2. Verbs

ch.P

h'6

you

eat

drink

want; like

Yung use
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3. Verb-Object Compounds

A Chlmese verb may be .so commonly associated with a generalized

object that they form a compound readily translatable into

a single English intransitive verb. Such compounds are

identified as verb- object compounds (cf. "Basic Facts about

Mandarin, Handbook, p. ), e.g., claffan) litterally meaning

'eat meals' or
"eat

cooked rice,. is understood as
)

eat. Thus

Ni chtfanle ma? is a simple question in English, ''Did you eat?6

When, a specific object is :used) it must replace the

generalized object in a verb-object compound, e.g.) Wo cht

nyOupea (I eat beefsteak)) never Wiehlthxmiltp6i.

The object jn a verb-object compound, in most cases, can

be modified by adjectives and measures, e.g., W8 chi anggwo...

fan (I eat Chinese food),

4. Auxiliary Verbs

Au auxiliary verb supplements the main verb and appears im-

mediately in front of it (cf. Basic Facts about Mandarin,"'

Handbook, p. ). As it is done in English, the main verb,,

when clearly understood., is often omitted leaving the auxiliary

to function alone.

NI 11741 yinc kaidz ma?

w8 hw4i yang kwaidz.

W; hwai. (Or) Hwai.)

Three auxiliary verbs with overlapping meanings are introduced
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in this unit. Ni p& hwei. keyi. may all be translated witb: the

English auxiliary verb can, yet under scrutiny they seem

to stress physical ability or possibility, the quiaw how,'

and permissibility, respectively.

may, can; be permitted to

syang want to; plan to

neng can, be able to

hwei can; know how to

ai like or love to

5. Co-Verb

On be with; and; follow

6. Adjectives

8 hungry

piing fat

biltswa nice; not bad

shau skinny

7. Adverbs

jen truly; really

yikwiT together

tai too, excessively

61

'7.1W
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nimm(me) in that wpy; to that degree

dzem(me) how, in what way?; why?, how is it that?

keshr but, however (MA)

Note: When negation is expressed in a sentence with an

adverb and a verb, the position of the negative adverb

ba depends upon the exact sense of the sentence.

Thus, bUhen hi'itu (not very good) is not the same as

y
hen. buhau (very bad). In the case of On, however,

as it is never preceded by 1911.

Measures

-p4r plate

-bUi cup; glass

-kw Ai piece (lit. lump)

-pyir slice

..wan bowl

9. Idiomatic Expression

hau a

he

fine (all right)

heh

dwgile that's right (Yes, it is.)
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10. Words with the final sound r

A large number of Chinese nouns, particularly .in the Peking

accent, are pronounced with the final consonant r (cf. Basic

Facts about Mandarin04 Handbook, p. ) this consonant is

derived from the word er. (child, small, junior, etc.); but

does not always clearly give its original meaning to the. noun

of which it has become a part, e.g., gpstia?lagEar.
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SUPPUMENTARY VOCABULARY

1. Nouns
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fintIng dining room, cafeteria

bIngshw;i ice water

V
chaumyan fried noodle

V
chuafan fried rice

2. VO Compound

nyanshii studY

3. Adjectives

bau

hauch14

4. Adverb

A6m(me)

full (exclusively for eating)

delicious; tasty (good taste)

in' this way, to this degree; so; same

as dzim(me)



STRUCTURAL PATTERNS
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1. Suffix -le to indicate changed situation or status

In Unit III we have learned that the suffix -le indicates

completion of action regardic,ss of tense. In the case of an

adjective, it describes a sit.uTtiogoand when the situation is

changed, the suffix -le is elso used. The same thing can be

applied to thought, nigh, feeling, etc. A changed intention

is also a changed situation or status.

a: With adjectives Adj le

Wo ele.

Wo tai pangle.

b. With auxiliary verb AV V (0) le

Raneng dzAi cht ran le.
am. 4MID

2. Sentence with auxiliary verbs S AV V (0)

NI jIntyan syting cht sheMma?

WO bUneng dzii rOu le.

Reminder: Negative adverb bi normally goes in front of the auxiliary

,
verb when the whole idea is negatived, e.g., Wo bvneng

dzk cht 2::,311 le. (I can't eat meat any more.) But Ni

neng blichya ma? (Can you refuse to goy') is a different

case.
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3. Omission of subject with you

y
The sense of the word ;you is there be

,

in the following: You A ye you yu (There

are chicken and fish).

4. Multiple objects

A verb may have several objects. In this case

the verb is usually repeated with each object

together with the connective ye:

V
Ybu j1 ye you yu.

The connective ye may be ommited:

y
Wo jyou cht yipar chIngtsal, he

yibel nyounai.

Or both the connective and re wated verb

may be omitted:

WO yau yikwai jE;j7.1 ylpyar myanbau,

yiwan tang.

Note: If the connective ye is wed, it must

be followed by a verb,

You N

S V 0, ye V 0,...

S V 0, VO

S V 0, 0, 0,...

5. N-ne question form N ne?

This is a'simplified question from widely used

in Cninese daily conversation. Tt has to

follow the context of conversation. The function

of this simplifjelquestion form is to avoid
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unnecessary repetition of the preceding

predicate which is understood.

WO siing chr nyOupia.. NI ne? (Ni sy;ng chi;

ny6upg1 ma?)

Chen Jyin-jyan ne? (Chen Jyd-jyan syang chi;

nyOupea ma?)

6. Numbered nouns

When a Chinese noun is munbered, it is

necessary that an appropriate measure would

be inserted between the number and the

noun.

yiper chingtsii

yibi nyOuniii

yfkwii jejT.

yfpyir myinbau

yiwan tang

Nu-MN

7. Personal pronoun or name plus ner and jer to ProN (N) FW

indicate place:

tOmen ner that place of theirs;

their place

v
wo jer this place of mine;

my place

1
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J.Eng Nei -f5ng ner that place of ang 14;i-fEngt

Jung Mei-f5nis place

....

TEmen ner ye you

CI; *

They also have knives and forks

dRuch5. at their place there.

This is a very popular form of speech in Mandarin. The student

y

should learn it well. Very frequently, t5men ner you is used

for the simple tEmen you. Later when the student learns to say

%1

such things as He took it from me: I borrowed from him,

and' You go to him, this is the only correct form to use

8. Intensifying exclusiveness S yi-M (N) d-Ou negV

To express an emphasis, as in the

110
English phrase, not even a little,

yI and a measure, or some expression

which signified a very small number

or amount, for instance, yldyar is

used before d5u and the negative form

of the verb:

V N

Ni yidyar rou dou bacht ma?

V
NI yiwan tang d5u bih5.

%No
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a. The subject of food is important in any culture; it is perhaps

even more so among the Chinese. There will be more opportuni-

ties to discuss this topic in later units. In this unit, the

setting is a school cafeteria where American nod is served.

b. Only those Chinese high schools with dormitories have dining

arrangements. The mess hall does not resemble an American

cafeteria where patrons pick what they like from among a

number of choices. Thh school mess hall in China is either a

regular dining room with food served on separate tables

seating usually eight diners each, or a buffet system where the

student carries his utensils and get his meal from a serving

counter. In the first case, several students sit around a

table and eat tholr meal in the traditional Chinese fashion.

In the buffet system, each student lleP his own individllal

fool plate, and there are no common dishes in the middle c'f

the table.

c. Traditionally the Chinese eats his meal with a pair of chop-

sticks in his right hand tnd b.s.r1 of -ice in his left hand. Ed

holds the rice bowl close tl his mouth and pushes L;he r!cs

into his: mouth with the chopsticks. The chopsticks are also

used to pick up food serred in common dishes in the center

of the table which is either round a:: square. If the diner

happens to be a southpaw, that's too bar? because
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his chopsticks could easily get tangled with his neighbor's

at a crowded table. Chinese chopsticks usually have one end

rounded and slightly smaller than the otherl'but the very

tapered kind found in America is Japanese. Knives and forks

are well known to every Chinese student; however, he gets to

use them only when he goes to a western style restaurant.

d. As you know, the Chinese do not customarily serve American

style beefsteaks. Most of the ChilLese dishes are prepared

with the ingredients already chopped into bite-size or even

smaller pieces, but there are large pices of pork or whole

chickens gracing the Chinese table. When large pieces are

served, they are invariably so well cooked that one can easily

pick them apart with chopsticks.

e. Some say that it is unsanitary to have a number of diners pick-

ing food with chopsticks from common dishes. The Chinese have

recently recognized this also, and they have started serving

meals in the buffet style described above oz distributing

food to individual dinner plates on the table, very much the

same manner as the Americans do. Or each Chinese diner may

have two pairs of chopsticks. The longer pair is meant for

reaching food in the common plates in the middle of the table;

the shorter pair is for sending food to the mouth. Of course,

a Chinese unaccustomed to this system often gets the two pairs

of chopsticks mixed up after the third or fourth mouthfuls.
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f. Bowls are, as a rule, more popular than plates in China. Ther=:?

are different kinds of bowls: for soup, for rice, and for

different kinds of food. The measure for a certain kind of

food depends upon its customary container, which may nct

coincide with the habitual usage in English.

2. Pedagogical Notes

a. Use chalk or felt board to illustrate the situation and the

characters involved, showing one character much thinner than

the other.

b. Gather enough illustrations from posters and magazine

illustrations to show the various items of food the names of

which are studies in this' unit.

c. Arrange to have the classroom same chopsticks, knives and forks,

dishes and bowls.

d. Concentrate on the various drills during the first several hours.

Do more vole-playillg in the seventh, eighth, and 11,4,nth hmrs.

e. Provide a few miliutes during the last hour or two to discuss

the origin, form, and artistic significance of the Chinese

characters. Use cample calligraphy; arrange for Chinese

brushes, ink, and inkctones to enhance interest and give the

students an opportunity for iinother cultural insight. Some of

these activities should be repeated in later units when

characters are practiced.
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f. If possible, arrange a dinner party with the bill of fare

consisting of items studied in this unit.
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FLDLNCY DRILL

Chingtsai.

hle. Ylpfir chingtsai.

Yijing ale. ChP yipAr chingtsai.

w6 yijing ;le. tiyOu chP yip6r chingtsai.

Wa yijing tai ;le. W jyOu chP ylpfir chingtsai.

Neng. 14r.

N6ng chP. Mien

Neng chP rou. Mien ner y5u.

Buneng chr rou. %hen ner y4 y5u.

Buneng chr
.

rou le. Men ner y6 y5u dauchR.
,

,
.

Buneng dzai chr rou le.
Yung.

Ch?. )(lig kwaidz.

ChF sh6mma? YlIng kwaidz chP.

Sygng chP sh6mma? NAng ylIng kwaidz err.

NI sygng chP shemma? Dzemme neng yang kwaidz

gntyan sygng chP shemme Dzemme neng yang kwaidz chP ne.

Gran.

GEn wo chya.

GEn 11;5 yIkwar chyu.

GEn 115 yikvar chyil chT-An.

NI en wo ylkwar chya chnan.

N3 gEn w5 yikwar chyll chFran ma?

Ni k6yi gEn chrl chnan ma?

ildyrar.

4,

Yidyar rou.

rau

Yidygr rou au bachP.

TA yldygr r;11 au bilchP.

Ta yidygr rou au bilchF ma?



Fangwgr.

Jung x° fangwgr.

Dau Ainggwo fingwgr.

Dau ainggwo fingwgr chya.

Dau JUnggwo fangwgr chya chFfan.

Chang data JiInggwo fangwgr chya chFfan.

NI chfing dau JUnggwo filngwgr chya chrfan.

NI chfing dau anggwo fangwgr chya chFfan ma?

Hwei.

Hwei fining.

Hwh yang kwaidz.

Hwel yang kwaidz chF.

Hwei yang kwaidz chPfan.

NI hwa yang kwaidz chFfan.

NI hwa yang kwaidz chF JUnggwo fan.

NI hwa yang kwaidz chF JUnggwo fan ma?

'UNIT IV T 18
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REPETITION DRILL

Lush

Le (Changed status)

yijing ele.

w6 bLle.

NI tai pangle.

**TR tea shoule.

buneng chr rou le.

Ta hwa yUng kwaidz le.

NY kbyi chffan le.

Auxiliary Verbs

Ni syiing chi; shemma?

ai chri Ainggwo

Ta hwa ylIng kwLdz.

US keyi gan nC yikwar chyu.

TE jen neng ch7 a.

S V 0, ye V 0,6.

7Zu ji, y6 y5u

Nr6 you YIngw.6n, y6 you aingwAn.

you yikwai ny6upa, you yiwgn tAngo

TE kan dyansh;'7, y; tIng changpyEr.

Nin hB nyOungi, yg he bingshweis

TE chF chgumyAn, ye chi% chLfAin.

UNIT IV T 19

Sywesheng

(Student repeats after the model)
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S V 0 V 0

WS chP ylpfir chIngtsai, he yiba nytungi.

TA you yloign tang, you yipyar myanbau.

WOmen y5u cGrAn, yOu sh;hwei yOu slulsywe.

NI he yibai nyOungi, he yidin tang.

Ta chi; ny6upfii, chP jag, chP chLmyan.

Tlishagwgn y5u chu, 57.51 bau, yOu

S V 0, 0 0g...

MS chP yipyan myanbAu, yikwai nyOupa.

Ni he ylw5n tang, ylbai bIngshwa.

TR you yipar chingtsai yikwai

HSmen kan sha, bau, dzAjX%

TR jNu Fawen SyibauSmen a'folygn.

wszi ai chP Fagwo fan, Janggwo fan.

ProN PW

Tamen n;r ye Ou Mucha.

4men j;', y611 sha, ye yZu dzW.

NImen ner y5u mayou exshagwrtn?

115 j;r melyou jw5dz, ye mhyou yIdz.

TR n;r y6u Jangwen cGdygn, ye yOu tngwen ciLlygn.

Min ner y6u mayou Janggwo shu, Magwo sha?



S yi-M (N) dou negV

NI yidygr rOu d3u birch' ma?

WO yikwai nyOupfii d3u bachP.

Ta yiba bingshwa dou buhe.

WS yipyar myanbau d3u egiyou.

T5 ylwin tang d3u

Nk5men jer yige fangwgr crou meiyou.
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SUBSTITUTION DRILL

Lausa- Sywesheng

16 ale.

bau WO baule.

.
... %

pang Wo pangle.

shou W6 shOule.

Ni keyi gen wo yikwar chyu chnan ma? Ni keyi,gEn wo yikwar chyu
ma?

nyanshu NI ke,i gEn wo yikwar chyu
nyanshri ma?

kan bau N klyi w8 ylkwar chyu
kan bau ma?

jfiu yidz NI kgyi gen 148 yikwar chya
gu yidz ma?

hE nyOunai NI keyi geen wo yikwar chyu
hE nyOunai ma?

Ni syang chr sh6mma? Ni syang Oft shemma?

aa. Ni al chr shemma?

neng NI neng chI4 shemma?

keyi NI keyi ehr shemma?

hwei Ni hwai ch? sh6mma?

Na hwei yang kwaidz ma?

dz4yan.

dauchli

NI hwei yang kwaidz ma?

NI hwh yang dllyan ma?

NI hwa yang dRuch5 ma?
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NS sygng chf nyOupfii. NS sygng nyOupfii.

chIngtsai NS sygng chf chIngtsai.

ji WS sygng chr ji.

y4 WS sygng chf ya.

Jtinggwo tsai WS sygng chf ginggwo tsai.

Ni baneng dzai ehr r;u le.

he nyOungi

kan

tang changpfdr

yau nyOupfii

antyande tsai jen blitsw; a.

hguchf

hiu

t . .
Ta yidyar rou dou buchf.

ja

Yu

chingtsai

TR he yibai nyOungi.

claw:in tang

b5bai bingshwa

NI ban6ng dzai ch rOu le.

NI traneng dzai hE nyOungi le.

NI buneng dzai kan dyanshl. le.

Ni bangng dzai tang changpy5r le.

Ni bUneng dzai you nyOupa le.

antyande tsai Jan bfitsw; a.

JIntyande tsai jEn hguchf a.

Jintyande tsai jan hgu a.

. .
Ta yidyar rou dou buchf.

Ta yidygr jT d6u bachf.

T5 yidygr 3,11

TI yidygr chIngtsai teachf.

TR ha yibai nyOungi.

TR he chIwgn tang.

TR he baba bIngshwei.

ry



ramen ner ye y6u d'auch5..

WO jer

NI ner

WOmen jer

Ta n;:e.

Amen ner

Wo chB yipgr chingtsai.

chipyer myenbau

bakwei jaji

yikwai ny6upa
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Merl ner ye yOu daucha.

WO jer ye yOu daucha.

NI ner ye yOu d-duchn.

WOmen jer ye yOu d'a'ucha.

Ta ner ye y5u d"duch5..

graen ner ye yOu daucha.

WO" chP yipfir chIngtsL.

WO chr chipyar myenb5u.

WO chit' bfikwei jfiji.

146 chP yikwai nyOupfii.
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REPLACEMENT DRILL

Lush Sywesheng

NI ;le ma? NI ;le ma?

bgu Ni bgule ma?
4. 41'

TR T5 battle ma?

pang Ta pangle ma?

Jung Meg. -fang Jung ligi-f5ng pangle ma?

NI keyi gEn w5 yikwar chyll chffan ma? NI keyi gEn m5 yikwar chya chBfan
ma?

nyanshu NI keyi gen m5 yikw;r chya nyanshii
ma?

Ta TN keyi gEn w yikwar chya nyanshil
ma?

kan bau T5 keyi gEn wO yikwar chya kan bau
ma?

Nin tan keyi gEn m5 yikwar chya kan
bau ma?

Tamen sygng chf shemma? Mien sygng chT shemma?

ai T5men ai shemma?

Nimen Nimen ai &if shemma?

neng gmen neng chi shemma?

Chen Jy5-jyan Chen Jy5-jyln neng shemma?
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W6 sygng chi" yikwai nkoupai. W6 sygng chf yikwai nyOuptii.

Li Syan3heng

yipyar myanbau

mar chingtsal

Wang LgushB

W6 sygng ehr yipyar myanau.

LI SOnsheng sygng chr vfpyar myanbau.

Li Sy5nsheng sygng chi ylpar chingtsai.

WAng Lush sying chF yiper chIngtsai.

NI baneng dzai, eh`r chgUmyan le. NI baneng dzai chT chgunlyan le.

eh? chiufan NI blineng dzai chF chgufan le.

T5

,
Wo buneng dzal chr chaufan le.

he bingshwgi NZ bimeng dzai he bIngshwgi le.

T5 buneng dzai he bingshwgi le.

Jintyande tsai jen blItswO. Jintyande tsai jen.b4tsw; a.

hguch? Jintyande tsai jen hguchF a.

Dzw6tyande Dzw6tyande tsai jen hguch`r a.

hgu Dzw6tyande tsai jen hgu a.

Chyfintyande Chyentyande tsai jen hau a.

Na hwei yang kwaidz ma? NI hw;i yang kwaidz ma?

adygn NI hwei ylIng d;dygn ma?

Ta Ta hwei yang d;dygn ma?

daucha T5 hwei ylIng auchI ma?

Chen Jy5-jyan Chen 45-jyan hwei yang dauchR ma?
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...

Wo yadyar rou dou buchr. NS yldigr rou au blIchF.

chingtsai NS yldyir chingtsai au blIchZ.

Jung SAnsheng JangSyansheng chlingtsai au

yu Jung Syansheng yidyar yfi au bilchfi.

Wang Lauste Wang Lush yidygr pi au bachfs.

Tamen ner ye yOu dauchat TRmen ner ye yOu Mucha..

kwaidz TRmen ner A y811 kwaidz.

WSmen jer WSmen j;r ye yik kwaidz.

farting *amen j;r ye y-Fiu fantIng.

L Syansheng ner Li Syansheng ner ye 3r5u f;nting.



RESPONSE DRILL

Laush!)

NI he ma?

(ele)

(yIjing ale) WO yijing ;le.

(1115.;) w5

(hAi be)

Cyldyar d5u
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Sywfisheng

W5 ;le.

NI k6yi w5 yikwar chy > :.1iFfan ma?

W5 hfii

m5 yldygr d5u

(kfiyi) W5 kfiyi gEn ni yikwar chya chFfan.

(banfing) W5 bUnfing gen ni yikwar chya
chFfan.

Ni sygng chF shemma?

(21y6upfii) N6 sygng chF AyOupa.

(jail) 1.46 syang chF jfiji.

(chaumyan) NO syang chF chaumyan.

(chaufan) WO sygng chF chaufan.

NI rigng bunfing dzai chic r;u?

(kfiyi) NS k6yi dzai chT r8u.

(blInfing) W5 banfing dzL chF le.



Jintyande tsai hau buhau?

(hen hau)

(On Iratsw8)

(hen hauchE)

NI ai chr graggwo fan ma?

(ai)

(h6n ai)
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JIntyande tsai hen hau.

JIntyande tsai On bftswO.

Jintyande tsai hen hauchF.

Ns ai chef Ringgwo fan.

NO hgn ai JUnggwo fan.

(.14) WO lAai chr JUnggwo fin.

Ni chfinchang dau ainggwo fangwar chya ma?

(chfingchang) .
WS chAwchang dau JUnggwo fangwar

chyu.

(bUchgng) NS bUchAng dau JUnggwo fangwar chya.

%. %
NI hwel yung kwaldz ma?

(hwei) WO hwell yang kwaidz.

(bUhwei) WS b4hwei ylIng kwaidz.

NI yldyar chlngtsai dEu bilch2. ma?

(bucW

(hgn ai au)

WS yldyar chIngtsai dbu

.

WO hen al chr chlnetsal.

gmen ner y5u dauchg ma?

(y6u) 'Amen j;r ySu dnucha.

(meiyou) Alen ji6x. dZucha.

(ylge dau meiyou) W6men jar ylge Mucha dau meiyou.
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DIRECTED CONVERS&TION

Lush Sywesheng

NI wen t, to ;le ma. NI he ma?

WO ;le.

Wo yijing ;le.

kG btte.

WS hai lade%

%
Ni wen tal to keyi gEn ni yikwar Ni k6yi wo yikwar chi ma?

chyu chHan ma.

WS keyi gEn nI yikwar chyll chBfan.

WO bantvng eft ni yikwar chyu chlif;m.

NI w;11 Ms: to sygng chi' sh6mma. Ni mina chF sh?

WS sygng ch1 chfiufan.

Ut sygng chT, nyOupfii.

W6 sygng chF chgumyan.

Vit sygng chi

NI w;11 to neng bunging dzA41. NI neon_ bunging dzai chF rou?
chF rou.

WS lineng dzai chF rou le.

vf6 k6yi cizai chi rou.
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Ni men t3, jintyande tsai hiu buhau. Jintyande tsai hgu buhau?

antyande tsai jen bfitsw8.

JIntyande tsai jen biltswO.

antyande tsai hen hau.

JIntyande tsai hen hauchf.

NI T(7;11 *MI ai buai chit Janggwo fan. NI ai Junggwo fan ma?

N5 ai chf Junggwo fan.

W5 bfiai chf Jiinggwo fan.

WO hgn ai chf Junggwo fan.

NI wen ta, to chIng bughfing dau
JUnggwo fangwar chyu chffan.

V' (16 11.

NI wen ta, hwei buhwei yung
kwaidz.

NI win tR, to yldygr chIngtsai dou
buchf ma.

NI chfinqchan; dau Junggwo fangwgr
chffan ma?

W5 chenph5ng4dau Junggwo fangwgr
chyu chffan.

W5 bilchfing diu Junggwo fangwar
chyu eh-Han.

Ni hwei tha kwaidz ma?

Wo hwa yang kwaidz.

Wo bfaiwa yang kwaidz.

NI yidrarAclindsii d'ou bilchl. ma?

W5 yidyar chingtaai dau bUchf.

116 hark ai ch.? chIngtsai.
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Ni want ta, t nelr yu meiyou daucha. N3 nZr yolk meiyou daucha?

Wo jer ylOu nuchl,
%.

Wo jer meiyou Mucha'.

jer yige daucha du meiyou.



DIALOGUE EXPANSION

NI gntyan sygng chf shernma?

Wo jintyan syang eh'r yipar chiumyan.

. '

Ni ne?

WO syang chf ylpfir chaufan, yiwan tang.

Ni ai chF JUnggm tsai ma?

UNIT IV T 33

WO hen ai chi'. WO chfing dau ainggwo fangwar chyu.

Ni syihwan JAInggwo fangwirde nyOupfii ma?

Hen syihwan. Ni ye chfing chF ma?

NZ jemme pang, bUneng chfingchang chF nyOupfii.

Ni baule meibau?

Hfii meibau. Kgshr wi5 bilneng dzai chfle.

WO syang dzat chF yikwai jfiji.

He, ni nemme shOu, kgshr jen neng chf a.

VI hwei buhwei ping kwaidz.

W hwei yidyar, kgshr w5 blichfing yang kwaidz chFfan.

Nimen ner you kwaidz ma?

W5men meiyou kwaidz, kgshr yOu daucha.



NARRATION

,
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WSmende tdshagwan you shill yin' blau, y6u dzfiji". WS gntyan

dzaushang gAn cher]. 41-jyanylkwar dau nar chyu. WS van dzwO shasywe

syiti. Ta syAn jau JUngwen dzdyan. Keshr neige jw5dz shang, jeige

shajyadz shang mfiiyou Jangwen dtidyan. WS ye meiyou Jangwen d14yan.

Women manshang yikwar dau ranting chyu chPfan. Narde tsai h6n

hauch14. Yciu ji, yOu rOu, yOu yu, yOu chingtsai. WO chP yikwai IlyOuptd.

TA jyou chr yipar chingtsai.

MS hen ai Janggwo fan. Ta ye hen ai WSmen chfingchang

yikwar dau JUnggwo fangwgr chyu chHan. WS syihwan chaumyan, to syihwan

chaufan. WS hwei yang kwaidz, keshr bfihmai.



a

IN.

RHYMES

Jtnggwo fan,

Chi" chiumyan,

Yang kwaidz.

Meigwo fan,

Ye biltswO.

Ca. nyOugi,

Yung daucha.

Jintyande tsai,

Jen blitswO.

You ji, you yt,

You chInstsai.

Ta nemme pang,

Buch rou.

Wo jernme shOu,

Hen neng chi%
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PROGRESS EVALUATION

_

l. Pronunciation (On tape - utterances are spaced to permit the student
to imitate.)

NI keyi gEn wo yikwar chya chTfan ma?

Jintyande tsai jEn biltsw;.

. ,

Mb yau ylpyar myaribau yipar chingtsai.

,

Ta tai pangle, buneng dzai chF nytmpai le.

2. Listening and Speaking (Student listens to the tape and responds
according to the proper sentence he has
learned. Several correct responses to
each utterance may be possible, but the
most direct one taught and practiced in
this unit is suggested in parentheses.)

NI ;le mal

yIjing ale.)

Ni hwei yang kwaidz ma?

(W5 hwei yang kwaidz.)

NI hE buhE nyOungi?

(1115 baneng dzai hE nyOunii le.)

Ni sygng chF shemma?

(W6 sygng chF ....)

NI chfing dau JUnggwo fangwgr chya ch7fan ma?

(1,16 chAngcang chya.)

- .
Ni yidyar rou dou buchr ma?

(14 hgn ai eh? rou.)

NImen ncr yOu meiyou Mucha?

(WOmen jar yOu auchA.)

NI ai chF Mgigwo fan ma?

(WO hgn ai chF Mgigwo fan.)
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3. Auditory Comprehension (Retell the following passages in English)

W5 gEn Chen Jy5-jyanyikwar chya chFfan. JIntyan fantIngde tsai

jen biltsw(%). Y5u nyOupfii, yi yOu AI. WO ch7 yikwai nyOupfii,

115 yiwgn tang. TR clhi ylpfir chingtsai, hE yibBi nyOungi.

W5men d5u hen ai chF JUnggwo fan. WO ai ch? chgumyan. Ta ai

chF chgufan. No hwel yang kwaldz. Ta j you hwel yidyar. N5men

chfingchang yikwar dau JUnggwo fangwgr chyisiL chi Jringgwo fan.

4. Reading (To be used after Romanization has been learned by the
students)

Tamen dau fanting chya chFfanle.

W5 hwei yang kwaidz nyOupfii.

T5 chF ylpfir chingtsai, ylpyar myanb5u.

NS hE yiwgn tang, ye hE yibBi bIngshwei.

%
Ni nemme pang, keshr hfii neng chr rou ma?

Nene, w5 jIntyan dzai fangwgr chile jfig le.

NI dzemme yang Mucha hE tang ne.

N. .
NI yau chaumyan, yau chgufan?

Dzw6tyan wgnshang w gEn Jung 141.45ng dau Fagwo fangAr chya.
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SHOPPING FOR STATIONERY

A patron goes to a stationery store to

buy a pen. The sales clerk waits on him, quotes

the prices, and sells him a few notebooks in

addition.

The sales clerk tries to persuade the

patron to buy an abacus and other things, but, he

succeeds in adding only a few sheets of paper

to the sales slip. He adds up the items of pur-

chase without the aid of a cash register or a pen-

cil. The patron pays the bill and the clerk makes

the change.

Aft
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CUT OUT

'3UE SHEET

Nin you mai shemma?
WO yau Tai yiji; gangbi.
"Women jer jiinggwodel ye yOu

3

11111041.1111M,

CUTOUT

Vai.a/Maw.aaw alS

Women h&j y;11. hen dwa4 %

nln bumai dyer byede ma?
Neisye bijiber mai shemms jyachian?

5

4,1100.00041.011111.awaor

CUT OUT

TWn
%

kankan jeige swanpan, sankwaibAn,
pyAnyi,bupyanyi?
Jen pyanyi, keshr wo yijing joule.

Hau. Fin lankan chygna,
hen butswo.
WO bamgile. Ching ni swansvan
yigang dwoshau chyan.

ii ,

MIT V

CUT OUT

Jeiyangrde dwoshau chyan?
Wiikwai-chlhauschyin
IATO jyou yau j eij

4

CUT OUT

Dale lyagmau-wil; Wade au;erfen.
Ching ni gei wo yiben dade, ').y.6:ngben

sygude.

0/11.1111040.1111 ILA

Minn you hen hgude j r, jyAcbyL:
ye bugwei.
Hau, gei wo shrjgng hOude,
baude.

8

CUT OUT

Hau, he
Jer shr chikwaiban chyan.
Sylsye. WO hei yau jgu nin
szmau-yi.
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DIALOGUE

we 0
Dyanywan: Nin yl.0 mai shemma?

Karen: Wo yau mai yiji gangbi.

Dyanywan: Women jar yciu Jfinggwode, ye you waigwode.

Ninyau nelyngrde?

Keren: Jeryangrde dwiSshau chyan?

Dyanywan: .Wiikwai-chimau chyan yi-jr.

Karen: Wo jyOu yau

Dyanywan: I.
Wamen yOu hen dwa diingsyi, mn bumai

dy'ar byede ma?

Keren: Neisye biliVer mai shemma jyachygn?

ThanywS.n: Dade lygngmau-wii, sygude yimau.erfen.

Keren: Ching ni gei wo ykben dade, lyAngben sya'ude.

.Dyanywan: Nin kankan jeige swanpan, sankwaibz.41,

pyanyl bupy;..nyi?

Keren: Jen planyi, kershr wo yijing y5ule.

L' an Women you hen hgude jyachlan ye

bUgwei.

Karen: fIgu, gea wo slhjang 1.1.6ude, lyaujAng
04 A

Dyanywan: 1.15..u. Nan kankan jajt chyanbr, hen bil.lsw&

Karen: WO° Vamaile. Ching ni swanewan Agting
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dw3shau ch7,4n.

I
Dyanywan: Hau, hau.... Hcaude si4j5.ng lyaumaz.,

baude lyOujing sinmau, lyOumau sanmau,

jyOumau chy&m... , jytiumau.chyS.nde

lyanganau-wu, p

yikwai-yimau-wude lyangmau-sz,

sanmau-3you..., yikwai-s-nmau-jy5ude

wukwai -chi, chlkwai ling-jyOufen...
,

yigung chlkwai-ling-jyOufen

Keren: Jer shr chikwaiban chyan.

I

Dyanywan: Syesye. WO hai you JET. =con s:;mau-fi.
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Sales clerk: What do you wish to buy? (May I help

you? )

Patron: I want to buy a pen.

Sales clerk: Here we have Chinese as well as foreiga-

made pens. Which kind do you like?

Patron: How much is this kind?

Sales clerk: $5. 70 a peice.

Patron: I'd like to have this one.

Sales clerk: We have lots of other things here, wouldn't

you like to buy something else ?

Patron: What's the price of those notebooks?

Sales clerk: $0.25 for the big notebook and $0.12

for the small one.

Patron: Please give me one big notebook and

two small ones.

Sales clerk:

Patron:

Sales clerk:

Look at this abacus. $3.50.

a good buy?

It's really inexpensive, but I already

have one.

We have very good paper; the price is

also very reasonable.
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Patron: AllAll right, give me ten sheets of the

thick kind and six of the thin kind.

Sales clerk: Fine. Take a look at this pencil, it's

excellent.

Patron: I don't want to buy and hing any more.

Please figure out how much it is all

Sales clerk:

Patron:

Sales clerk:

. ,
together.

Very good... ten sheets of thick paper,

$0. 60; six sheets of thin paper, $0. 30;

$0. 60 and $0. 30 make $0. 90. , $0. 90

plus $0. 25 is $1.15, $1. 15 plus $0. 24

is $1. 39... , $1. 39 plus $5. 70, that's

$7. 09. .. all together $7. 09.

This is $7. 50.

Thank you. I still owe you $0. 41 che,ns.e.



SUMMARY

1. Vocabulary

Nburis

WO' yau mai yiji; gangbi.

146men hAi yOu dwo" 0-"IngE ri.

Jeiyangrde dwashau chyari?

Feis76 bijiber mai shemma jyachyar?

Nin kankan jeige swanpan.

W6men Au hen haude

Ni kankan jeijis" chyanbil hen baswO,

Wo yau mai lyOujil

Place Word

Women jer you Junggwode, ye you w,-.1.gwode
GOMM..

Verbs

NIn yau mai sheimna?

Neisy5 bijiber mai shemma jya,JhyL?

Ching ni gei 115 yiben fade.

Ching.ra swanswan Jig Ang du;::3hau chAn.

WO yau jau nin szmau -er.

d Auxiliary Verb

W5 yau mai Tiji- rf,a".ngbi.

to.

O

L

UNIT V - 5
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e. Adjectives

W5men hal yOu hen dw5 dungsyi, ni ..1,4de ma?

Dade lyangmauwa, syaude yimau-;rZen.

Jeige swanpan pyanyi bupyanyi?

145men y5u hen haude jf, jyachyan ye bl'agwi.

Gei w5 shi-jang hOudel lyOujang baude.

145men jerde angsyi hen shau.

M5men hai y5u bilshau dangsyi.

f. Adverb

Ching ni swanswan yigung dwashau chyan.

g. Measures

WO you mai yljf gangbi.

Ayangrde dw6shau chyan?

Syaude yimau-erfen.

Jeige swanpan sankwaiban.

itlintwai-chimau chyan

Neisze bIjiber mai shemma jyachyan?

Ching ni gei w5 yiben dade.

Gei 135 shi-jang hOude.

h. Numbers

Jeiyangrde dw5shau chyan?

Dade lyingmau-w1.1.

Yigung chlkwai-ling-jy5ufen chyan.

Numbers from 100 up.
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*N.

i. Idiomatic Expressions

Hgu, gel w5 shrjang hOude.

Syesye.

2. Jtructural Patterns

a S V ind0 dir0

Ching ni gel w5 yihen dade.

b. Changed Status with -Le (negative verb)

W5 bilmaile

Sums of Money

Lyg.ngwan-chichyan-wUbai-s;shrkwai-lyOuTau-erfen ohyAn.

J. -De in Computing

Jy5umau chy6de lAngmau-wul
4

e. Inquiring about Prices

Jeiyangrde dwashau chy6?

Neisya mai shemma jyachy&n?

f. Positions of Apiece

Wukwai chyAn yib6n.

Yib6 wrikwai chy6.



g, Modification with Adjectives

IT5men yOu hg.0 gingbi.

146men yOu hkde gangbI.

W6men yOu hgude.



VOCABULARY

1. Nouns

UNIT V - T 1

gEn&I fountain pen; western-style pen

dungsyi thing

bijiber notebook

chygn money

jyichyin cost; price

swanpan abacus

paper

chynnbi pgncil

2. Place Word

3. Verb

wiigwo foreign country

mai buy

mil sell

chIng please; invite; request

get give

swan count (reduplicated in this unit)

j;11 change (the action of the cashier,giving

change when a patron pays his bill)

OP)
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4. Auxiliary Verb

you goint to; expect to; shall; will

Yau (to want) ordinarily functions as a main verb (cf. Unit IV),

but it appears as an auxiliary ver"., when it is used together

w1th another verb either to suggest desire, expectation, or

imminent action (cf. Unit VI). The sentence in this unit,

.4/. 0. v
Nam you mai shemma, yiu may mean either ''went to, or 'are

going to, If yau is negated, it must mean want to:I WO

bayeU imvai sh4mma, don't want to buy anything. The negative

of you expressing expectation or imminent action is simply

bi- alone or htihwei.

Adjectives

dw6 many, much

bye other; different

da big; large

syau small

pyenyi cheap

gwai expensive

hOu thick

beu thin

,

Note: Dw8 and shau (cf. supplementary vocabulary) behave

somewhat differently from other adjectives. First

of all, they rarely appear without an adverbial

modifier. Then again, in their qualifying form

they may or may not take -de:
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hen dwa(de) dringsyi, bashau(de) Ongbi

Never dw5 dangsyi shau engbil nor dwt5de dangsyi,

shaude gdngbi.

6. Adverb

yfging altozether (MA)

7. Measures

-Jr? a unit"measure for writing brushes and

similar slender objects

-yangr kind; sort

-kwai dollar (Chinese monetary unit)

-116u dime

-fGn cent

-syG quantity of; several

-ben volume (for books)

-jdng a unit measure for paper, pictures, tables,

etc.

-ban half

8. Numbers

dw6shau

lyang-

lfng

how much? how many?

two or a couple of

zero
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Note:*

a. 2r and Ithis.g.

In counting, the cardinal number er is used for the

2's, 20/s, and 200's:

er, shier, iribi-lfng-er, etc.

ershr, ;rshrwin, .erbiiiiwen, etc.

Either er or lyising maybe used in the following higher

numbers:

erchy&n. or lyangchyEn, erwgn or lyangwan, etc.

When two of anything or anyone are indicated, lyang

with an appropriate measure is used:

lyangge rein

lyangging jr

Lyang never stands at the end of a number expression:

ylkwai-lytvingmau chygn becomes yfkwai-er for the

abbreviated form, etc.

In fractional sums, lyang is commonly used for the

larger units, and er for the subdivisions:
OMMIlemi

lyangchydn-er, ly(vangwin-erchyrin-san, lyangkwai-er,

lyangmau-er, etc.

V
Never erge ren, always lyangge ren; never lyangshal.,

always ershi.1.1001.

Ling

Where one or more zeros stand between numbers, the

word ling is inserted:

105

ytchyEn-lfng-wil 1,005
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yichy5n-ling -washi 1,050

,10,050

In giving numbers:telephone-style' (cf. Unit .VYI),

cardinal numbers without measures are used and link;

is repeated for each zero:

10 yi-ling -er 1C2

yi-er-ling 120 yI-ling -ling-lyau-ling 1-0060

9. Idiomatic Expressions

V
hau okay, all right

u4sye (dn) thanks



1. Nouns
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SUPPLEMEMTARY VOCABULARY

dyinywein clerk, salesman

keren guest, patron

mEtubi Chinese writing brush

P. Adjectives

shau

44

bushau

3. Numbers

Numbers from 100 up:

yib;i

yib;i-yi(shr)

few, little

quite a few

44 V
erbai (or lyagb;i)

100

110

200

arib;i"Chl(Shr) 370

pzbai-ling-rAn 1103

yichygn 1,C00

ly;ngchygn-er(bai) 2,200

s5nchygn-lfng-IA(shr) 3,050

VUthYgn'afaa'll 5,001

lyauchynn.:bgbra-liZshrchl 6,857

y
VIchyUn-sgnbai-ba(shr) 8:380

yiwan 10,000
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lygngwiin (or erwgn) 20,C00

shilWin 100,000

arsbrwilwan 250,000

yibgiwan 1,000,000

lyangchyanwan 20,000,000

yAnkwan 100,000,000
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STRUCTURAL PATTERNS

UNIT V - T 8

1. Sentence with both indirect and direct objects S V ind0 dir0

Ching /II gel w; yiben dade, lyangben syaude.

2. The changed status with negative verbs S negVle

The are three different patterns to indicate

changed situation or status with -le. We

have discussed two of them in Unit IV.

y

Wo bumaile. mustn t buy any more.)

Compare this with the regulqr negation of

an action. (cf. Unit III)

3. Sums of money

N Nu M N

a. Sums of money up to

Dollars

$100

Nu M N Nu M

yi -kwai chyeln yi -mau

ly;ng -kwai chyan lyang -mau

.Y
01 -kwai chyan ji -mau

bankwai

yikwai-ling-wufEr

yikwai-yim6u

clay4n yi -fEn chy4n

chy4n lyang -fen chygm

chyan jI -fEn chygla

lyangkwai-erm6u

sdnkwai-sanm4u clay4n

sikwai-$imS.u-lyOufen

lyeiukwaiTlyOum6u,-bEfn chyan

bEi.kwai-bam6u-si

shAwalbin

.50

1.05

1.10

2.20

3.30

4.46

6.68

8.84

10.50



sgnshrchikwai-wilmiu chyan

yibaikwai

b, Sums of money over $100

10) 0001 S 11000 S

IL

100's

( -wan) (- chyan) (-b4)

yibai

yiwan

erbai

sgnbai

sicbygn

wuchyRn ling

lyauchygn sibai

UNIT V - T 9

$ 37.50

1C0.00

10 s
1

1 s M N

ling wu

yishr

ershr bg

-kwgi

sgnshr -kwgi

lyOu -kwii

-kwgi chygn $105

-kwgi chyan 210

-kwgi chygn 328

ling

y
lyangwan chIchygn wubai cishr

chygn 4,000

chyin 5,030

chygn 6, 406

chyan 10,000

--.wgi darn 27,540

4. The use of .-de in computing.

It is customary to use -de for and or 'plus 'l in computIng

when the operations are said aloud. For this purpose alone,

-de functions uniquely without any relation to its other

normal behavior in Klndarin.

Inquiring about prices

Tn .9sking about and giving prices, .no verb is necessary;

instead use dwashau chygn (hav m143h. money?) or stemma
.0.01.M110

jv6chygn (what pricc.1). However, sometimes a verb, shi. (is)
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or mai (sell for) is used:

Jeiyingrde dwoshau chygn?

UNIT V T 10

bIjib;r shemma jygchygn?

Jeiyingrde shi dwashau chygn? NeisyE bijiber shi shemma jyichySn?

Jeiyingrde mai dwashau chygn? Neisye bIjibe'r mgi shemraa jyichygn?

6. Positions of"apiece'

Expressions, such as $5.00 a volume, etc., are said in Chinese

as follows:

Wukwai

-Yiben

24

chyan yiben.

sikvai. chygn.

9 ,

You can put the 'apiece before or after the price.

7. Modification

As has been discussed in Units I and II, the order of thewords

alone is sufficient to indicate the relationship of modification.

The one in front modifies what follows. The modifying suffix

,,-de can be used ta make any word or phrase a modifier, but is

often omitted in simple unqualified adjective.

hau ganbi

da shit

When -de is kept, making the above example haude gEngbI and

dgde shil it usually implies emphasis on the adjective. The

suffix -de is always kept when the adjectival expression is

more dian one syllale (cf. Adjecti.uoc in this u4it) .
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hen haude jr

v
haukande yishang

When the context makes it clearly understood, the modified

noun may be omitted.

_
Women jer you Junggwode, ye you waigwode.

V V 'I'

Dade lyangmau -wu, syaude yimau-erfen.
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NOTES

1. Cultural Notes

a. It is no longer true that the Chinese shoppers bargain wherever

they go. Nowadays there are more non-bargaining than bargaining

stores in China. Hence, no bargaining expressions are used in

this unit. If our friend in this unt' likes to bargain and

finds the kind of store to practice it in, clearly he will

need help. For bargaining, as it was done in old China and is

done in some stores in New York City, is indeed an art that

involves much insight into human psychology. We cannot go

into that at this stage.

b. The old fashioned stationery stores in China still specialize

,
in typically Chinese articles: writing brushes (maubi),

Chinese ink sticks (m3), ink stones (yEintEa )) absorbent papers

of various weights, etc.. More often the stationers carry a

large variety of commoditdes including imported items. Thus

tmported pens, pencils, and various kinds of papers and tablets

are available together with western-style stationery made

China. Most Chinese students have acquired the habit of using

fountain pens, pencils, ball-point pens, and in their work they

use a range of materials srail$,r to vhat vu., American students

would use. A Chinese student may prefer fountain pens or pencils

for tr..%ing notes and writing letters, but he is rare 'who at-es

not know how to use the traditional writing brush at all.
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c. Writing Chinese in the traditioaal way requires the prepare:Aon

of ink first. This is done by rubbing the ink stick on the

ink stone with several drops of water. The writer dips his

writing brush in the ink thus prepared, somewhat like a western

painter using watercolor. There is art also in the entire

process which is closely tied in with the highly cultivated

art of calligraphy. A meticulous artist-calligrapher demands

that his ink and brush be prepared just right. He may even

have a special brush maker who knows his taste well, or he may

prefer to make his own brushes. The same goes for the artist's

ink.

d. The ingenious computing device called abacus is worth knowing.

Although a detailed description of this article,and its use

lies beyond the scope of our discussion, we can attempt to

give a general idea about it here. It is a woodexi frame with

parallel bamboo sticks set in it. On the sticks there are

wooden beads which can move up and down. When used, each bead

stands for a unit and each stick a digit. Even very compliced

operations can be performed on a simple abacus, but the user

must be a very skille person having learned his rules Ihrough

practice. Many contests have been staged between an abacus

:,hampion end an IBM computing machilie opera tor; eery time

the simple ancient device has proven its worth. In some

Chinese s&aools the students still can learn how to use the

abacus in class.
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a. The Chinese abacus differs, from its Japanese ven,tton by

having two more beads on each digital stick.

2. Pedagogical Notes

a. Use chalk or felt board to illustrate the situation and the

characters involved.involved.

b. Arrange to have in the classroom several pens, labeled with

China, "
a

U. S. A., France, and' Germany," respectively in

Chinese (Romanization).

a. Arrange to have in the classroom large and small notebooks,

coins and banknotes to cover the units of money studied in

this unit. Get ready an abacus and a pencil for use when this

portion of dialogue and drills are studied.

d. Concentrate on the various drills during the firs; several

hours. Use at least ten minutes each hour during the last

three or four hours to do role-playing.

e. Use abacus practice, bingo games, and arithemetic exercise "

drill the students with the mathematic figures.

f. Use a few minutes each hour during hhe last hours to practice

reading and writing chal..6.:.'ze:c
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FLUENCY DRILL

Mai sh6mma?

Yau mai stigma?

t
Nam yau mai shemma?

Nin jintyan yau mai shemma?

ChyAn.

Dw5shau chyAn.

Jeiyangrde

J;iyangrde

Jeiyangrde

Jelyangrde

dvr.5shau chyAnT

gangbi dweoshau chyAn?

gangbi mai dw6shau chygn?
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DwC3.

Hen dwa.

Hen dw5 dringsyi.

You hgn dwB dungsyi.

YOu hgn dw-6 by6de dringsyi.

HAi yOu hen dw3 by6de dangsyi.

WOmen hAi y5u hgn dwa by6de
dUngsyi.

Jau.

Jau dimau

gangbi mai dwBshau chyan ylg? Jau nin sZmau-yi.

Yau jau nit" s;mauyi.

HAI yau jau nin s;mau-yi.

US hal yau jau nin

JyachyAn.

Shemma jyachyAn?

BIjibgr sh6mma jyachyAn?

NeisA bIjIber shemma jyachygn?

NeisyB bIjibgr mai shemma jyachyAn?

Ggi.

G6i wt.

G6i w6 lyangjang.

G6i w6 lyangjang baud°.

GPI w6 lyangjang haludeg..

Ni ggi w6 lyangjang hOude

Ching ni g6i w6 lyangjang hOude

Swan.

Swanswan.

Swanswan dwBshau.

Swanswan Wishau chyAn.

Swanswan dwBshau chyAn.

% A %

N swanswan ylgung dw5shau
chyAn.

Ching ni swanswan yigUng
didashau chyAn.
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Kwai.

Yikwai.

Yikwai chyAn.

Yikwai lygngmau chyfin.

Yikwai lygngmau anfen chyan.

Yigung yikwai lygndmau anfen chyAn.

MAu.

Jy8umau.

JyOunau chyAn.

JyOumau chAnde.

JyOumau chyande lygngmau.

JyOumau chyAnde lygngmall-wa.

tryOumau chyAnde lygngmaa-145.0
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REPETITION DRILL

,Laushr Sywesheng

S V ind0 dir0

WO gai ni yiben bijiber. (Student repeats after the model)

Ta gai .145 yig gangbi.

NI gei 148 ly5ngj5ng

Ching ni gei 14.6 sang chyanbi.

Ching nI gei w6 mujang hOude.

Ching ni gei wo yiben dade, szben syaude.

Le (Changed status, cf. Unit 1V)

WO bilmaile.

W75

WO lAhele.

T5 lAchiTanle.

TE bajau sha le.

T5 lAmai swanpan le.

Sums of Money up to $100

Jeig ganga yikwai chyan.

Shlijang j yikwai-ylmau.

Neiyangrde ly5nekwai-ermau chyan.

Dade bijibar shi-s5nkwai-wainau-lyOufan.

J;iyangrde jwodz b5shr;rkwai-chImau-lyOu.

Neisy5 shUjyadz yibai-jy5ushrkwai chyan.
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Sums of Money from $100 up

WO yOu erbai.yishrkwai chy6.

WO Au lyOubai-chishrkwai chy6.

w6 y61:I slchyankwai chyan.

Wo yOu bgchyan-sgnbai-wrishrkwai chy6.

WO yO.u. ylwan-slchyan-jyOubai-yishrkwai.

WO y6u sanwan-ly6uchyan-chibaiktlai chy6i.

Er and Wang

Lygngg chygnbi sgnmau-er.

Waigwode mai ly6gbai-ershrkwai chyan.

Jeige swanpan mai ershrerkwai-ban.

J.Oisy5 j mai lygngkwai-lygngmau-;rfen.

Jw6dz mai ligngchyan-erbai-ershrchikwai.

Neige mai lygngwan-;rchyan-lyngbaikwai.

Ling

SOude shr yikwai- ling- wufen.

Bude shr lyangbai -ling -1yOukwai chyan.

JUnggwode shr sgnchyan-ling-sgmcwai.

Byede shr schyan-ling-ji6ushrchlkwai.

Dade shr shlywan-ling-bashrkwai

41

Waigwode shr ershrwan-ling. utibaikwai chyan.
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Inquiring about Prices

Jeigmaubi dwoshau chyan?

Neiben bijiber dwashau chyan?

Jeiyngrde mai du5shau chyan?

Waigwode g-ingbi mai dwashau chyan?

HOude g sh? dw5shau chyan?

Jeijang shr dw5shau chyan?

Jeig maubi shImma jy;".chyan?

Neiben bijiber shemma jyachyan?

Jeiyangrde mai sh6ma jyAchyan?

Waigwode jangbi mai sgrama jyachyan?

11;ude g sht- sh;mma jyachyan?

Jeigng shr sh;mma jyachy&n?

-De in Computing

JAumau chyande lygngmau-tau, yikwai ylmau-wq,

Chimau chyande anmau-er, ylkwai-ling-;rfen.

Yikwai-lyOude trumau chyan, lyangkwai-ylmau chyan.

Shl*wai chyande Anauban, si4kwai-amauban.

Lignekwai-;rde Wingmau chyan, lvancikwai-simau obyAn.

Yikwai-sanmau-jyOucie chlkwai-ling-jy5ufen.

M"
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Position of Apiece

Gingbl wakwai chyan

Gangbi yijr wakwai chyan.

Jr sanmau chyan lyangjang.

Jr lyangjang sanmau chyan.

yikwai chyan slben.

Bijiber sZben jikwai chyan.

Modification

W6 you mai sanjang ht'.,ude j=.

WO you mai lyangben dade bIjiber.

W6 y.0 ma yljang syaude juadz.

W6 yau mai bySde dangsyi.

W6 you mai yige pyanyide shajyadz.

inr6 you mai shrjang baude

WOmen jer yOu hau gingbi.

Wmen jer Au hen dw6 chyanbi.

Wilun jer bijiber.

W6men jer yOu hen dwo hau m&ubT.

W6men jer yOu uajang da

WOmen j cr yOu hen dwo syau yidz.
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jy;t1 yau yig pyanyide.

Ta jyu yau wuj5ng hciude.

T5 jyOu yau lyingjing b&ude.

T5 jyilu yau se-111)5n dade.

Pa jy;11 yau lyOukwai sy5ude.

1T5 jyOu yau singe byede.

c11,,t,
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Laushf.

SUBSTITUTION MILL

W5 yau mai yig gangbi.

yxge svanpan

lyangjang g

sanban bijiber

chyinbi

lyZug m6bI

Ching nI gai 145 yibeen dade.

Ajang hOude

sange syaude

yig maigwode

lyangb6n ainggwode

bage byede

Alyangrde wreztwai-chlmau chyan.

ii6uk.wai-ling-erf en

shc.yikwaiban

Iltishrjy5ukwai chyan

"erbai-bashryikwai-san

lyangchyankwai chyan
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Sywasheng

W'6 yau mai. yi j r gangbi.

W5 yau mai yige swanpan.

W5 yau mai lyangjang g.

WO y&it mai sanb6 bijiber.

WO yau mai mlig chyanbi.

W15 yau mai Iyaug maubi.

Ching ni gei wo yllA'n dadea

Ching nI gai v5 sljang hOude.

Ching ni gei wo sange syaude.

Ching ni gei wo yijr maigwode.

Ching ni gei wo lyangben nnggwode.

Ching ni gei v5 bage byede.

J4iyangrde vilkwai.chImau chyan.

Aiyangrde ly6ukwai-king.erfen.

Jayangrde sht-yikwaiban.

Aiyangrde washrjy5ukwai chyan.

Aiyangrde 'erbai-bashryikwai-san.

Aiyangrde lyangchyankwai chyan.
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Yige swanpan dwOshau chyan? Yige swanpan dwoshau chyan?

wajgng g Wajang g dwashaa chyan?

lyOUbgn shu LyOubgn shu dmishau chyan?

yikwai nyOupai Ylkwai nyOupai dw5shau chyan?

sinbgi bingshwgi Sgnbgi bingsineeli dwoshau chyan?

yipyar myanbgu Ylpyar myanbau dwashaa chyan?

Aisyg bijibgr mai sh;mma jyachyan? Neisyi bijiber mai sh6ma jyachyan?

jeisye jr
yliAr chingtsai

neig chygnbi

jeiben sha

neige shajyadz

Jaisy5 g mai sh6ma.jyachyan?

YipAr chingtsai mai shamma jyachyan?

Neig chygnbi mai sh6ma jyachyan?

Jeibgn shu ma! shemma jyachyAn?

Neige shajyadz mai shemma jyachyan?

WO yau mai sanjang htmde g. WO yau mai sanjang hOude g.

axle WO yau mai saajang dade j;.

sygude WO yAur mai sanjang syaude g.

bAde WO yau mai slinjang byede g.

manyide WO yau mai sanjang pyanyide jr.

b&ude WO yau mai anjgng baude jr.

WOmen jeer yOu h5.0 gangb.i. W6men jer yOu haeu

h6n dw5 WOmen jer you h5n dw5 gangbi.

bushau IrY6men jer y6u bashgu gangbi
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Ta jyou yau yige pyanyide.

houde

bfiude

dade

sygude

by6de

NZ bUmgile.

bAchya

bilhE

bilchnan

bujau shu

bumai swanpan
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Ta ,

jyou you yige pyfinyide.

Ta jyOu you yige h;ude.

T5 jyOu you yige

TA jyOu you yige dade.

T5 jyOu you yige sygude.

Ta jyOu you yige bygde.

NS bumaile.

W bllohyale.

WO bilhBle.

NO bachilanle.

NZ biljgu shu le.

41.

NO bumai swenpan le.

W hAi you jgu nin s;mau-yl. NZ hfii you

ly8ufen ohyfin 11146 hAi you

s5nmau ohyfin NZ hfii you

wrikwai-ling-;rfen NO hai you
erfen.

jyZukwaiban WZ hfii you

chikwqi-wa N5 ha you

Jag gAnda sh3! Janggwode.

waigwode

/16igwode

D6gwode

Fagwode

SyIbAnyade

jgu

jau

jau

jau

nin szmau-yi.

nin ly8ufen chyAn.

nin sanmau ohyfin.

nin wukwaiwling-

jgu

jgu nin ohlkwai-wa.

445"? gAngbI 614 Janggwode.

410 gAngbl shr waigwode.

41.0 gAnga. shX. Magwode.

41.0 gAngbl. shr Degwode.

Jajil One. Fagwode.

410 ganga shr Sylbanyfide.



REPLACEMENT DRILL

WS yau mai anben bIjibgr.

wajang jr

yige swanpan

Chen Jya-jyan

^
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Sywesheng

NS yau mai anben bijIbgr.

NS yau mai wujang g.

T5 yau mai wujang g.

Ta yau mai ylge swanpan.

Chen JyR-jylln yau yige swanpan.

Ching ni g6i .145 4jang gude. Ching ni g6i wS s;jang gude.

hOude Ching ni ea mn szjang hOude.

ggita Ching ni gei to stiging h;ude.

Bade Ching ni ga to 8j5ng dale.

ggi Li 7aush7. Ching ni g6i Li Lush s;j5ng dade.

ITLyangrde shkwai-jyCiumau chyAn. Jaiyangrde shfkwai-jy5umau ellytins

sankwai-w'ti J;iyangrde

N;iyangrde N;iyangrde ankwai-wq.

lyukwai-ling-anten Neiyangrde ly8ukwai-ling-anfen.

NLgwode Whgwode lyOukwai-ling-anfen.

Yige shUjyadz dliashau ohyAn? Yige shiljyadz dwBshau ellySn?

sh6mma jyaehy6n Yige shiljyadz shemma jyaohyAn?

YIP ohygna YIP ohygna shemma jiachyfin?

mai stigma jyaohyfin YIP ohy5na mai shemma jyachyin?

Yijng jx mai shemma jyachyAn?Sing jx
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Ta mac. ligngjang dade :Adz. Ta au ma lygnggng dade grodz.

sygude Ta you mAi lygngjang sygude jOdz.

NS Wo yau ma lygngjang sygude,4143dz.

pygnyide N55 you mai lygngjang pyinyide Sadz.

Mien Tamen you mai. lygngjang pyAnyide jwBdz.

Tamen ner sral h6u Tamen ner jyou hAu

s ...
hen &id Tamen ner yOu hen dwa jr.

145men j;r. Ntimen j;41, yOu hen dw5 ji.

hashgu

*Yang Syansheng ner

Tr15 jyOu you rige pyAr yide

gweide

Ch6n Jya-jyan

by6de

Jung ma fang

Women jer you bilshau

Jang Syansheng ner y6u blIshgtu

N5 jy8u you ylge pyanyide.

Wo jyOu you ylge gweide.

Ch6n Jyar.jyan jyciu you ylge gw;ide.

Chen Jya-jyan jAu you ylge by6de.

*Fang Mei-fang jy;u you ylge by6de.

Ta bAchyLe. Ta bfiehyale.

biehinan Ta bilehTfanle.

Tamen Tamen bilehNanle.

bIljgu sha Tamen btljgu sha le.

Wang ligusie Wang LgushY, biljgu sha le.
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146 hfii yau jau inn sInmau chyan. NZ hfii you jgu nin sAnmau chygn.

TK

Wang SyRnsheng

smau-er W5 had you jgu nin szmau -er.

Ta hai you jgu nin sleau-er.

chikwaiban TR hai you jgu nin chikwaiban.

Wang SyRnsheng hal you jgu nin
chikwaiban.

.

J;i01:g5ngbi shi. Jtingwode. Jeig ganga shr ainggwode.

....
SyMbAnyade Jeijr angbi shi, Sylb5nyade.

WeIg. Nhj1". angbi shi.. SyMbEnyade.
..

gigwode Nekg &lea shrni. gigraode.

Jayangrde J'aiyangrde ,EngbI shr gigwode.

.
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Lush

4 %0NIP you mai shemma?

(chyang)

(bijIber)

(swanpan)

(mgua)

(g')

Nin you neiyangrde?

(waigwode)'

(M6igwode)

(Jringgwode)

(Fagwode)

(agwode)

RESPONSE DRILL

Jeiyangrde dw5shau chygn ylg?

(uUkwai-chTmau chygn)

(bashrkwai-ling-sanmau)

(ytbaikwai chygn)

(jyZumau-ly;u)

(lAngchyancAbaikwai chygn)
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SywAsheng

115 you mai chyanbi.

WO you

.
Wo yau mai swanpan.

NS you mai Amble
ow 4 A j*.o

rWo yau mai .

I

4k

iWo yau waigwode.

WO you Magwode.

.
Wo yau ainggwode.

4 4
Wo you Fagwode.

WO yau Degwode.

chygn yig.

Bashrkwai-ling-sanmau yig.

Ylbaikwai chygn

JyOumau-lyou par.

Idingchyan-wdbaikwai chygn ylgs



Nin buil& dygr by6de ma?

(bIlmgi)

(hAi mgi)

k O. k
Nin you mal nelyangrde jr?

(h;ude)

(bAude)

(lade)

(sygude)

(pyAnyi)

Ching nz swLswan yigUng dwBshau chyfin?

(chikwai-ling-jy6ufen chyfin)

(;rbai;rshrrkwai chyfin)

(lyangehyan-lyfingbai-ershrerkwai)

(wilchyan-chlbai-s shryikwai-Va)

(anwan-ling-jy(Subaikwai chyfin)

Ni ha you jfiu w dwUshau chyfin?

(wamau-ly;u)

(lygngmau-;r)

(jynukwaiban)

(s;kwai-ling-hafen)

110 (chikwai chyfin)

.
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VS Vamgilefo

116 hfii mgi byede.

VS yau mai 11(.;ude

NS you ma blude ji%

NS you mgi lade

NS yiuindi Aygude

WS 5r;:t mgi pyfinyide

YigLIng chikwai-ling-jyOufen
chyfin,

'going ;rbai-;rshr;rkwai chyfin.

Yiging lkingehyan-lydngbai-
erehrerkwai.

bat

Yigang sanwan-lint rjOubaikwai
chyfin.

WO hfii you jgu nin tertimau-ly;us

WO hfii you jgu nin 1ygngmau4r,

VS hfii you jgu nin jy6ukwaibani

WO hfii you jgu nin skwai-ling
Men.

NS hdi you jgu nin chikwai chydn.
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DIRECTED CONVERSATION

y
NI wen ta, to yau mai shemma.
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SywAsheng

%
Ni yau mai shemma?

W5 yau yige swanpan.

WS yau mai yijr. gangbi.

Wb yau mai lyangjang Jr.

- - - v
Wo yau mei sanben bijiber.

y 44 fro *. y soNi wen ta, yau neiyangrde jr. Ni yau neiyangrde

WS yau waigwode.

WS yau Jtinggwode.

WS yau Mgigwode.

NS yau Ade.

WS yau biude.

v _ % . v .Ni wen ta,, -neisye bijiber dwoshau
chyan yiben.

jr.?

Neisy5 bijiber dw5shau chyfin yibgn?
ealnawromnos wNNO

chyfin yiben.

'Agri Amu chyfin.

Ni wen t5., t`d. mi bumfii dygr byede Ni bmi dygr byede ilingsyi ma?
dngsyi.

WS bumaile.

WS hi yau mai dygr byede eingsyi.



-
Ni wen ta, yigung dwBshau chyfin.

- .Ni wen ta, to yau jau ni dwoshau
chyfin.

YigUng dw6shau chyfin?

Yigung lygngkwai chyfin.

Yigung wakwai-anmau chyfine

Yigang lyOukwai.armau-yS.

Yigang shfkwal.ling-b5fen.

NI yi.u. jfiu wo dwUshau chyAn?

Wo hfii yau jfiu ni chimau chyfin.

kG hai yau jau ni shrkwaiban.

WO hai yau jau ni yikwai-ling
jyoufen.

Ni wan ta, jaige swanpan pyAnyi Jeige swanpan pyAnyi bupyinyi?
bupyanyi.

Neige swanpan hen pyfinyi.

Neige swZnpanbilhen pyanyi.

Neige swanpan bupyanyi.

Neige swanpan hen gwei.

Neige swanpan b(igwei.
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DIALOGUE EXPANSION
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Ni maile shemma le?

WS mile waigwo gangbI le.

Ni hai syang mai shemma?

WO ha syang mai wuben anggwo

NI bamai dyar Sylbanyade chyanbi ma?

WO yijing joule. WO bamaile.

NI ylu neiyangrde changpyar?

WO you lyangjang Fagwode changpyar.

Ni Ai yang D;gwo g ma?

WO hen ai yang, gel wO lyclujang hOude.

Baude hen manyi. Nin bamai dyar ma?

Hau, ching ni gei wo st4jang baude.

w6men jerde dangsyi d5u hen pyanyi.

Dweile, diingsyi ye bashau.

NI bamai dyar byede dingsyi ma?

Bamaile. Ching ni swanswan yieing dw5shau chyan?

Hau. Wrimau chyande sanmau-er, bamau-er..., bamau-erde lAngkwai chyan0

ligngkwai-bamau-;r... , yiganr lyingkwai-bamau-er.

sankwai chyln.

Syesye. 1416 hai you jau nin yIrnau.b5.

(
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NARRATION

W6 jintyan dzgushang gen J5ng Wei-fang yikwar chyu mai

14-Omen d6u mgile yijf. T5 mgile ylj-flleigwode. 146 mgile yijf Junggwode.

Veigwode hen gwk, mai ershrkwai chyAn yljf. JUnggwode pyAnyi, yijf jyOu

mai lyOukwai chyAn. Ti y6u hen dw5 chyAn. T5 keyi mgi nemme gweide.

WO meiyou hen dw5 chyAn. ItTO jyou neng mgi femme pyAnyide.

W5men minshang dau Jiinggwo fangwar chyil chffan. Janggwo fan Jen

hguchF. W5men yikwar chile chgumyan, chgufan, jAji, nyCupai.

'Amen yigung chyle ;rshrchikwai-simau chyln. W5men geile fangwgr

Anshrkwai chyAn. NI jfdau amen jgule women dwashau chyAn ma?
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RITYMFS

ylj? gangbi sikwai ma.

Sanjang gs

Lyingmau-chi.

aingewo

Bijib5rs

Dzai gel yijr hau chyanbi.

Ching ni swanswan dw5shau chyan?

3anwan-slchyan-babai-chishrlyOukwai-w5mau-yi.

Pyanyi bupyanyi?

Tai

Ni chyan bUyau mai diingsyi.



- .

4111, PROGRESS EVALUATION
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1. Listening and Speaking (Student listens to the tape and responds
according to the proper sentence he has
learned. Several correct responses to each
utterance may be possible, but the most
direct one taught and practised in this
unit is suggested in parentheses.)

ro'

Nin yau mai shemma?

yau yig gangbi.)

Nin yiu neiyangrde?

yau jeiyangrde.)

Jeiyangrde dw5shau chyan?

(i45kwai-chimaa chyan yig.)

NIn bUmai dyar byede dangsyi ma?

(46 hal yau yig chyanbi.)

Neisyg bIjlber mai sh;mma jyachyan?

(Dade lyangmau.va, syaude yimau-erfen.)

J;ige swanpan sankwaiban, pyanyi bupyanyi?

Caen pyanyi.)

Ni mai bumai swanpan?

06

!hang dw6shau chyan?

(YiglIng chikwai-ling-j76ufen chyan.)

NI hai yau jau u5 dw5shau chyan?

(g6 hai yau jau nin slmau-yi.)
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2. Auditory Comprehension (Retell the following passages in English)

WO On Jang Mei-fgng yikwar chyu mai ggngbi. Tamen n4 yOu hen dw5

Jinggwode, ye y5u bashgu maigwode. Waigwode h'e'n gwei. JUnggwode

hgn pyenyi. 1476 mile JUnggwode. TE male waigmode.

Women ye mgile byede dUngsyi. W& male sinbb'n dade bijie6r,

lygngjgng hOude j5. Ta ye maile ylben syaude bijiber, wrigng

baude j5.

ig yAngle yikwai-jy5u. fra yigang yAngle sgnkwai-chifen °hyena

3. Reading (To be used after Romanization has been learned by the
students)

W you mgi yiji" OngbI.

Tamen neer Ousyibgnyede, ye you Degwode.

Jaiyangrde dm5shau chyen?

Sinwan-lygngchyan-ling-mUshrkwai ehyen.

Wmen hei yOu bashgu byede dangsyi.

Naisy5 bIjibZr mai shemma jyachyen?

Dade bgmau-sgn, sygude amau-arfen.

Nin kankan jaige swanpan pyAnyi bupyenyi.

liken jarde dungsyi buhen gwai.

Ching ni swanswan yigang dw5shau chyeni

Jar sill- wrishrlyOukwai-sgnmau-arfen ehyen.

4 thyo, 135 hei you nin
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UNIT VI

RETURNING HOME AFTER SCHOOL

Chen Jya."-jpin goes home after school.

He inquires from his mother about what the

rest of the family is doing. He is reminded

of the arrival of his sister the next day and

some of her family for a visit. His mother asks

him to help set the dinner table.

In setting the dinner table, he discovers

that he needs one more spoon. Then Ira forgets

to put the soy sauce and vinegar on the table.

When he asks if he should get the wine glasses,

his mother tells him that his father is not

supposed to drink every evening.



;E, SHEET
.011awilmaoca.

I1.
Wo

CUT OUT

ma, dldi ner?
Ti dzai waitou war ne.

CUTOUT

0141 0..0

Baba dzai jyd ma?
Ti genni gage dzai kiting li
AlwOhwa ne.

*11111

5

CUT OUT

00111111.01040.s. mrommoso..11.m.os

11.111111.

*IMMO ...VON,

Tfefu ye ykwar lai ma?
BuyidIng. Keshr to mkmei
yiding

1.0.1Nial..114101.

OUT OUT

Abe, liAnpel...
Dzw5byir neige chouti i3. hal Aa.
Wan, kwaidz sh6r, dyedz d5u.

Jyangy6u tsu ne? NI dzemme wang
a.

ii

US IT VI

1.1.0.9 R00%

CUT OUT

MONV

syandzai gan slAmma ne?
Ta dzai loushang da mauyi ne.

Na, .4 syang mingtyan shang ch6g
litou chyu,keyi ma?,
Busying. Mingtysn ni jyejyt: tamer
tsung sydngsya lai.

6

CUT Off.-

1118IIIMINIII .

Na heujile.
Kwai heule.

8

Ma; fan kwai
beiylbei j-Adz

OUT OUT

All1106.101.1.1.....1.101.0.114-

Dwkle. Ni, yap, buyau bai jyOubei
a.

BUyau. Ni. Baba btlneng

Na v5 chyu jyau timen lai chilfanle.
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DIALOGUE

Jyanjytin: Ma, didi dzai nay?
- .Muchin: Ta dzai waitou war ne.

Jya Meimei syandzai gan shrrima ne?

Muchin: 7.`a dzai 16ushang da m6,uyir ne.

Jya.jyari: Baba dzai jy5. ma?

Muchin: ge.ge dzai k;ting li shwohnvi. ne.

3 yl"-jytInt Ma, wo syang mingtyan sha'ng clAng Mau

chyu, keyi ma?

Milchrn: atisying. Mingtyan ni jyajye tP,men is

sygngsya tai.
., .. . ,..J y a -jyun: 3 yefu ye yikwar lai ma?

Muchin: Bti`yidilig. Ke'shr to miimei yidIng liti.
-

3 ya-37-un: Na haujile. Ma, fan kwai hgule ba. .

Iviiichrn: Kw;,i hgule. Ni balyibai jwadz ba.

Jya-jyn: Yibg, lyngbg, tanb5.,.... Ma, shaule yiba

shiur.

Muchin: DzwObygr n;ige chButi ii h;11 yi5u.

jya-jyurg Van, kwaidz, sh#aur, ely4dz dau

Mic iryngyOu tsu ne? dze'rnme 'Au wang a!

DwLle. Ma, y'au buy'au bai jy6uVei
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Bilyau. NT Baba blineng tyantyan wgnshang

he- jyau.

Jya-jyun: w6 chyu jyau fa:men 1.i chi-11.111e.
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Jya-jytin: Mother, where is Brother?

Mother: He is playing outside.

Jya.-jpIn: What's Sister doing now?

Mother: She is upstairs knitting,
_

Jya-jyun: Is Dad home?

Mother: He is talking with your brother in the living

room.

Jyi.-jyusn: Mother, I'd like to go down town tomorrow,

is that all right?

Mother: No. Your sister and her folks are coming

from the country tomorrow.

Jyg.,-jyun: Is her husband coming with her?

Mother: I'm not sure. But his sister is definitely

coming.

Jya-jyun: That's wonderful. Mother, dinner is r.h.or!:

:7.-nady, isn't it?

Mother: Yes, just about. Why clwatt you set the table.

Jya-3yun: One, two, three... , Mother, we are short

r:f one spoon.

Mother: There are more in the drawer on the left

ide.



%ow
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Jy5.-jytIn: I have gotten out bowls chopsticks, spoons,

saucers, and all.

Mother: What about soy sauce and vinegar. You always

forget them.

Jya-jyun: That's it. Mother you want me to get eve.

wine glasses?

Mother: No, your Dad cannot drink every evening.

Jya".-jyan: Well, I'll go to call everybody to come

and eat.
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SUWikPY

Vocabulary

a. Nouns

Na, didi dzai nar?

N1mei syandzai gan shemma ne?

Baba dzai jyg ma?

Ta gen n1 gage dzai 'thing li shwalwa ne.

siang mingtyan shang cheng litou chya.

Ni jyejye tamen tsung syangsya lai.

Jyefu ye yikwar lai ma?

Dzw6bygr neige ch6uti ii hai y6u.

kwaidz, shaur, dyedz dou bgile.

JyangyOu tsu ne?

Ma, yau buyau bai jyOubei a?

NI Baba bAneng tygntyan wgnshang he jy6u.

b. Place Words

Ta dzai waitou war ne.

Ti dzai 3',ushang da mauyi ne.

VTO syang mingtyan sh?Ing ch;ng litou cha=t.

Dzw6bygr neige ch6uti ii hai jou.

YLIbyar neige jw6dz shang yu sha.

Tg dzai 18usya shwOhwa ne.



c. Verbs

Ea, didi dzai nar?

Ta dzai maitau war ne.

Meimei syandzai gin sh&mma ne?

Ta dzai 18ushang da mauyi ne.

Ta gen n3 gege dzai kiting 3.i shw6hwa ne.

Ni jyejye tamen tsung syangsya lai.

NI baiyibai jwodz ba.

ma, shaule yiba shaur.

Ni dzemme lau yang a.

Na w5 chyll jyau tamen tai chHanle.

d. Co -Verbs

NI jyejye tamen tsung syane:sya laiv

146 syang mingtyan shang cheng litou chyU.

e. Adjectives

VisyIng.

'ma, fan kwai haute ba.

Z. Adverbs

Keshr to meimei yiding tai.

Eal fan kwal haule ba.

NI dzeme lau wing a.
OINIMMINEPO



g. Time Words

Mfkmei syandad gan shemma ne?

Ni Baba bUneng tyantyan wnshang he

V

h. Particles

Ta dzai waitou war ne.

Na, fan kwai haule ba.

Na

i. Measure

Ma, shaule ylba shaur.

j. Idiomatic Expression

Na w5 chyll jyau tamen lai chiVanle.

2. Structural Patterns

a. S dzai PR

Baba dzai jya ma?

Continuance with Ne

Ta dzai l6ushang da mauyi ne.

c. Tsfing .... Lai Pattern

NI jyejye tamen taring syanrya

O.



Probability with Ba

MS, fin kwii h;ule ba.

e. Request with Ba

braiyibgi jwodz ba.

Imminent Change of Status with Le

Md, rin kwii 15.61e ba.

g. N Sp'-M N

Dzwol)yiar. niige nh5uti

h. ProN N

Nf iy;iye

S V PE

Wo chyu lEa chffinle.

UNIT VI - 8



Jr

Alr

1. Nouns

VOCABULARY

Mg (ma) Mammy (mother)

didi younger brother

younger sister

Baba Daddy (father)

home

gEge elder brother

ketIng parlor, living room

chgng city

354dYe elder sister

syEngsya country (rural)

jyefu brother-in-law (elder sister's husband)

shgur spoon

ch5uti drawer

wan bowl

dyedz plate

jyingy6u soy sauce

ts4 vinegar

tly;UbEi wine glass

jyou wine, liquor
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2. Place Words

1741.(tou) outside (cf. Unit III)

lOushang upstairs

li(tou) ,inside (of. Unit III)

dzwobyEr left (side)

3. Verbs

dzii be at in or on (cf. Unit III)

war play

gin do (more colloquial than dzwo)
y

da knit

shwftwi carry on conversation (VO compound)

lgi come (toward the speaker)

bat set, put

sheu be short (cf. Unit V)

wing forget

bitu tell (somebody to do something)

4. Co-Verbs

tmliag

shing

from

functioning as to go to together with

chit (cf. diu...916 in Unit III)



5. Acliectives

syfng

h'itu

6. Adverbs

UNIT VI -T3

satisfactory, all right

ready, complete (cf. Unit I)

yfeng necessarily, certain

kwgi quickly, soon

lau always

7. Time Words

sygndzgi

tyAntyan

8. Parti8les

ne

ba

-jCle

now

everyday

sentence suffix indicating continuance of

actiaa in positive statements (cf. Unit

iii)

sentence suffix implying probability or a

request

suffix to adjectives, indicating extreme

degree



7, Measure

-ba

8. Idiomatic: Expression

UNIT VI T 4

a unit measure for spoons or things with

a handle

na in that case



I. Noun

muchln

2. Place Words

UNIT VI - T 5

SUPPLEMENTARY VOCABULARY

mother (more formal than mama)

y6u7cyar right (side)

,
louvya dcwnstexs
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STRUCTURAL PATTERNS

1. Dzii with place words to indicate location B dzii PW

When a place word follows the verb dzii,

it signifies that is located at '*3c:°'

Me, didi dzii ntvar?

Biba dzii jye ma?

Note: Dzii may be followed by any place word. Hence, one can say

dzii JUnggwo. Nouns, however, must be followed by a place

word. before they can be used with dzii. Thus, one says

dzii jw6dz shingtou, or dzii iwpdz lItou, but never just

dzii jw6dz.

2. Continuance with ne

When it is desired to stress the fact that the action of

the verb is going on at the moment of speaking, the particle ne

is added to the end of the sentence:

Ta dzii wiitou wiar ne.

Meimei syindzii gin sh;mma ne?

TE dzii 14ushang dt; mguyi ne.

Tel gen ni gege dzii kiting li shwahwi ne.

3. Tsag...1gi and diu...chya compared

TstIng...1gi (come from) indicates motion out from or away from

some point while diu...chya (go to) indicates motion towards

some point. (cf. Unit III)

Wo s7ang mingtyan dau cheng lityou chyu.

MIngtyan nf jy;,179. tamer tsi.rng sAngsya
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4. Probability with sentence suffix ba

The pirticle ba suffixed to certain statements makes them

imply a prObability, a conclusion based on the blest light one

hes, yet leaving some room for doUbt:

MR, fgn kwgi hauls be.

5. Request with sentence suffix be.

sentence suffix be, added to a command, softens the tone of

the command:

tit biyibsi jw5dz be.

6. Imminent change of status with -le
IIMMIM/11

The addition of -le to adjectives modified by approprite

adverbs, such as kwgi, (soon) indicates the change of status has

already been decided upon, and that it is expected to be

completed at some time in the not too distant future (cf. Unit

IV):

MO, fen kwgi biule be.

7. Specefied nouns further modified by nouns, pronouns, N Sp-M N

or place words

Nouns specified may be further specified

by adding pronouns.

DvvObydr ngige chnuti ii
8. Between pronouns and relationship terms PronN N

The usual marker of modification -de

may be omitted between pronouns and

relationship terms:

Ni ii4Ve

Wo bgba



1

Purnnse of going without CV-pvsN

If the place is known from the conte7,:t,

co-verb and place word are omitted:

Wo chya jyiu tften L i chffinle.
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NOTES

1. Cultural Notes

a. The family, has, to a great extent, remained as a strong basis

for Chinese society. Change has occurred in modern times in

the Chinese familial structure, but many traditional attitudes

toward the family persist. Even grown up Chinese still do not

hesitate to regard their parents' house as their own home.

The Chinese high school student, on the average, spends more

time at home than his American counterpart does.

b. The Chinese high school student always refers to his family

members by relationship, not by name. This is particularly

true regarding his elder brothers, sisters and other relatives.

He would shock the others if he called his parents or elders

by their given names any time any where. In earlier times,

many Chinese families used domestics help. School boys and

girls had little house work to do. This has changed somewhat.

The high school student is expected to help his mother or

sister to do some housework. He is expected to do it cheerfully

and never, never, with pay. Chinese society tends to tolerate

less impoliteness of the children toward their parents.

c. The use of Chinese expression gan shg:almn? may sound a bit

too colloquial to some _people, but it is really natural

Mandarin speech. In other words, one hears more often fain,

she than dzwa sb4ima.
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2. Pedagogical Notes

a. Use chalk or felt board to illustrate the situation and the

characters involved.

b. Cut out from magazines illustrations showing upstairs,

downstairs, living room', down town, and "countryside.

c. Arrange to have on hand such items or their illustrations as

spoons, drawers, bowls, chopsticks, soy sauce, vinegar and wine

cups.

d. Allot class time for drills and role-playing as in earlier

units. Provide time for reading and writing characters.
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FLUENCY DRILL

Dzal. Tsfing.

Dzai n5r? " TsUng syIngsya tai.

Didi dzai nar? Jygjye tsfing syangsya tai.

Nide didi dzai n5r? Jyglye tamen tsfing sAngsya tai.

Nide sy5u didi dzai n5r? NI jygjye tamen tsfing sylngsya

Waitou.

Dza3. wartou.

Dzal maltou war.

TR dzai witou war.

T5 dzai waItou war ne.

Kwh.

Kwai h5y

Kwai 115u1e.

Fan kwai gule.

Fan kwai tale ba.

Gan. B51..

Gan stigma? B5iyibii.

Mamei gan shemma? B5iyib5i jwadz.

Memel syandzal gan sgmma? NI b5iyib5i jwadz.

4 46

Meimei syandzai gan shfimma ne? Ni b5iyib5i jwadz ba.

Wang. ChButi,

Lgu wang. Chauti

Dzgmme tau wang. Nage chauti

Dzgmme tau wang a. Nage ch3uti ii you.

NI dzgmme 15u wing a. Nhge ohButi hfii

Dzw5byIr neige chauti ii ha3. 3451u.
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Shang.

Shang chfing lItou.

Shang ehfing lIteu chart)

US Shang chfing litau cbya.

WS mingtyan sh.ang chfing thou chya.

1116 syang mingtyan shang eheng lItcou chya.

TyNntyan.

TyNntyan wgnshang.

Tyantyan wgnshang ha.

Tyantyan wgnshang jy5u.

Bunging ty5ntyan wgnshang h jar5u.

Baba bunging tyantyan wanshang hE

Ni Baba blInfing tyantyan lianshang hE jy5u.

Jyau.

Jyau amen.

Jyau amen lfii.

Jyau tenon lfii °Wan.

Ohyu Jyau amen lfii chuari.

WO chya jyau tNmen lad. ch7fan.

NZ chya Jyau amen tai chlifan1e.

Na w5 okra Jyau amen tai ch fame.



IMP
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REPETITION DRILL

Lgushil Sywesheng

S dzai PW

Didi dzai ngr? (Student repeats after the model)

Baba dzai jyA ma?

TS dzai 16ushang.

Ni meimei dzai 16upya.

Gage dzai katIng

WO jyejye dzai ehgng Atou.

Continuance with Ne

%
TR dzaI waltou war ne.

Ta dzal 16ushang dg guy/ ne.

W5 didi dzai fantIng ii ch7fan ne.

%

T5 edge dzal ketIng ii shwOhwa nee

Baba syandzai Ling ch;ngpynr ne.

Wo ji4jye dzai sym5syau nyanshtt ne.

.. Ti g

Ni jygjye tamen teing syngsya lAi.

NS gage tamen fisting ch6ng litou laie

Cain Jya-jyan taring sywesyau llie

Jung Nei-fAng tsang tgshUgwan lgi.

Mang LgushF tslIng jy5 ii lAie

LI SyAnsheng tsdng waitou lai.



Bs Problity)
B41ba dzai Jy ba

leAn kwai hiule IA;

N gtge ye obs1 bei4

in;imei ytkwar i i. ba.

TR dzai 16adhang di: miuyi ba.

Jy5jye mingt7an tsfing sytingsya lAi ba.

Ba (Request)

NI b61-ihii jw3dz ba.

Jyau timen lfii ch.ffan ba.

NI dau waitou diva whir ba.

NI dau ner ehya kan dyanah; ba.

NI gei 145 yibai bIngeihwZi ba.

NI shang came lItou chyu mii ba

Le Imutinent of status

WO kwai ke

Fan kwai gulf)

TA kwai laile

W5 kwai ehTfanle6

Tamen kwai chyale

Women kwai baule
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N SE-M N

Dzw6hySr nage ch3uti ii hei yOu.

YOubyar nage jw3dz shang ye yOu.

gmen nage shnayadz shang ytu hen dw3 sha.

lIgmen jeige tfishlagwen you aringwen 8dyin.

Jyri-jyan neiper chIngtsai hen heusi*.

11&-fAng nakwai nyOupei ye bfitswO.

ProN N

Ni Vg.lore tatTY4 synngsya lei.

145bal;a dau cheng litou chyale.

TA mama dzai ner mai dtingsyi.

Wo meimei may= Yingwen dzej;.

NI gage m&ngtyan dau ner chya?

TS dldi dzai waitou war ne.

S V PE

ihTo adi chya warle.

TS OA kan dyansh; le.

WSmen chya da amyl clwa

TSmen chya mai angel.

NI chya t/ng chanar ma?

W5 chya jyau amen lb. chnanle.



SUBSTITUTION DRILL

Lush

TR dzal wait= ne.

Sr

ou

16ushang

16usya

tdshagwan

clyedye tsdng syangsya tai.

egng ii

syw6syL

jyaushi,

eishtigwgn

UNIT VI - T 15

Sywdsheng

T5 dzai Trlitou ne.

Ta dzai litou ne.

TX dzai 16ushang ne.

TS dzai 16usya ne.

Ti'. dzai tfishagw5n ne.

tiy6jye ts411g syangsya lfii.

Jyejye tsdng eheng

Jy6jye tsAng syw6syau lAi.

Jyejye tsung jyus1.4 li 16i.

Jyejye taring tfishUgwan

T1 gan nIgage dzai keang li TM gen gage dzai aang li
shw5hwa ne.

kan dyansh;

ang ehangpyar

chi-Tan

kan bau

*

Ta gen ni edge dzai keang
ne.

TR gEn n1 gage dzai k;ang
changpfar ne.

TS gan ni gage dzai keang

TR en n gage dzai ketIng

shw3hwa ne.

1i kiln dyansh

li ting

li eafan ne.

ii kan bau



NI jAye Wing syAngsya tai.

TA mama

WO baba

NI gEge

TA met mei

UNIT VI T 16

Ni jAye taring synngsya lfiii

TA mama teing syttngsya 1fii.

w5 b;ba tsang synngsya tai.

NI gEge tsfing gyAngsyq 1fii.

TA mamei tsfing pyIngsya lfii.

Ni bglyibgi jigadz ba. Ni baiyiba3, jwadz ba.

nyanshtt N3 nyanshtt ba.

chlTan N ahnan ba.

kankan dyanahli NI lank= dykash:4 ba.

ha nyOungi Ni 10 ny6unia ba.

TA mLmei yid rig 1f i. TS maimei yiding tai.

chya TA m;imei yid:6g chya.

mgi TA m8imei yidang ma.

ang TA meamei yiding Mg.

chi TA mLmei yidIng ctOmp

DmayAr neige chauti ii hfii you. DziayAr naige chauti 1i hfii

YOubyAr YOubyAr n;ige chauti ii hfii

Waitou Waitou neige chauti li hfii

LXtou L3tou neige chauti ii hfii

L6usya gusya nage chauti ii hfii yOu.
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Fan kwai hiule ba. Fin kwai kiule ba..

Ny6upiti Nytupli kwa hiule ba.

J4j3. atjl kwai hiule ba.

ChilmAAn Ch luay4," kith hiule ba.

chatrita Chilean kwii Axle ha.

Ni dziime au wing a. Ni dzimme tau wing a.

kin NI dame tau kin a.

chyll Ni dame tau chya a.

chit Ni dzimme tau chf a.

ang Ni shim' tau ang a.

TS bUnAmg tyIntiyan hi jy5u. TS bAlneng ty.int.Tan a5u.

kin dyarish; TS baneng tylntyan kan dyanshr.

twig changpyIr TN baneng tylintyan tIng changpfar.

war TS 'Alan& tyIntyan war.

W5 chya jyau amen lei chfanle. WO OA jyau amen ltd. el-111;111e.

nyanehille W5 chyu jyau amen la 4yamhtlle,

kin dyllshiile W5 chya jyau amen lgi kin clyaaah:
le.

4

tTng elIngpy5r le WO chya jyau amen 161 tang
changpyIr le.



fiushr-

TN dzai waitou ne.

litou

REPLACEMENT DRILL
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Sywesheng

TR dzai waitou ne.

TR dzai litou ne.

Baba Baba dzai litou ne.

,
16ushang Baba dzai loushang ne.

GEge Gage dzai 16ushang ne.

Jygjye tsdng syRngsya lfii. Jsrejye Wing syRngsya lfii.

cheng li Jy4jye tsdng cheng li lfii.

Didi

JyR-jyan

Didi tsfing cheng li 1fii.

symsyau Didi tsdng sywesyau 161.

JA-jyan tsdng aywesyau tai.

TR gEn ni gage dzai keting li TR edn ni edge dzai keting li shwiihwa ne.
shwBhwa ne.

kan shu

Jiefu

chinan

TR gEn ni gage dzai keting li kan shu ne.

Jiau gEn ni edge dzai keting li kan shu
ne.

Jsrefu gen ni edge dzai keting li chnar
ne.

Li Lush Li Lausle edn ni gage dzai keting li
ch7fan ne.



TA meimei yiding 1614

chyu

WO didi

Ni jyefu

Dzw5byEr neige chButi li hfii yOu.

jw3dz shang

YOubyRr

shiljyadz shang

Iatou

NI dame liu wang a.

Ta

chip

he

Jang Syansheng

TR bllneng tyAntyan he jy6u.

kan dyansh

NI

women

tTng changpyar
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TS mhmei yiding 161.

TX mamei yidlng chya.

WS didi

UTO didi yiding

NI jyafu yldIng chf.

Dzw5byar neige ch3uti li hai Au.

Dzw5bylr neige jw3dz shang h4i

YOubyar neige jwodz shang hli

Youbyar neige sniljyadz shang hAi

atoll neige shnjyadz shang hAi yOu.

NI dzgmme Lau wang a.

NI dzgmme lau GIs:. a.

TS dame 1au cif/. a.

TR dzgmme lau hE a.

clang SySnsheng dzgmme lau ha a.

TR bunting tyIntyan he jiik.

TA Vant5ng 4.yantyan kan dyanshl..

NI baneng tyantyan kan dyanshi..

NI bLimeng ;..,panty ,n ting chaneyar.

Alen baneng trail:Van tIng changloyar.
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who chi, l jyau tRmen lfii chlTanle. WS chyll jyau tRmen lai chBfanle.

nyanshrile WS chya jyau tRmen lfii nyanshUle.

TR TR chya jyau tRmen lfii nyanshille,

kan dyansh; le Ta chya jy5u amen lfii kan dyansh'
le.

Meimei Meimei chya jyau tRmen la4 kan
dyanshr le.



RESPONSE DRILL

NI didi dzai ngr?

(waitou)

(litou)

(16ushang)

(16usya)

%.
Ni syandzal gan sgmma ne?

(di miuyI)

(dzwO syiti)

(kan dyans14)

(jgu shU)

Baba dzai jyA ma?

(dzai)

(bfidzai)

NI mingtyan sying dau ngr chya?

(cheng li)

(gIngsya)

(sywesyau)

(tfishrigwin)
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Sywesheng

TA dzai waitou ne.

TR dzai Atom ne.

TA dzai 16ushang ne.

TA dzai 16usya ne.

TA syandzai dg meuyi ne.

TA syandzai dzwo sylti ne.

T syandzai kan dyanshr ne.

%.
TA syand:lai Jhri ne.

TM dzai jy5.

TA bfidzai jya.

WO dau cheng

WS mingtyaz dau sylngsya

WS mingtyan sying dau sywisyau chya.

WS mingtyan sygng dau tashUgwgn



Shfii tsfing syIngsya lfii?

(ni iigiYe)

(ni edge)

(ni Baba)

(n3 didi)
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W6 jy4jye tsfing syIngsya lfii.

WS age tsang sySngsya la.

WS Baba tsfing synngsya la.

Wo didi tsfing synngsya la.

DzsayAr neige chButi ii hei yOu ma?

(ha you) Dzw6bytr neige ch3uti ii ha yOu.

(meiyou) Dzw5byAr neige ch3uti li mayoule.

Ta meimei yiding lfii ma?

(yiding) Tai meimei yiding la.

(bilyiding) TS meimei bUyiding 16i.

NI chya jyau sha lfii chnan ne?

(JyA-jyan) Wn chyu jyau Jyar.jyan lai chnan.

(ai-fAng) WO chyu jyau Mei-Mg lai chrfan.

(Wing LiushB) WS chyu jyau Wing aushl la chilfan.

(LI SySnsheng) WS chyu jyau LI Sygnsheng lfii ch7fan.
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Lgushf

NI wen ta, to didi dzai nar.
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Sywesheng

NI didi dzai ngr?

Tg dzai Talton ne.

Tg. dzai 16ushang ne.

Ta dzai kiting li ne.

bijiklau ta dzai ngr.

Ta dagai dzai lItou

Ni qn ta, to meimei syandzai gan le4.ineisyNInandzai gan sgmma?
shemma.

Tg syendzai da mauyi ne.

Ta syandzai chfran ne.

TA syandzai tIng changpygr ne.

Ta syandzai nyanshi ne.

TA syandzai jgu gingwen didygn ne.

NI wen ta, ta Baba dzai budzai jyg NI Baba dzai lyg ma?

la" dzai jyg.

Ta bfidzai jyg.

NI wen ta, to mingtyan shang cgng Ni mingtyan shisLegn, chyU ma?ii chyll ma
ig mingtyan shang egng li chytt.

WO mingtyan bizshang egng li chA.

NI wen ta, shei tsfing syingsya lai.

w6 jyajye tsung sygngsya

WO gage tsfing sygngsya
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NI wen tg, dz6ubyer neige chauti Dzw6bygr nei e chauti hai you
you shaur ma. "altir ma.

Dzw6byer neige chauti ii hai you
shaur.

Dzw6bygr neige chouti ii hai yOu
hen dw6 shaur.

Dzw6byir neige ch6uti ii maiyou
shaur le.

NI wen ta, to meimei yiding lai ma. NI melmeiAgax :Lk ma?

WO meimei yiding 311.

WO meimei bayiding

NI wen ta, fan kwai hgule

NI we%tg, to chyu jyau shk tai
chmifan.

Fan kwai hgule ma?

Fan kwai haule.

Fan hai meihau ne.

NI chyu you shei lAi chrfan?

WO chyu jyau 145 gage tai chiTan.

WO chyu jyau w5 tai ch"ifan.

WO chyu jyau tamen lai chFfan.



DIALOGUE EXPANSION

Xing Frei -fgng dzai 16ushang ma?

Ta bfidzai 16ushang.

Na to dzai ngr?

Tg dagai dzai katIng li kan bau ba.

Baba dzai jyg. ma?

Budzai. Ti gen nn gige shang cheng litou chyule.
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Tgmen shang cheng li chya dzw; shamma chyu?

Tamen chya mai yidygr dingsyi.

Jyejye tamen mingtyan ylding tsfIng sygngsya 1.ai. ma?

Blaylding. Keshr ni jyefu yiding lai,

NI jfdau shal dzAi 16usya mal'

Wmaimei dzai lOusya dg Amyl ne.

NI didi sygngdzai gan shamma ne?

Tg dzai litou war ne.

Wmende fan kwai hgule ba.

Hai meihau ne. Keshr nI sygn chya bglyibgi jw5dz ba.

NI you bgi sh6ma angsyi.

kwaidz, dyadzo shaur, jyangyOu, tsa d5u you bgi.

Ma, shgule yige jyOubei le?

Ni dzemme ye bgile jy6ubei le?

Wmen jintyan wanshang bah?) jyou ma?

Buhe, women bunting tygntyan he jy5u.



4
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NARRATION

Jyi-jyan bUjildau to didi dzai nar. Ta wen mama to didi dzai

nap. T5 mama shw5 to didi g5n to meimei dzai waitou war. Tb.. Baba

yijing dzai jya,g5n g5ge dzai keting shwohwa. Jyi-jyande

jyejye mingtyan ts.fing syingsya lais keshr to jyefu buyiding gen

to jyejye ylkwar lai. Ta jyefude meimei hen syihwan Jya-jyUn.

T5 mingtyan yiding g5n t5 jyejye yikwar lai.

Jya-jyan y/jing ele. T5 wen to mama ± n kwai haule mayou.

Ta mama shwa kwai Mule, jyau to chyu balyib5i jw5dz. Ta baffle

hen dwo dungsyi. YOu wan, you shaur, y; y5u kwaidz. Keshr to

wangle jyangyOu tsu. JyA-jyan syang bai Woubei. Keshr to mama

shw5 ti Baba buneng tyintyan h5 jy5u, to jyau bubai jy5ub5i leo



RIIDES

4'Baba gege dou dzal jya,

Dadi meimei dzai waitou.

JAye dzh syngsya,

'Amen ty"Antyan dau sygng tg.

Jya-jyan he piing ehnan,

Mama shwa fan kwai hgule.

JyR-jyan jyOu chit' bgi jwadz,

Ylhwer jyau 'Omen chnan ba.
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PROGRESS EVALUATION

1. Listening and Speaking (Student listens to the tape and responds
according to the proper sentence he has
learned. Several correct responses to
each utterance maybe possible, but the
most direct one taught and practiced in
this unit is suggested in parentheses.)

NI didi dzai ngr?

(TA dzai waitou war ne.)

Baba dzai jyA ma?

(Ta dzai JO.)

NI meimei syandzai gan shemma ne?

(Ta dzai 16ushang da guy/ ne.)

Mingtyan ni sygng shang ner chya?

Sha ts(ing syAngsya 1fii?

(w6 jyejye tsdng syAngsya lfii.

Ni jidefude mamei yiding 16,i ma?

(TA, yiding la.)

Fan kw.li heule ma?

(Fan kwai haule.)

JyA-jyan shgule sh6mma?

(Ta shaule yiba shfiur.)

Dzai ner hfii ytu shfiur?

(DzwilbyAr n;ige ch3uti yOu.)

tlyn-jyan bale jyangy6u tsa m6 you?

(Ta wangle.)

Mama dzemme b6yau bfii jytubea?

(Baba blieng tylintyan he jiclu.)
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2. Auditory Comprehension (Retell the following passages in English)

Jya-jyun wen to Mama to didi dzai nar. TA Mama shwa to didi gan to

meimei dzai waitou war.

TA Baba yijing dzai jyA, gen to gage dzai 'thing li shwahwa.

JA-jyunde jyejye mingtyan gen to jygfude meimei teing syangsya lfii.

JyA-jyan yinjing ale. TA MAma shwa fan kwai haule, jyau to chyu

bgi jwadz. TA bile wan, kwaidz, dzedz, shAur, kgshr wangle jyangyOu

JyR-jyan ye sygng bfii jyiSubai. gshr to Mama bllyau to bgi. TA Mama

shwa to Baba blIneng tyantyan winshang he ji61.1.

3. Reading and Writing (Chinos° charactcirs)


